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Haudenosaunee Unit
Overview

Haudenosaunee Resource List and Bibliography
Standard Resources Recommended for Teaching the Enki Haudenosaunee Unit: many of
the books listed here are not easy to get. They are primarily produced by the North American Indian
Travelling College. These are available through Kanatsiohareke Mohawk Community Bookstore
(http://www.mohawkcommunity.com - 4934 State Highway Rt 5, Fonda, NY 12068 Phone Number:
(518) 673-2534, Email: info@mohawkcommunity.com) or by calling the publisher at 613 9329452.
PO Box 273, Hogansburg NY 13655. .
Story Books recommended to go along with teaching this unit available through Joe Bruchac,

Greenfield Review Press Phone (518) 584-1728/ nudatlog@earthlink.net - (none should be begun independently by the children until you have finished the creation cycle stories together):
Skunny Wundy - Arthur C. Parker, Syracuse University Press, 1994 (language needed)1
Legends of the Iroquois, Ray Fadden, book Publishing company, 1998 (editing needed)*2
Iroquois Stories: Heroes and Heroines Monsters and Magic - Bruchac, Crossing Pr 1985
Giving Thanks, by Jake Swamp, Lee & Low Books, 1997
Children of the Long House, by Joseph Bruchac (not used in unit - for children independently)

Music and Dance
Iroquois Social Dances: (included), this video teaching 5 Mohawk Social Dances: includes Woman’s
Dance, Robin Dance, Rabbit Dance, Stomp Dance, and Smoke Dance
Music of the Seneca Harvest Ceremony: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtzLpXkdTFA
Basic Stomp Dance Step: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRNj9wi4UbA
Stomp Dance: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq8We0FS4nU
Stick Dance: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7xCwlLs8Oo&NR=1
Haudenosaunee Dances II: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnR1bKTF3jg
Haudenosaunee Dances II: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5uCUZC2YBs
Seneca Dance: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdYByMddJEo&NR=1

Arts and Crafts and Recipes - (see arts and crafts section for descriptions)
How to Build Iroquois Indian Animal Traps, by Esme McMullen-Degnan:
eHow, Trusted Advice for the Curious Life: http://www.ehow.com/how_2049189_make-gourd-rattle.html
The Iroquois: How they hunted, by Joon Cho and Rohan Krishnan: http://www.oppapers.com/essays/
Iroquois-Hunted/107694
Iroquois Crafts, by Carrie A. Lyford, published by U.S. Department of the Interior,

1 These are Seneca versions of the stories and sometimes need to have the names shifted into Mohawk for consistency
within this epic - we recommend going through the books and changing them.
2 Some of these stories refer to the “white man.” We believe that this fosters racism in exactly the same way as calling a
Haudenosaunee person a “red skin” would. As well, to nurture all children regardless of race, it is important that the
children are able to identify with the people in the story and that no one feels like the “bad guy” - that will only foster
division and racism. To support respect and appreciation, we ask that you change the term “white man” to French, British,
European - whatever is accurate - just as you would change the word “red man” to Haudenosaunee, Lakota, or whatever
was accurate, directly in the books..

American Indian Museum: 324 Caverns Road, P.O. Box 7, Howes Cave, NY http://www.iroquoismuseum.
org/woodworking.htm
The New England Indians, by C. Keith Wilbur, The Globe Pequot Press, 1978
Manataka American Indian Council: http://www.manataka.org/page67.html
NativeTech: Native American Technology and Art: http://www.nativetech.org/cornhusk/cornhusk.html
TLC, A Discovery Company: http://tlc.howstuffworks.com/family/nature-weaving-crafts-for-kids2.htm
ELA Diagnostic: http://newtunings.com/57/data/Grade.Level.Tools/5th.Grade/Literacy/Assessments.
Tracking/5th.ELA.Diagnostic.pdf
Peace 4 Turtle Island: http://www.peace4turtleisland.org/pages/Lacrosseplayed.htm
New York State Museum: http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/IroquoisVillage/buildingmodel.html
Ethnobotany of the Iroquois with an Emphasis on the Seneca of the Upper Allegheny, by Emily Porter.
Environmental Studies Capstone Project Fall 2007 University of Pittsburgh at Bradford: http://www.upb.
pitt.edu/uploadedFiles/Academics/Majors_and_Minors/Environmental_Studies/Student_Capstone_Reports/ethnobotany6.pdf
The Native People of the Northeast Woodlands, by Judith A. Brundin, Museum of the American IndianHeye Foundation
Field and Stream: http://www.fieldandstream.com/photos/gallery/survival/fire/2006/10/seven-ways-lightfire-without-match?photo=3
bushcraftuk: http://www.bushcraftuk.com/forum/showthread.php?t=50484&page=1
YouTube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksBvAYOuvd4
Camping & Wilderness Survival: The Ultimate Outdoors Book, by Paul Tawrell: http://www.upb.pitt.
edu/uploadedFiles/Academics/Majors_and_Minors/Environmental_Studies/Student_Capstone_Reports/
ethnobotany6.pdf
The Gift-Givers, prepared by the Iroquois Indian Museum.
North American Native Plant Society: http://www.nanps.org/index.php/resources/native-plants-toknow/127-hierochloe-odorata-sweetgrass
Richters Herb Specialists: http://www.altnature.com/thegarden/sweet.htm
Drum and Rattle Making, by Tom Porter, North American Indian Travelling College Cornwall ON and
Hogansburg NY, 1993

Resources used in compiling the Enki Haudenosaunee Cultural Unit
And Grandma Said . . . Iroquois Teachings, by Tom Sakokwenionkwas Porter, Xlibris Books, 2008 (this is
the central resource used for the preparation of this unit)
Iroquois Corn in a culture based curriculum, by Caroline Cornelius, State University of New York Publishing, 1999
Traditional Teachings, edited by Barbara Kawenehe Barnes, published by The North American Indian
Travelling College, 1984.
Legends of the Iroquois (Myths and Legends), by Tehanetorens (Ray) Fadden, published by Book Publishing in Summertown Tennessee
Kanatsiohareke: Traditional Mohawk Indians Return to their Ancestral Homeland, by Tom Sakokwenionkwas Porter, Bowman Books, Greenfield Center, NY 1998
Haudenosaunee: Past-Present-Future, overseen by John Fadden (Haudenosaunee Grand Council), Univer-

sity of the State of New York, State Education Department, Albany NY,
Parker on the Iroquois, by Arthur Caswell Parker, William Nelson Fenton, Syracuse University Press 1968
Seneca Myths and Folk Tales, by Arthur Caswell Parker, University of Nebraska Press, 1989
Legends of the Longhouse, by Jesse Hayonhwonhish Cornplanter, J.B. Lippincott/Iroqrafts, 1938 and 1986
David Cusick’s Sketches of Ancient History of the Six Nations, by David Cusick and Paul Royster (editor),
Facutly publications, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1828
The Iroquois, by Dean R. Snow, published Wiley-Blackwell, 1996
The Iroquois ceremonial of midwinter, by Elisabeth Tooker, Syracuse University Press, 1970
Conservatism among the Iroquois at the Six Nations Reserve, by Annemarie Anrod Shimony, Syracuse
University Press, 1994
An Evaluation of the Presentation of Native Americans in the Local Curriculum (thesis), by Danielle
Lambert, State University of New York, 2001
Wisdom Keepers, by Wall and Arden, published Beyond Words, Inc, 1990
Aionwahta, by Alvin Josephy,
The Great Law and the Longhouse: a political history of the Iroquois Confederacy, by William Nelson
Fenton, University of Oklahoma Press, 1998
False Faces http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_Face_Society (from Fenton, False Faces of the Iroquois
False Faces http://ezinearticles.com/?The-History-and-Use-of-False-Face-Masks-Among-theSeneca&id=1153427
Longhouses - http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/IroquoisVillage/villagetwo.html
Four Directions Teachings, Tom Porter, http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com
Corn - Corn, by Tom Porter, published by The North American Indian Travelling College, 1993.
Native American Gardening: Stories, Projects, and Recipes for Families, by Michael J. Caduto and Joseph
Bruchac
The Three Sisters Garden, http://sites.google.com/site/atkinsonlegacygardens/three-sisters-garden
The Great Law and the Longhouse: a political history of the Iroquois Confederacy, by William Nelson
Fenton, The Civilization of the American Indian Series, University of Oklahoma Press. 1998
The Influence of the Great Law of Peace on The United States Constitution: An Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Perspective, by Kanatiyosh Onondaga/Mohawk, Arizona State University College of Law.. Kanatiyosh is from Akwesasne http://www.tuscaroras.com/graydeer/influenc/page1.htm
Indian Magna Carta Writ In Wampum Belts, By Howard McLellan, reprinted from The New York Times,
June 7, 1925. http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/WampumBelts.html
Forgotten Founders: How the American Indian Shaped Democracy, by Bruce E. Johansen, Gambit Incorporated, 1984, http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/FF.html
Seeing Wholistically: Oneida ancient understandings/comparison of western&indigenous science, 1994,
http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/NAworldview.html
The Code of Handsome Lake, the Seneca Prophet, by Arthur C. Parker, 1913, http://www.sacred-texts.
com/nam/iro/parker/index.htm#section_000
Encyclopedia of North American Indians, by John C. Mohawk, Seneca State University of New York at
Buffalo, Cengage Learning, http://www.college.cengage.com/history/readerscomp/naind/html/na_017500_
iroquoisconf.htm
Handsome Lake: http://www.everyculture.com/North-America/Iroquois-Religion-and-Expressive-Culture.

html#ixzz0xdoWGvGz
Godasiyo Story - http://www.indigenouspeople.net/godasiyo.htm
The Naked Bear folktales of the Iroquois, edited by John Bierhorst, Morrow, 1987
Tobacco use by Native North Americans: sacred smoke and silent killer; by Joseph C. Winter, University
of Oklahoma Press, 2000

Cycle of Support:
In appreciation of the opportunity to enrich our children’s lives through this Haudenosaunee Unit,
and in gratitude for the direct assistance with these materials, we encourage you to complete the cycle
of support by purchasing materials through the Kanatsiohareke Bookstore or through Joe Bruchac
(http://nativeauthors.com).
As well, direct donations to Kanatsiohareke (Sakokenionkwas’ -Tom Porter’s - project for reclaiming and revitalization of the ancient lands and traditions) will support the continued rebirth of the
Haudenosaunee culture (www.mohawkcommunity.com).

Traditional Haudenosaunee Daily Life and History
The Haudenosaunee is a confederacy of six nations (originally there were five – the Tuscarora joined later). Their name, Haudensaunee means “The People of the Longhouse” or
“The People Who Build Longhouses.” The symbolic Longhouse of the Confederacy is said to
extend from the Hudson River in the east to Lake Erie on the west. The nations are:
MOHAWK (MO-hawk) or Kanien’kehaka, is translated as “The People of the Flint or
The People of the Crystal.”
ONEIDA (o-NY-da) or Onayotekaono, is translated as “The People of the Standing
Stone.”
ONONDAGA (on-nen-DA-ga) or Onundagaono, is translated as “The People of the
Hills.”
CAYUGA (ka-YOO-ga ) or Guyohkohnyoh, is translated as “The People of the Great
Swamp.”
SENECA (SEN-i-ka), or Onondowahgah, is translated as “The People of the Great Hill.”
TUSCARORA (tus-ka-ROR-a) or Skaruhreh, is translated as “The Shirt Wearing People,” - the Tuscarora joined the League after the original formation among the 5 nations.
Since that time, the Confederacy has also been known as the Six Nations.
The Mohawk, “The Keepers of the Eastern Door, ” were responsible for protecting and defending the eastern boundaries of the Haudenosaunee territory. The Onondaga, “The Keepers of the Central Fire,” had villages centrally located, near what is no known as Syracuse
NY. The Great Council of Chiefs still meets at Onondaga. The Seneca, the “Keepers of the
Western Door, ” were responsible for protecting and defending the western boundaries of
Haudenosaunee territory.
The map of the Haudenosaunee lands is echoed in the Hiawatha Belt - recognizing this can
be a good activity for the children.
Some say that the vision or instructions of the Peacmaker was to bring the Great Law of
Peace to all of Turtle Island (North America, if not all the Americas). Initially it stopped
with the five nations, but with emphasis on the 4 roots of peace reaching in all directions.
Beginning around 1722, members of the Tuscarora Nation, who were living in what is now
North Carolina, traveled north to seek refuge among the Haudenosaunee. They were invited
to join the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, becoming its sixth nation, but one without voting
rights.
-------------------

Culture and Customs
As is true of all cultures, the customs of the Haudenosaunee are expressions or manifestations of their underlying worldview. This is a culture marked by its sense of community
and it is not focused on individuality, i.e. everything is an expression of interdependent and
sacred forces which are in constant interaction. Some of these forces have immense power
- such as the sun, storms, and rains; others are delicate such as the butterflies and the ants,
or humble as the moles underground, but all are an interdependent and honored part of
the whole. This interdependence in and of itself is seen as sacred, and not as a negative but
necessary “dependence.”
In keeping with this view, each element of life is seen as “people” – four-legged people, two-legged people, crawling, swimming or winged people; as people that are green, or
stony, or soft. Trees are called standing people. If their limbs, leaves, bark, or sap is collected
for human use, through ritual, they are approached with enhanced gratitude. From this
vantage point, there is no such thing as “nature”; all forms of being are on a similar plane,
are interdependent, and are ‘people.’ Each form is honored as different, but not hierarchically “rated”; rather, there is a kinship and interdependence, a give-and-take among beings
large and small, creative and destructive, visible, invisible, or dimly perceived, beneficent
and dangerous, all interacting with mutuality or interdependence, rather than in a battle of
opposites or a race for survival of the fittest.
A central way that this worldview is expressed and reinforced is through the daily
recitation of the Thanksgiving Address. It is a way to greet and express gratitude to every
part of the natural world; it is not a requesting or begging prayer, but an expression of appreciation designed to strengthen one’s connection to nature and the creative force. There
is a general sequence in which the various aspects of the natural world are thanked, but the
Address itself is not rigid. Rather, each speaker chooses what examples to include. In this
way, there is a living and dynamic awareness cultivated. (In our work with the children, the
daily address in Mohawk is a fixed form as it would be impossible to do this flexibly. But
within the overall curriculum, this is balanced through the story and through the bi-weekly
Enki Moon Ritual in which, after each line of the Mohawk Address is spoken, the family
members take turns offering specific thanks for each aspect of nature as they experience it
in their lives).
The Haudenosaunee respect for all of life includes the elderly; they are both revered
and cared for. The Haudenosaunee is a matrilineal society stemming from the Creation
Story, which holds the awareness that it is women who bring forth life. This is respected
in big ways and small. Some of these, to the modern eye, might seem like a demeaning of
women, but are in fact an honoring. For example, during their menses women’s participation in the ceremonies is restricted in some way. This is not because they are “dirty” or “less
than,” but because they are at a time of great power which has a disproportionate impact on
the connection to greater forces for the rest of the community. While in this short overview
we cannot list all the instances of this reverence for women, it is important to keep in mind
that Haudenosaunee customs seek to honor women, so if you see something that appears to
do the opposite, look more deeply!
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Ceremonial elements are carefully protected so that they can maintain their full
power. For example, Medicine Masks of any kind are only made and handled by specific
people. No representation of these is ever done casually – including as any kind of art
project for students! At the request of our Mohawk authenticators, we have not included a
chapter on the Medicine Societies in the story. As well, there are social dances enjoyed by
all and shared freely, but specific ceremonial dances and chants are done only within the
Haudenosaunee community and only at specific and ritual times, and led by an elder. Hand
in hand with this, rites are observed for virtually all passages: birth, maturation, marriage,
death, killing for food, becoming a leaders, and so on.
Today the preservation of the original indigenous languages is very important to
many Haudenosaunee because language is and has always been seen as a way that culture
and spirituality are maintained. As well, the languages were forcibly taken and blocked
with the European invasion. Renewal of ceremonies and traditional ways of living are also
part of reviving and strengthening the culture.

Community Structure:
The different energies of men and women are acknowledged in big ways and small,
and the stories will bring forth many examples. Such things as types of work undertaken,
responsibilities in ceremonies, men going to live with their wives clan upon marriage, all
reinforce these differences, but it is important to realize that, as is true in the outlook on all
aspects of life, this is not viewed as a “value based” differentiation, but one of “perceiving
essential natures,” and honoring creation as it is.
Central to the Haudenosaunee community structure is the clan. As a matrilineal society, each clan is linked by a common female ancestor with women possessing a leadership
role within the clan. A man moves into his wife’s clan’s longhouse, but he maintains his clan
status. The number of clans varies among the nations with the Mohawk having three principal clans (Turtle, Bear, and Wolf), to the Seneca who have eight (Turtle, Bear, Wolf, Snipe,
Hawk, Heron, Eel, Deer) and Onondga with nine (Turtle, Beaver, Bear, Wolf, Snipe, Hawk,
Heron, Eel, Deer). The clans are represented by birds and animals and are divided into the
three elements: water, land, and air. The Bear, Wolf, and Deer represent the land element;
the Turtle, Eel, and Beaver represent the water element and the Snipe, Heron, and Hawk
represent the air element.
Based on the instructions of He-Who-Has-Big-Ideas, the clans are divided into two
groups (called moieties by European Anthropolgists); these are seen as being “two sides of
the river” as described in the story on the origination of the clans. When someone died who
was from a clan on “one side of the river” it would be the responsibility of the people on “the
other side of the river” to aid those in grief by doing all the speaking at the wake and funeral, doing the cooking, digging the grave, and whatever else was needed for the full mourning period of ten days. So in a Mohawk community if a Wolf died, it is said that “the minds
of all those on that side of the river (Wolf and Turtle Clan) are dragging on the ground,” and
those on their side of the Longhouse (Bear) would take care of those grieving. The Haudenosaunee are a very practical people, so this is a guideline, but if the people on the consoling
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side of the river are incapacitated for any reason (such as a close relationship with the one
who died or illness, etc.) they do not take on caring for other, but are included in receiving
care.
Each member of any particular clan is considered a relative regardless of the nation
to which they belong. A Wolf Clan member of the Mohawk and a Wolf Clan member of the
Seneca nation are still considered relatives. Names belong to each clans are passed down
through the clan. For example if a man belonging to the Turtle Clan were to marry a woman
who belongs to the Wolf Clan, he would go to live with her and her Clan, and their children
would be the same clan as their mother, Wolf Clan. The man would still remain of the Turtle
Clan. Traditionally there is no divorce, but should the couple go separate ways, the children
would automatically stay with the wife’s family (even in the case of a mother’s death and
the father’s subsequent remarriage). Because a person’s name is the way the Creator or the
medicines know that person, only one person can have a particular name at any given time.
In Haudenosaunee society each person has his own family, which includes his mother,
father and brothers and sisters. But with this comes the extended family, including everyone
else belonging to the same clan. This system was especially helpful when traveling from
nation to nation as people would search out members of their same clan who would provide
food and shelter and care for them as part of their family. Because people of the same clan
are considered family, marriages within the same clan are forbidden. The clan system still
survives today.
Haudenosaunee women have a great amount of authority and responsibility. In this
matrilineal society the women have a strong voice in all matters, and also hold the final deciding voice as to who is made chief and whether they keep the position. Traditionally, anyone could nominate men to be considered as chiefs in the community. The Clan Mothers ,
who are always female, invite the women of that clan to try to come to one mind. Once they
do, they invite the men in to discuss and come to one mind. Then the Clan Mothers discuss
the person’s qualifications and when they have come to “one mind” (consensus), a decision
is made. So in the end, it is the whole clan that chooses the chief, under the Clan Mothers’
guidance. Each clan has several Clan Mothers, because each Chief has one Clan Mother.
If an issue about a particular Chief performing his duties arises in the community, it
is brought to the Clan Mothers and they decide if action is needed. If they feel a Chief is
not working in the interest of the whole community, they give 3 warnings and if there is no
change, that chief is removed (de-horned).
The Chiefs are always male. Each nation has its own council, composed of the Chiefs
of that Nation. Traditionally each nation sent all its condoled Chiefs to the Grand Council today it is more complicated because each nation is structured to respond to the needs of its
people. There was a sharing and balance of responsibility and power at all levels.
There is a set number of Condoled Chiefs (Chiefs on the Grand Council) for each of the Six
Nations (9 Mohawk, 9 Oneida, 14 Onondaga, 10 Cayuga, 8 Seneca; these numbers do not relate to the nations population but to what the people felt was needed - since they use a consensus system, numbers do not matter). The Grand Council sits in groups much like the US
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Senate, House, and Judiciary. The Elder Brothers (Mohawk, Seneca) sit together, and Younger Brothers (Oneida, Cayuga) sit together; in the middle are the Onondaga. The figurative
“river” runs between the older and younger brothers. In the middle is the symbolic “well.”
The issues are put in the “well.” The Onondaga take the issues and prioritize and present
the issues. Then the first issue is given to the Older Brother Mohawks. They discuss it in
full, building a big picture. Then solutions are brainstormed among Mohawk. When they
are of one mind, they present the whole thing to the Seneca - start to finish. And the process
begins again, but this time they have the recommendation of the Mohawk as part of the discussion. If they don’t, it goes back again to the Mohawk to try again. And so on. This process
happens with each of the younger brothers one at a time (Tuscarora’s can sit with younger
brothers and join the discussion, but they don’t have a say in the consensus). When all are of
one mind, then it is presented to the Onondagas in full. They go through the same process
and put it into law.
Grand Council takes up major issues only. With individual nations, the same process is followed with the clans acting in a similar way to the nations at the Grand Council. Here local
issues are taken up.

Family Structure
Traditionally, each gender had a clearly defined role that complemented that of the
other. Women did most of the work involving the field and housekeeping, though the men
helped with clearing the fields and the harvest, and if they were needed elsewhere. The men
did the bulk of work involving the forest, including the original clearing of the field and
making the tools. Overall, the Haudenosaunee men were responsible for hunting, trading,
and protecting their homes and villages (including warfare). But these were not rigid roles
and anyone might help with anything, as needed.
Traditional Haudenosaunee say that babies are not born with a knowledge of what is
right and wrong; they must be taught everything about right and wrong, and moral issues.
If correction is needed, it is not considered appropriate to scold or raise one’s voice to children, or to employ any form of corporal punishment. The traditional Haudenosaunee approach to discipline is to give a child two warnings, if he or she is not acting appropriately.
First one talks with the child about what is expected. If the child does not respond properly
they might be told a parable. If after being asked twice, the third time the parent or grandparent will throw cold water in the child’s face. The intent is to startle, not to injure. It is said
that water possesses the power to cleanse and purify, and so will wash away the negative
behavior patterns of the child. If that does not work, the next step is to take the child to a
river or creek. After explaining to him or her what is being done or why, the child is submerged in the water a couple of times. The intent, again, is to cleanse the child of the negative behavior or attitude.
Finally, if none of this works, after a period of quiet reflection to settle the adult, the
child would be sent to find a branch, the child may be struck with the slender branch in a
very controlled way - more making a pint that any sense of injuring. Finally, if all else failed
he might also be ignored completely until the behavior changed.
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Haudenosaunee boys began developing their survival skills when young, practicing
with knives, spears, fishing tools, and bows and arrows. Boys knew at a very young age that
they were to grow up and become hunters and protectors; they knew that it was their responsibility. Men expected their young boys to go with them hunting, fishing, and to building and repairing longhouses, or to do any of the other daily things. Young boys did not go
to war.
Mothers taught all children of a very young age to cook, maintain the longhouse, make
clothing, and how to tend to the gardens.
Most children’s activities involved role-playing: that is, girls doing things that their
mothers, “aunts,” and older sisters would do - playing with miniature versions of mothering
(cornhusk dolls, miniature cradle boards, etc.). Boys doing what their fathers, “uncles,” and
older brothers would do. Boys role-played as hunters and protectors using small bows and
arrows with blunt tips, miniature lacrosse sticks, testing their skills by shooting at targets.
Lacrosse, also called by the Haudenosaunee as “The Little Brother of War,” also drew upon
and tested skills that would become important to boys in adulthood.
Everyone could join in social games: catching hoops on a stick, or throwing sticks
through rolling hoops. Double ball was a favorite (two balls or sacks strung on a leather cord
and tossed with a stick).

Food:
The Haudenosaunee were essentially an agricultural people, living in semi-permanent villages. Their diet was centered on the “Three Sisters” – corn, beans, and squash,
supplemented by a variety of other vegetables, fruits, and berries, and by hunting in the
surrounding forests. About 65 percent of the diet was plant based and 35 percent, animal.
Women worked collectively, primarily with gardening and gathering wild plants and fruits;
men worked collectively, primarily with hunting and fishing, though they also helped with
field preparation and harvest as needed.
The Haudenosaunee system of land use reflected the idea that the land and what came
from it was for everyone to use (one bowl-one spoon). All fields were communal and everyone was expected to do their share. Planting was said to be accompanied by singing, laughing and joking.
In choosing fields for planting, the Haudenosaunee considered the accessibility of
water and selected areas near rivers when possible. A field was used until it was no longer
fertile, and then they moved to a new field. However; because they worked intensively with
companion planting, they did not “use up” the fields as quickly as does the mono-cropping
of today.
New fields were prepared by girdling the trees in early Spring and burning the dead
trees not used for new longhouses that Autumn, or the following Spring. The ashes provided nutrients to enrich the soil. Returning the cornstalks to the hills provided organic material and prevented soil erosion. When the soil of became depleted, the whole village would
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move to a new location, and the old land would be left to lie fallow in order to restore itself.
The Haudenosuanee preferred to clear second growth forest, because the trees in the second
growth forest are smaller, and could be used as the raw materials for building the framework of the longhouses and for the palisade or stockade fence that surrounded the village
Village life centered around the agricultural economic base of corn; therefore, Haudenosaunee technology centered on the development of the tools necessary for agricultural life
and hunting. Stone axes for the slash and burn clearing of fields, along with wood and stone
and antler ploughs for hill planting, were used. Corn, beans, and squash (The Three Sisters)
formed a nutritionally balanced diet, supplemented by other garden crops (especially root
vegetables including sunchokes), fishing, gathering, and hunting.
The Haudenosaunee dug pits in the ground outside the longhouse to store some of
their dried foods. The pits were lined with grass and bark, and roofed with sheets of bark,
upon which earth was heaped for insulation. They also dried many things by hanging them
in the longhouse. The preservation and storage of food was a necessity for survival through
hard times. It was a challenge for the Haudenosaunee, as it was and is to all communities.
Most of the foods upon which the Haudenosaunee relied could be dried or smoked for the
long-term. These included fish, venison, and other meat products, dried corn, beans, and
squash, and other plant foods. Some were stored within the longhouse, others in outside
pits.
Evidence reveals that pits were dug in well drained soils; their walls and floor were
lined with naturally mold-resistant dry grasses, which were held in place with sheets of
bark. Dried corn still on the cob, or shelled, was placed in bark barrels, which were set
into the bottoms of the pits. Food preparation tools, such as grinding stones, clay pots, and
wooden or bark bowls might also be stored in the same pit. Other dried plant foods, such as
sunflower seeds and hickory nuts could be stored there, as well.
The corn, the bean and the squash are three loving sisters who must always
live together to be happy.’
The older sister is tall and graceful, the next younger loved to twine about
her and lean for strength upon her. The youngest rambled at the feet of her
sisters and protected them from prowling enemies.
When the moon drops low and the summer night is lit only by the mysterious light of the stars, these three sisters come forth in human form wearing
their green garments and decked in blossoms.
They have been seen dancing in the shadows, singing to their Mother Earth,
praising their Elder Brother Sun and whispering words of comfort to mankind. And men, to show gratitude, call the three sisters Dyonheyko, ”they
who sustain our lives.” Haudenosaunee (Haudenosaunee) legend
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Housing:
The primary housing of the Haudenosaunee was the longhouse. The making of these
is detailed in the science section of this manual, but by way of overview, these are, as their
name tells us, longhouses. Why this is particularly relevant is that each house is structured
much as the village and, in turn, underlies the structure of the League. Each has the oldest
woman as its head, and she, and usually her sisters, their families, and the families of their
daughters, and so on, live in the house. In any given longhouse there could be as many as 20
or more families, all related through their mothers’ side.
Each family has its own living space consisting of sleeping platforms on which they
sleep and under which they store belongings. There is also a platform above provided storage space. Sometimes children might sleep in this area. The living spaces run down both
sides of the longhouse, with a center corridor or path between them. The length of the house
will be added to as more family spaces are needed for more daughters and their families,
so houses might have as few as six families or as many as 40, but the space in them for each
family will be about the same.
Fires were located down the middle path or corridor of each longhouse. The people on
either side of a fire shared that fire, which was used for cooking, light, and warmth. Those
sharing might be from different nuclear families or just one larger one. Families also came
together to share in meals and to help one another. Children played freely throughout the
longhouse. However, if the weather was good, most activities took place outside.
Animal skins were sometimes hung to create privacy. Corn, dried fish, and other
dried foods were hung from the rafters. A large family might have a longer family section
or a section on the other side of the fire, as needed, but typically the family space was 20 feet
long. Typically, the longhouse was 20 feet high, 20 feet wide, and 20 feet long PER two families (one on each side of the longhouse. They were usually about 200 feet long (20 families)
but some were nearly 400 feet.

Clothing
Pre-European contact Haudenosaunee clothing was made from animal skins. Deer,
moose, and elk were valued for their thick hides. Furs from beavers, bears, raccoons, and
wolves were used for warmth. Sewing was done with bone needles and animal sinew
thread.
In warmer weather, women wore moccasins and a skirt. Leggings and collars (quite
like a short ponchos, sometimes with the sides stitched closed) were worn as well in colder
weather. Clothing was decorated with porcupine quills, shell beads, and animal hair or fur.
Sometimes plant dyes were used to paint decorations.
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In warmer weather, the men wore moccasins and a breechcloth or a kilt-like wrap. The
breechcloth was made of a long, wide piece of deerskin. Passing between the legs, it was
secured at the waist with a belt or sash. The part of the breechcloth that hung down in the
front and back were sometimes decorated. An additional sash could be worn over the shoulder. Both waist belt and chest belt could be decorated with porcupine quills or shells and
dyes. In colder weather men wore leggings and a robe, as well.
Pouches, often decorated, for carrying personal items were used by both men and
women. Cradleboards with burden straps were used to carry babies and burden frames
with burden straps were used to carry heavy loads on the back. In situations of danger, the
women carried the loads so that the men were free to protect all from predatory animals or
enemies. Women also used these frames to keep their hands free to tend the children. Contrary to modern assumptions, this was not seen as a “lesser role” or a powerless one, but as
doing half of what it takes to keep the family and community alive and well.
Accessories, such as necklaces, were made of shell, bone, antler, clay, feathers, dried
corn, and other natural materials. Decorations on clothing were often made with porcupine
quills or by using plant dyes to paint onto the skins. Designs were, and still are, mostly
woodland designs that depict flowers, vines, birds, and animals.
By the end of the eighteenth century, trade cloth replaced animal skins as the basic
clothing material. Imported glass beads and ribbons replaced porcupine quills, shells, and
hair as decorative elements. At first, the Haudenosaunee used the cloth to make their
traditional style of clothing. But by the 1700s more European style outfits became popular.
New styles from Europe like collared shirts were also introduced. German silver was soon
also used to make brooches and earring hardware and decorations (note: this is quite different from the southwestern Indian use of silver jewelry).
Today when traditional Haudenosaunee go to the Longhouse for a ceremony or a social dance today, they may wear traditional clothing or contemporary clothing with a traditional influence. For the women, it may be moccasins and a buckskin dress. Or a long, cloth
ribbon-shirt over a skirt with leggings. The men may wear moccasins, a ribbon-shirt, and
buckskin pants or leather leggings with a breechcloth.
The men might also wear a Gustowah (Kastoweh) ) on their heads. This is made with a
splint and feathers. The particular style of Gustowah tells what nations the man is from (see
Crafts/Arts section for details).
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A Brief History
There are differing versions of Haudenosaunee history, even among the different
nations that make up the League. The biggest discrepancies, however, are found when
comparing European immigrants’ versions with those of the Haudensaunee themselves.
Below we present primarily the Haudenosaunee view of their history – since this is the
culture on which we are focused.
The homeland of the Haudenosaunee around the time of Aionwahta and
for hundreds of years before that, was in
what is now known as upstate New York
and surrounding areas in both today’s
New York and Canada.
Through political influence and conquest,
the Haudenosaunee gained control of
most of the northeastern United States and
eastern Canada. At its maximum in 1680,
their empire extended west from the north
shore of Chesapeake Bay through Kentucky to the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers; then north following the
Illinois River to the south end of Lake Michigan; east across all of lower Michigan, southern
Ontario and adjacent parts of southwestern Quebec; and finally south through northern
New England west of the Connecticut River through the Hudson and upper Delaware Valleys across Pennsylvania back to the Chesapeake. The Haudenosaunee did not, for the most
part, physically occupy this vast area but remained in their upstate New York villages.
Haudenosaunee speak of the land that was formed on the by Sky Woman on Turtle’s
back as Turtle Island. Initially all the land of earth was one unit and this name applied to it
all. When the land was divided, as detailed in the story, Turtle Island came to refer to North
America, or, some say, both Americas.
The Haudenosaunee migrated from the south and west to their current homeland.
Some say they were initially by the Mississippi River, and others say they were initially in
Central or South America. Either way, it is agreed that there was a migration. Once east,
they struggled through conflict with existing nations such as the Adirondack. Eventually
this drove them to the homeland shown above.
Archeological evidence indicates that, at minimum, the Haudenosaunee had lived
in upstate New York for a very long time before the Europeans arrived. Maize agriculture
- which some anthropologists say was introduced in the 14th century - prompted a population surge and the accompanying cultural changes.
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Haudenosaunee history, passed down orally through the generations, tells of the
people going through cycles of living in harmony (being connected to the Creator and the
natural order of life), and warfare (losing connection to the Creator and the natural order).
Oral history tells us of at least five major turnings of this wheel: original teachings, Clan
System, The Teacher, the Peacemaker, and Handsome Lake – the first four are the subject of
the full epic in this curriculum. Some say we are in our sixth turning now as the original
culture and languages are being revived.
The exact date of the founding of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois Confederacy or Great
League of Peace), which forms the core of our curriculum story, is not clear and the dates
vary. Some estimates put this as far back as 30 A.D. or even earlier, but others date it as late
as 1570. There is no question, however, that the Iroquois Confederacy was established prior
to European contact. There is also no dispute over why this joining together occurred: relationships between the nations had deteriorated into constant war, blood feuds, and revenge
killings and the people wanted a different life.
During this time of warfare, a Huron man, later known as the “Peacemaker,” came
with a message of peace and unity (he is sometimes referred to by name, but we do not use
his real name because many Haudenosaunee feel this calls to him which should only done
in a time of great need). The Peacemaker came with a message from the Creator – one of
peace and cooperation. He knew that to accomplish his goal he would need a helper (some
say he was hindered by either a language or speech difficulty). The Peacemaker eventually
invited an Onondaga peace-visionary, Aionwahta (aka Hiawatha, Ayonwahta, Iontwente,
etc.), to work with him.
With considerable effort, they were able to convince five nations to end their fighting
and join together in a League of Nations. Legend tells that the Peacemaker blotted out the
sun to convince the reluctant nations to join together. The formation of the League ended
the warfare between its members, bringing the Haudenosaunee a period of unprecedented
peace and prosperity. It also brought political unity and military power, but the “Great
Peace” extended only to the Haudensaunee themselves.
By 1600, there were probably less than 20,000 members in all five nations together. By
1650 European diseases and warfare cut the population to about half of its original number.
However, unlike other native populations which continued to drop, the Haudenosaunee,
largely through the massive adoption of conquered enemies, actually increased and reached
their maximum number in 1660, about 25,000.
Even though 1,500 Tuscarora joined the Confederacy in 1722 (as a sixth member of the
League), the Haudenosaunee numbered only 12,000 by 1768 . By the end of the Revolutionary War, they were less than 8,000. From that point there was a slow recovery followed by
a recent surge as renewed pride has prompted many to reclaim their heritage. The 1940
census listed 17,000 Haudenosaunee in both New York State and Canada; current figures approach 70,000 at about 20 settlements and eight reservations in New York State, Wisconsin,
Oklahoma, Ontario, and Quebec. Approximately 30,000 of this number live in the United
States.
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During the American Revolution, the Grand Council of the Haudensaunee met and
formally declared their neutrality in relation to Britain and the colonies. However, even
though political neutrality had been declared by the Grand Council, individuals and
even separate nations could still align themselves with one side or the other (for example,
Washington and his men would have starved at Valley Forge if the Oneida women had not
brought them food).
After European contact religion divided communities and even families. Some held
allegiance to the their traditional beliefs and others were Christianized. In 1777 a plague
struck the Onondaga, which rendered them unable to host confederacy meetings at this critical stage of the war. Many Haudenosaunee warriors joined the British cause. In retaliation,
colonial forces invaded confederacy lands in 1779, burning crops and villages and scattering
populations. The invasion drove many members of the confederacy into southern Ontario,
where they have remained. With large Haudenosaunee communities already located along
the upper St. Lawrence in Quebec at the time, roughly half of the Haudenosaunee population has since lived in Canada. This includes most of the Mohawk, along with representative groups from the other tribes. Although most Haudenosaunee reserves are in southern
Ontario and Quebec, one small group settled in Alberta during the 1800s as part of the fur
trade.
All in all, the American Revolution was a disaster for the Haudenosaunee. In the United States, much of their homeland was surrendered to New York land speculators in a series
of treaties following the Revolutionary War. Not even the Oneidas and Tuscaroras, who had
mostly supported the colonists, were spared. They lost most of their land in what are generally considered to have been fraudulent or coercive treaties. By 1784, following the end of the
war, many Haudenosaune migrated to Canada, where they had been granted lands by the
British in reparation for those lost in New York. About two thirds of the descendants of the
original Haudenosaunee today live in Canada.
It is particularly interesting to realize that it was during this time when the Haudenosaunee were being driven from their lands, that they were also having a major impact on the
structuring of the United States government and the Constitution itself. The extent of this
impact is a matter of considerable controversy among historians, but in the Haudenosaunee
view, the impact was considerable and there are clear records of contact with Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin.
A crucial step forward towards colonial American unification took place in Albany,
New York in 1754. The Albany Plan was a landmark on the rough road that was to lead
through the first Continental Congress and the Articles of Confederation and then to the
Constitution of 1787. Franklin had a great deal of exposure to the imagery and political ideas
of the Haudenosaunee from first hand experience and from his study of Cadwallader Colden’s History of the Five Nations. Benjamin Franklin met with both Colonial and Haudenosaunee delegates to create a plan of unity that was in part derived from some of the tenets of
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the Great Law of the Haudenosaunee. During the discussions at Albany, Franklin addressed
the assemblage in words that freely acknowledged the Haudenosaunee Confederacy as a
model to build upon:
“It would be a strange thing...if Six Nations of ignorant savages should be
capable of forming such a union and be able to execute it in such a manner
that it has subsisted ages and appears indissoluble, and yet that a like union
should be impractical for ten or a dozen English colonies, to whom it is more
necessary and must be more advantageous, and who cannot be supposed to
want an equal understanding of their interest.”
When Franklin proposed his plan of union before the Congress it had a ‘Grand Council,” a
“Speaker,” and called for a “general government... under which... each colony may retain its
present constitution.” Franklin’s writings indicate that as he became more deeply involved
with the Haudenosaunee and other Indian peoples, he picked up ideas from them concerning not only federalism, but concepts of natural rights, the nature of society and man’s place
in it, the role of property in society, and other intellectual constructs that would eventually
be called into service by Franklin as he and the other American revolutionaries shaped an
official ideology for the soon to be founded United States of America.
In the eyes of the rebellious American Colonists, the Haudenosaunee symbolized autonomy
and a new American identity. The intervening years between the Albany Plan of Union, the
Articles of Confederation and the final Declaration of Independence included events such as
the protest of the Stamp Act, the Boston Tea Party, formation of the Sons of Liberty. Each of
these events drew upon the symbolism and philosophy of the Haudenosaunee. The Sons of
Liberty during the Stamp Act Crisis sent wampum belts to the Haudenosaunee asking them
to intercept the British moving down the Hudson. The Boston Tea Party was carried out by
Colonists dressed as Indians and the formation of the Sons of Liberty involved putting up a
pine post called the Tree of Liberty, a direct transference of symbolism from the Haudenosaunee symbol of Liberty.
On June 11, 1776, while the question of independence was being debated, twenty-one
visiting Haudenosaunee chiefs were lodged on the second floor of the Pennsylvania State
House and were formally invited into the meeting hall of the Continental Congress. During
speeches delivered to the delegation of Native Americans they were addressed as “Brothers” and told of the delegates wish that the “friendship” between them would “continue as
long as the sun shall shine and the water run.” The speech expressed hope that new Americans and Haudenosaunee would act “as one people, and have but one heart.” In a speech
on July 26, 1776, James Wilson, delegate from Pennsylvania and future author of the first
draft of the U.S. Constitution, argued forcefully for a confederation similar to the Haudenosaunee League and asserted that “Indians know the striking benefits of confederation”
and we “have an example of it in the Union of the Six Nations.” In essence, Wilson, a friend
of Franklin, believed that a strong confederacy like the Haudenosaunee Confederacy was
crucial to the development of a new nation and to maintaining a friendly relationship with
the Indian populations.
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By the mid-nineteenth century the United States government was forcing a program of
schooling. The strategy was to convert the students to exclusive use of the English language
and to the Christian religion. This was attempted through day schools on the reservations
and boarding houses on or near the reservations. Both failed because of the proximity of
the schools to the Indian society of which the children were a part. Children attending the
day schools went home after the school day and there, back with their families, they were
immersed in the values of their nation’s society – language, spirituality, customs, and other
traditional lifestyle.
Perhaps the one man most responsible for the destruction of American Indians’ way of
life in general, and the Haudenosaunee in particular, was Richard Henry Pratt, the founder
and longtime superintendant of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School in Carlisle PA. Pratt
realized that as long as school children were in proximity to their families and culture, the
government’s program of assimilation could not succeed. Pratt stated his views as follows:
“Do not feed America to the Indian, which is a tribalizing and not Americanizing process,
but feed the Indian to America, and America will do the assimilating and annihilate the
problem.” He believed that to claim their rightful place as American citizens, Native Americans needed to renounce their tribal way of life, convert to Christianity, abandon their reservations, and seek education and employment among the “best classes” of Americans. In his
writings he described his belief that the government must “kill the Indian to save the man.”
Pratt set out to do this by creating a school far from the Indians’ traditional influences,
the Carlise School founded in 1879. The Carlisle School and the many others like it were
what Mohawk author Tom Porter calls, “the main culprits in what could be the potential
demise of our people. They took away our language, our family structure and connections
so that those affected don’t know how to be parents and grandparents to our children. They
took away our religious and spiritual beliefs and, in so doing, took away our culture. All
these elements combined caused us to become a dysfunctional people right down the line so
that those of us here today are dysfunctional as well.”
Starting in 1799 a Seneca man named Handsome Lake had a number of visions.
These visions were meant to help lead the Haudenosaunee back to a deep connection with
the Creator and the natural order. Many Haudenosaunee see Handsome Lake as one of
the Teachers” (manifestations of the 4 spiritual beings or the Spirit Protectors). Handsome
Lake’s teachings led many people to accept a new Haudenosaunee religion, one based upon
traditional beliefs, but that also helped Haudenosaunee to adjust to new pressures from
non-Native people (in our curriculum Handsome Lake is brought in Grade Four (if you live
in traditional Haudenosaunee territory – or, if not , in Grade Five, when we look at the whole
continent).
Handsome Lake, a Seneca prophet, was born around 1735.. He was a member of one
of the families in which the title of Ganio`dai’io` or Ska’niadar’io` is vested, thus holding the
most honored Seneca title. He belonged to the Turtle Clan. Later he was “borrowed” by the
Wolves and reared by them. His half brother was the well known Chief Cornplanter.
It is known from oral tradition and from Handsome Lake’s own written story that
the loss of his home lands caused him to go with his tribesmen to the Allegany river settle-
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ments. There, prior to receiving his “vision,” he was an angry and depressed young man.
He became such a heavy drinker that he was wasting away and for four years he lay there, a
helpless invalid. The ravages of alcoholism had seriously gouged the domestic and social life
of his people; it lay him flat, and it threatened the extinction of his people.
Handsome Lake’s sickness provided him with much time for serious meditation and
opened the door to his vision and to a new understanding. In his own written works, he
tells of how he became as if dead, and of the visitation of the “four beings” who revealed the
will of the Creator. Through his vision, Handsome Lake became a temperance reformer and
was able to reach many.
As is the case for the traditional Longhouse beliefs, Handsome Lake believed that the
people needed to continue to celebrate the annual cycle of ceremonies. Handsome Lake
asked his followers to give-up alcohol. Also, individuals in the community who were not
behaving properly were to confess at longhouse ceremonies. The family was to be strengthened, by no longer allowing divorce, by ending abortion, by welcoming the conception of
children, and by warning the mothers-in-law not to meddle in families. Now men began
to take a more active role in farming. The sale of land was to be stopped. Haudenosaunee
should combine all their separate communities into one. Handsome Lake also restored the
Confederacy Council Fire to Onondaga in central New York State.
Handsome Lake had created a new system, but one that was born of the deep understandings of the Haudenosaunee traditions. This provided something forward moving for
the people to think about, to discuss, to argue about, to believe – it brought about revitalization, whether through belief and agreement or disagreement. According to Tom Porter: “He
created what is called the Code of Handsome Lake, or the Kariwiio. And it was that Code
of Handsome Lake which was responsible for restructuring or revising the Thanksgiving
Address, revising and reinstating the Four Sacred Ceremonies, revising and reinstating the
Great Law, putting it back up fresh again, and then adding the Kariwiio.”
Many saw Handsome Lake as a prophet and in two short years his efforts were led to
so much reform that in 1802 they attracted the attention of President Thomas Jefferson, who
had his Secretary of War write a letter commending the teachings of Handsome Lake. The
Seneca took this as affirmation of his right to teach and prophesy:
Brothers--The President is pleased with seeing you all in good health, after
so long a journey, and he rejoices in his heart that one of your own people
has been employed to make yon sober, good and happy; and that he is so well
disposed to give you good advice, and to set before you so good examples.
Brothers--If all the red people follow the advice of your friend and teacher, the
Handsome Lake, and in future will be sober, honest, industrious and good,
there can be no doubt but the Great Spirit will take care of you and make you
happy.
The rise of Handsome Lake’s religion was more successful than most religions during that time, apparently because his code combined traditional Haudenosaunee religion
with white Christian values. It stressed survival without the sacrifice of the Haudenosaunee
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identity, and recognized the realistic need to make adjustments in order to survive in their
changing world. The Code of Handsome Lake, published around 1850, played a significant
role in the preservation of the Haudenosaunee cultural heritage and was popular throughout the Haudenosaunee nations in Canada and in the United States. Handsome Lake, referred to as Sedwa’gowa’ne, “Our Great Teacher, “ died on August 10, 1815, at the Onondaga
Reservation, NY. His religious beliefs were carried on and his teachings remain a compelling force among the Haudenosaunee.
Handsome Lake lived to see his people divided into two factions: one that clung to
the old order; and one that followed him. After his death the older order gradually faded
out of existence, either coming over to the New Religion or embracing Christianity. Thus by
the time of the Civil War in 1861 there were only the two elements, the Christians and the
followers of Handsome Lake. They stand so arrayed today but with the “new religionists”
gradually diminishing in number. The force of Handsome Lake’s teaching, however, is still
felt and affects in some way all the reservations.
Handsome Lake’s teaching contributed greatly to the Haudenosaunee being able to
retain much of the their culture and tradition despite adversity and defeat. There is still
division as to whether the council fire belongs with the Six Nations in Canada or the Onondaga in New York (New York finally returned the wampum belts of the Confederacy to the
Onondaga in 1989). Many Haudenosaunee, however, still consider themselves a distinct nation from either Canada or the United States. Canada imposed an election system on the Six
Nations in 1924, but many have retained their traditional system of hereditary leadership.
The Haudenosaunee opposed American citizenship when it was finally extended by the
Congress in 1924 to all Native Americans in the United States. To this day, they are the only
Indian Nation with their own passports.
The governments of both Canada and the United States forced their system of government (a democracy vs a government of consensus by the “elders”) on the Haudenosaunee.
This led to a dual government in many of the Nations; the Onondaga were able to maintain
their original system. Today some of the Nations of the Haudenosaunee are working to renew the original system and to have that recognized by the governments of Canada and the
United States.
Today several different groups within the Haudenosaunee are working to preserve
and bring back the culture more fully. One of these efforts is being led by Tom Porter (Sakokwenionkwas), the person whose work provided the base for our story. We encourage
all using this curriculum to honor the contribution the Haudenosaunee are making to
your child’s education, by making a donation to Tom Porter’s cultural renewal center,
Kanatsiohereke, in New York http://www.mohawkcommunity.com
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Haudenosaunee Ceremonies
The Ceremonies of the year are a sacred and private part of Haudenosaunee life. Therefore, all though there is much information on the market, much of it is incorrect or should
not be public so, in consideration of the culture and those guiding us in this work, we have
included only a minimum of information here, and refer you to “And Grandma Said . . “ by
Tom Porter and the “Traditional Teachings,” by the American Indian Traveling College,” for
additional details. Our focus in the story and in the Unit is on the giving of thanks and the
children’s experience of gratitude for the world we share as an ongoing part of daily life.
In the course of the year, Ceremonies are held to honor nature’s transitions. These can be
done in connection with each of the 13 moons, but are not always done on all of them. The
Ceremonies are meant to remind us of our connection with the natural world and our complete reliance upon the earth’s resources, or gifts. This desire to preserve our relationship
with a livings earth through rituals of gratitude and collective thanksgiving is expressed by
singing, dancing, laughing, speaking, and eating. To do this correctly the best words must
be spoken at the appropriate time, using a language which is indigenous to the region.
Each Ceremony honors a particular process in nature or in the spiritual world:
• January-February: Mid-Winter Ceremony – the clearing away of the
old and starting of a new cycle.
• Late February: Maple Sugar Ceremony – honoring the Maple.
• March: Welcoming the Thunder Beings – honoring the water of life.
• April: Moon Ceremony – paying respects to Grandmother Moon for
all her work to support life (birth, plants, animals, people.
• May: Planting Ceremony – honoring the seed and birthing of the life
sustainers
• June: Strawberry Ceremony – paying respects to strawberry which
was brought to earth by Sky Woman, and to all the medicine plants.
• July: Green Bean Ceremony – giving thanks for the arrival of the
green beans.
• July-August: Green Corn Ceremony – giving thanks for the arrival of
the first of the flint corn.
• September-October: Harvest Ceremony – giving thanks for the
bounty of the year.
• November: Moon Ceremony – as before
• November-December: End of Seasons Ceremony – a final reminder
of the good fortune of the year and the need to prepare for the new
year.
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Just which Ceremonies are held in any given community, and the exact details of the Ceremonies, are not talked about outside the Haudenosaunee community. As well, each Nation
-and even different communities within a given Nation - may do things in somewhat different ways and in different sequences. Therefore, in the story we have referred to enough
specifics for the children to live into the events as real, but much has been generalized or left
out to honor both the intra-cultural diversity and the general cultural mores about sharing
Ceremonial specifics. We also try to include those things that are generally agreed upon such as beginning and ending all ceremonies with the Thanksgiving Address. What follows
is a general description of the elements, but should not be looked at as all inclusive or rigid
law.

Common Elements of Ceremonies:
Ceremonies begin early in the day and are over by mid-afternoon, before the energy of
darkness (Sawiskara’s time) begins. Each Ceremony has specific activities that happen over
a specific number of days. However, there are also certain things that are part of all Ceremonies (Calling the Creator, the Thanksgiving Address, Description of events, and the Great
Feather Dance), and the others below are part of many ceremonies.
Each Dance, or Song, has a specific rhythm and sounds, but mostly these are vocables, or
sounds that are used to hold the rhythm and create a specific mood. Some songs do have
meaning, and some Haudenosaunee say that even the vocables are words from Sky World
that are no longer understood, though the significance of the sounds is known, important,
and expressed in the dance.
1)
Calling the Creator: Before anything, someone gives three calls, “Yo’ yo’ yooo,” three
times to call the attention of the Creator with the same sound as the breath of life used in
the creation of human beings.
2)
Thanksgiving Address is done on a personal basis every morning and evening, but
it is also done to open and close every ceremony. This address expresses the heart of the
Haudenosaunee outlook: all of life is sacred and to be held in appreciation. We are one small
part of the whole, and the whole is a gift from the Creator. This address is not a prayer or an
“asking for” – it is an offering of gratitude for each aspect of our world, including our spiritual world. Saying it, from the heart, helps to put us back in the proper relationship with our
world.
The Thanksgiving Address covers gratitude towards the same series of natural beings, but it
is not said the same way twice. Each time it is said, the speaker speaks from the heart of his
own experience of gratitude. We learn the Mohawk as a fixed series because it is a foreign
language and we can’t master enough to be flexible, but we follow it with great variety in
English.
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3)
Tobacco Offering: Tobacco is one of the things Sky Woman brought from Sky World
and placed on her daughter’s grave (or burial mound). When the tobacco is put on the fire,
it uses the power of the fire to carry the thankfulness offered far and wide to all this world
and all the spiritual worlds. So, when doing it one basically goes through offering thanks for
all the beings, as in the Thanksgiving Address.
The Thanksgiving Address and Tobacco offering can be done together, with the tobacco
offering making use of the power of the fire to carry the thankfulness already being offered
far and wide. This is an acknowledgement of gratitude to everything on earth and beyond
to the spiritual world.
4)
Description of Ceremony and day’s events – a community leader describes the day.
This includes both what will be happening (or on a subsequent day also what has happened), and some history of each aspect and its meaning.
5)
Great Feather Dance commemorates Sky Woman dancing on the turtle. There is no
drum with this, but a Turtle Shell rattle is used with the understanding that the rattling
shakes Mother Earth awake. The Creator, Mother Earth, and breath of life are the three honored here. Because of the intent to honor, it is extremely important that those participating
in this song and dance are of “clean mind” and are not harboring anger and resentment.
This is a very long dance that retells the Creation Story (it can go on for hours). It – and all
the dances except at the time of death – are done moving in a counter clockwise direction.
There are said to be Nations for whom this is opposite, but for the Onondaga, Mohawk, and
Seneca, at minimum, this is the correct direction.
The Great Feather Dance is often done as a series. The first dance is in honor of all of the title
holders: the Chiefs, the Clanmothers, and the Faithkeepers. The second is in honor of, all
of the people who hold no title from the youngest newborn to the eldest. The last one is in
honor of our Creator.
6)
Drum Dance: The water drum is used for both ceremonial and social dances – except there is a big one for the Ghost Dance that is ceremonial only. At least two people are
needed to be the “music center” of this dance, one carrying wampum and one playing a
drum. When the one carrying the wampum (at least five strings of white wampum) walks
east to west, this symbolizes the whole history of the Haudenosaunee. The man with the
drum sings spiritual history. All those around are dancing in the circle.
The Drum Song is very long, two or three hours – there is even a long drumming before
the singing and dancing begin. Once begun the leader will stop periodically while he offers
thanks to one or another of the beings of our world, going through the same list as in the
Thanksgiving Address.
The significance of the drum is that it is round, representing everything in creation and the
connection between everything on earth, including the human family. The beating of the
drum and the people dancing in a circle, constantly moving in a circle, symbolize the ongoing cycle of life. Thanks are given to all things on earth. A spiritual history about the beginning of the world is recited.
7)
Adon:wa (Aton:wa) - fire or personal song: a boy is given, or finds, his Adon:wa
(Aton:wa) somewhere in middle childhood (6-9 years old). Usually his maternal uncle burns

tobacco and asks to be shown it, but the boy may also find it on his own or it may come
through his father. It may come to any of them through the rhythms of the river or the song
of the wind, a vision, and so on. This will be a guiding song, reminding him of his path or
work in this life and his connection to the Creator.
The Adon:wa (Aton:wa) is done at Harvest and Mid-Winter Ceremony, and some say also at
Green Corn Ceremony, but a boy or man can choose to do it on his own anytime.
This process is not done by girls and women. This is NOT because they are seen as undeserving or unimportant, but IS because their inborn ability to bring forth life means that
this connection to inner fire and to the Creator is a given.
8)
Peach Stone Game: is played at MidWinter, Planting, and Harvest Ceremonies, and,
some say also at Green Corn Ceremony. Playing brings the attention of the Creator because
he loves it, so this is a way to honor and connect to the Creator and to bring him joy.
For this a big wood bowl with Peach Stones, naturally colored on one side, blacked on the
other are used. The Peach Stones are shaken and then tossed or dumped out of the bowl.
How they land determines who wins. For Harvest and Mid-Winter, everyone has put up
special items to bet. The winner will get these, but this is not seen as a loss, but as a reminder that we do not own anything, all things are with us for only a short time, and it is up to
the Creator just what we get and when. Things that are highly looked upon to bet are wampum, traditional clothing, lacrosse sticks, or turtle rattles. Things not to bet are anything
that is solid red in color, which represents anger; anything black, which represents death; or
anything is shiny, which represents greed. This game can go on for many days.
The Peach Stone game is played at MidWinter and Harvest (clans on “one side of the river”
against those on the other), and at Planting (Men against Women to see who plants – winner
plants). At Planting Ceremony it is played to determine who will plant the first crops, the
men or the women. The winner plants, but all hope it is the women because it is said that
the crops do better when they plant.
10) Women’s Dance: This is done by women only at the end of the Ceremony as an honoring of Mother Earth. The steps themselves are a caressing of the earth as the woman moves
without her feet every leaving the ground.
11) Closing Address: The Thanksgiving Address is said again to close the Ceremony with
a remembrance of gratitude for all.
12) Feast: The feast at the end of a Ceremony always include corn soup as this is the “life
sustainer.” This usually includes deer meat and beans, and maybe squash. The feast also can
include a corn bread or corn cake or corn pudding, and today includes many other things as
well, but the corn soup is the center.
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13) Social Dances (optional) – these are dances done to celebrate but are more of a playful
sharing than a ceremonial offering. They are done at the end of the day when the Ceremony
is closed. Today, the social dances are the ones that non-Haudenosaunee can join in. There
are a few dances such as Stomp and Women’s Dance that are both ceremonial and social.
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Block Structure
The basic Theme Studies structure and methods for planning are described in the Instruction Manual. Here we look at particular applications to the Haudenosaunee Unit.

Ongoing Ritual:
Whenever we bring the children into an ancient culture, we are always in danger of planting an image of a “vanishing culture,” rather than the base of a current one - and, therefore,
in danger feeding the associated stereotyping.. Enki schoolers have found that participating
in a ritual that is either from or focused on the culture today, and doing so on a regular basis
over the full course of the Cultural Unit, can be instrumental in updating the children’s
sense of the people in focus and of their own relationship to and participation in it.
The Haudenosaunee do not have a weekly or bi weekly ritual; they have the twice daily
Thanksgiving Address (which we do once daily in Mohawk and is woven throughout the
story), and they have nature or moon Ceremonies at 4-6 week intervals. At Enki, we feel that
something more frequent than the ceremonies is needed to anchor children of the modern
west in the “nowness” of the culture in focus. Therefore, we have designed, and recommend doing, the following ritual.
Enki Moon Ritual:
Every two weeks (at the new and full moon) make a special Haudenosaunee dinner feast. At
either at the start of the feast or the close of it, just before saying the Thanksgiving Address:
1) each person places a symbolic item in front of them. (symbolic items
are described below)
2) go around taking turns selecting items until everyone has two.
3) then, as you go through reciting the Thanksgiving Address in Mohawk, you stop at each line and the person holding the symbol for
that line says whatever they want to about that “being/energy.” Basically, expressing thanks for anything they noticed about it - the adults
should keep their noticing to what they have seen in the last two
weeks (since the last ritual) to set an example, but don’t burden the
child with the issue of time.
4) on aspects that no one has chosen, the person leading should say
something.
It will not work to start this ritual until - at minimum - the painting week is completed and
there is a ground with the “beings”to whom thanks is being offered; one might choose to
wait a bit later than that, possibly after the Creation when the Thanksgiving Address has
been lived into and spoken in full within the story. Either way, when you are ready you can
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gather the symbolic items, much as you would on a nature walk or in a scavenger hunt. The
adult can start with a simple modeling: pick up a white stone or a stick with many bends
and comment on the moon-stone or thunder-stick you have found. Put it in a nice bag or just
carry it back and set it under your painting. See if the child takes off from there; if not, take
the next step: mention that you will need an item for each being you painted, by the end of
the week. See what gets picked up on. If the child is not rolling, make it a formal “scavenger
hunt.”
As you gather the items, the child can place each item beneath the paintings for now. Any
item FROM NATURE can work. All the collecting should be done before the first time you
do the ritual, though the collecting itself can happen over many days.
We recommend posting a “Moon-Phase Calendar” to support the repetitive quality of this
event and to tie it to the cycles of nature. You can either put up a commercial moon-phase
calendar (showing actual moons) on the wall and let the child connect the phases to the ritual days, or you could make one as you go - if you are making one, wait to start until Grandmother Moon has arrived in the story, and build it while watching the moon itself (just basic
divisions of quarter, half, full, and new, in both the waxing and the waning).
There are at least two ways you can structure the holding of the symbolic items.
1) the “sacred basket” - this would be a special basket in which all items
for this ritual are kept. We recommend using a real Haudenosaunee
basket for this (Kanatsiohareke has them - (www.mohawkcommunity.
com or http://akwesasneculturalcenter.org/shop/), or making a basket together. Either way, this should be a special basket. In this first
approach, each person takes a symbolic item out of the basket just as
the ritual starts.
2) OR, at the end of the first ritual and each thereafter, the items are
placed in the center and each person randomly picks one at a time, going around until all items are taken. He keeps these with him for the
two weeks, as his turn to keep these close (much as Sawahdis has the
moon-stone in his pocket in the story). The gain here is the subliminal
attention brought to the phenomenon for those weeks. The minus is
the potential that it gets too intellectual and anticipatory - definitely
don’t focus on it; let the item call the attention itself.
In either case, at the first ritual day you can just feast, say the Mohawk Address, and pick
any items. That lets you move way into the story before the second ritual when the child
starts contributing to the thanks. At the recitation of the Thanksgiving address, you simply
have each person put their sacred item into the center when it is time for that one, and they
say whatever they want about it. Initially the children may say very little - just model for
them; direct instruction or demand here will work against real connecting.
NOTE: when the Haudenosaunee do the Thanksgiving Address it is always done in the moment with
thanks for what they notice or are touched by at that time - it is never the same. We have tried to bring
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that out through the story, but it is not possible to do the recitation in Mohawk that way. In this day
and age the sense of ritual repetition as well as original language is important for children, so we keep
the Mohawk recitation as our base.
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Storytelling Structure
As is true for every cultural unit, we recommend that you approach the Haudenosaunee
Unit by beginning with the modern “container story” and then a special “open intake” week
of painting and recitation of the opening of the “Creation” - in this case the Thanksgiving
Address - the Mohawk CD has a sample, by a Mohawk elder, from which to learn this. It is important that it be learned thoroughly by the adult ahead of time. As described earlier, the sounds
and rhythms of the language communicate and create an experience, independent of the
conceptual meaning they hold. We want to have the adult whom the children see as teacher
bring the initial work with this - that forms the ground of the identification. If you were not
to know it or to start with having a stranger from the culture in to say it, you would undermine the identification and set up an “us and them” outlook from the get-go. So learning
this piece of poetry in its original language is important.
At the same time, we want the child to hear the language spoken by a native speaker and
we want him to have the sense of the culture and the language as living - here, now, today.
Therefore, we recommend that after the initial introduction of the spoken language, you
use the recording as part - not all - of the child’s experience. You might do something such
as playing it while you paint on the 4th and/or 5th day; you might play it while the child
draws, and so on. It does not need to be played a lot, but intermittently all through the unit.
At some point the children are likely to ask who is on the recording; this is an added plus
as it presents a good time to bring the culture out of the past and into the “universal.” A
simple remark like, “the man who made the Thanksgiving picture book,” or “people make
the recordings so we can learn the language correctly; they sell them in the store,” can offer
the children a very unconscious shift into seeing the culture they are working with in the
present.
The goal of the language piece is to create a world for the children to enter without concept;
it is a magical experience. The first day we simply say the Mohawk and paint as shown in
the “Stories Book.” Different children will respond differently to this. Some will ask questions; some will giggle; some will settle right in. All reactions are fine; they are all part of
allowing the disequilibrium needed for real opening to the new. Just allow the child his
space and continue on with the old Enki, “Hmm . . .” or “We’ll see . . .“ Keep moving forward and let the child find his own way with this. We continue in this way, speakign only
the Mohawk, for the entire week.
We have structured the paintings to take place over five days and recommend that,
whether you are using a three-day week model or a five-day one, for this one week you
do the five days in a row to keep this a coherent experience. It is quite a short process as
there is no storytelling or recall or anything else - just the recitation and painting. This will
feel strange to the child(ren), and allowing this odd feeling is part of making the transition
to a new culture. You will fill any time that needs to be filled with journals and practice
sheets and games, but the painting is all there is for the humanities focus for this first week and lots of play time!
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2) As described in the Instruction Manual, regardless of what block schedule you choose to
follow - or create - you will start and end the unit with a strong humanities focus so that the
children become rooted in the epic and you are free to wander more broadly without losing
them en route.
This is a long story and each chapter is structured to meet the third grader’s developmental
needs. Therefore, on the whole it is important to read only one chapter per session and
let the child have time to chew on that. At the same time, you will not have time to work
with each story within the standard Enki three-fold learning process - and both the child
and the story would bog down if you did. Therefore, some of the chapters will just be read
to the child as you would any chapter book, with little or no follow up. Some families find
that it works well, particularly in a science or math block, to read several stories without follow up or only with recall, and then at the end of the week to have the child write up a very
short summary of all of them (just a few lines) and do a picture as practice work (homework). Others find no follow up needed -samples are on the following schedule charts.
You may also find that you want to tell more etiological stories (how things came to be) from
one of the recommended books to fill out a science or math block, and if you need more than
are provided here, you can purchase the books listed in the bibliography. To make this work
in a timely manner, you will need to do some of the stories simply as readings, with little or
no follow up. This is particularly true of the stories in this epic marked a and b, or any others you add in. Ours are often set up to do as a pair, often with the child recalling the first,
introductory one, and doing minimal writing or drawing, and then going right into the next
- usually the etiological one.
However you choose to work with the chapters, it is important to get a basic overview of
how your blocks will unfold so that you can choose ahead of time which stories you will
move through without follow up and which need full follow up (and possibly even more
than 3 days) because of their developmental or academic importance. To plan for this:
1) First read the entire epic to yourself.
2) Next, look at the different block plans and see which you would like
to use.
3) Then go back to the chapter list (Story Table of Contents) and decide
which you feel can be read as a gift and which need to be worked
with. Of course you may change your mind when you see the child’s
reactions, but having a map to begin with will make adjusting plans
much smoother and less chaotic.
If you do not plan this out ahead you will likely get quite rushed by the end of the epic. It is
important that there is enough time to end the story fully, BUT because the end is a straight
adventure story, it can be read as more of a chapter book with only occasional follow up. It
will still be important to end the block with some kind of celebration - even if that is after
the usual schooling period.
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Academics Links Chart
Expansion Lists for Haudenosaunee Theme Studies Unit
The overview for how to work with the academic content is found in the Grade Three Academics Instruction
Manual. This list is to provide a more complete list of possibilities for the many ways academics can be brought
from the stories. You will choose only a handful, as shown on the preceding sample schedules.
Specific arts and crafts that are particularly connected to a story are listed. Many other arts and crafts, such as
beeswax and relief tablets scenes, pottery, soap, clothing, paper cuttings, can be done with any and all stories.

Stories
1) Grandmother

* Giving of Thanks - painting week

2) Aionwahta

L.A. Skills, Math and Science
Arts and crafts: many daily life arts and crafts are
described here and can be begun at any time.
This should be left as its own, totally non-conceptual, experience., but daily life crafts can be
continued.
Arts and crafts: cradle board; quill work
L.A. Skills: work with poetry

3) Dewah-ahradhon - Lacrosse

L.A. Skills: language rules: pictograph
L.A. Skills: cursive writing
Arts and crafts: daily life activities continue
L.A. Skills: parts of speech

4)Harvest

L.A. Skills: writing from different perspectives
(from here on you can do this with the “daily life”
section of any story - NOT with the Creation Tales
and etiological Stories)
L.A. Skills: language rules: pictograph
Science content: harvest block
Arts and crafts: corn braids; corn husk moccasins;
corn husk doll; apple face doll; corn husk mat;
Math: multiplication

5) When the World Was New

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
L.A. Skills: parts of speech
Arts and crafts: pump drill, baskets, quills

6) Sky Daughter

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
Crafts: mortar and pestle, baskets
Math: division
L.A. Skills: work with poetry

7) Sky Twins

L.A. Skills: parts of speech
Science content: harvest or planting
Crafts: mortar and pestle, baskets
Math: division
Math: time

8) Creation of Human People

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
L.A. Skills: parts of speech
Science: harvest
Arts and crafts: husk crafts, pump drill
Math: place value tribes (no vignette link)
Math: multiplication and division

9) Godasiyo

L.A. Skills: language rules
L.A. Skills: work with poetry
Arts and crafts: snow snake
Math: Place Value Tribes
Math: division

10) #1 The Clan System (Tribes)

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
L.A. Skills: language rules
Arts and crafts: model longhouse; longhouse
symbols
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Math: division
Math: measurement
L.A. Skills: parts of speech
10) #2 The Clan System (Longhouse)

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
L.A. Skills: language rules
Science: housing block
Arts and crafts: longhouse clan symbols
L.A. Skills: work with poetry

11) The Old Ones

L.A. Skills: language rules
Arts and crafts: longhouse clan symbols
Math/Science: story backdrop
Math: multiplication and division

A) Seven Dancers

L.A. Skills: work with poetry
L.A. Skills: language rules; pictograph
Arts and crafts: pump drill; water drum; moccasins; quill work; strawberry tea; stars

B) Owl and Rabbit
C) Rabbit Dance
D) The Promise of Spring

Math/Science: story backdrop
L.A. Skills: language rules; pictograph
L.A. Skills: work with poetry
Arts and crafts: any practical life crafts

E) The Cold
Math/Science: story backdrop
F) The Peach Pit game

Math: division
Math: time
Arts and crafts: water drum; corn husk mat

Math: longhouse measurement
Math: long multiplication/division
Math: mapping
18) Growing Up Onondaga

L.A. Skills: perspective writing
Science: planting
Arts and crafts: maple candy; water drum; clay
pot.
Math: multiplication and division
Math: measurement
Math: time lines-family trees

19) Moving

L.A. Skills: parts of speech
L.A. Skills: perspective writing
Science: longhouse
Arts and crafts: clan symbols; model longhouse;
litter basket; clay pot
Math: time/moons
L.A. Skills: perspective writing

20) Adon:wa (Aton:wa)

Arts and crafts: water drum; daily life crafts;
animal trap
Rite of Passage

21) Coming Closer

L.A. Skills: perspective writing
L.A. Skills: perspective writing

22) Rite of Passage

Arts and crafts: totem plaque or amulet for rites
vision
Rite of Passage
L.A. Skills: perspective writing

23) The Healing Drum

Arts and Crafts: coal burned crafts; medicinal
plants

Math/Science: story backdrop
Math: multiplication
24) Marriage and Daughters

L.A. Skills: perspective writing
Arts and crafts: cradle board; corn husk mat;
moccasins; quill work, all clothing
Math/Science: story backdrop
Math: multiplication

25) Thirteen Moons on Turtle’s Back

Math: number patterns
Math: time
Arts and crafts: observe turtle; draw shell patterns

26) The Teacher (part 1)

Math/Science: story backdrop
Math: division

27) the Teacher (part 2)

Math: place value tribes
Arts and crafts: water drum
Math: Place Value Tribes

28) – A Vision of Peace

L.A. Skills: perspective writing
Arts and crafts: water drum; medicinal plants

29) Atotahrho -

30) The Birth of the Peacemaker -

L.A. Skills: poetry
L.A. Skills: poetry
Arts and crafts: animal traps; three sisters garden
Math: money

31) The Peacemaker: growing up #1
The Peacemaker: growing up #2

L.A. Skills: language agreements/wampum,
poetry
Arts and crafts: pump drill; wampum belt
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Math: money
32) Aionwahta Wanders

L.A. Skills: language/wampum
L.A. Skills: poetry
Arts and crafts: wampum belt

33) Peace Begins

L.A. Skills: perspective writing

34) The Great League of Peace part 1

Math: Reaffirm Place Value Tribes and close study
L.A. Skills: language/wampum

35) The Great League of Peace part 1

L.A. Skills: perspective writing
Arts and crafts: clay relief tablet; wampum belt

36) Peace in the Longhouse

closing
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Sample Haudenosaunee Unit Schedules
Sample Block Sequence A - Autumn
In an Autumn Unit if you want to do the Aionwahta play at the end of the Unit, you can begin in the
last block, do the Seasonal celebration to punctuate the story closure. Then come back over the first
two weeks of the “between block” in January to complete and perform the Play.

Story Curriculum

L.A. Skills, Math and Science

Set A BLOCK #1 Humanities - Four 1/2 Weeks

1) Grandmother (begin on Thursday)

** Giving of Thanks - painting week

Do as humanities 3 fold process story
This should be left as its own, totally non-conceptual, experience.

2) Aionwahta

L.A Skills: poetry writing

3) Dewah-ahradhon - Lacrosse

L.A. Skills: language rules: use pictograph to
intro punctuation

4) Harvest

Science:Projects: harvest celebrations in
projects time
L.A. Skills: perspective writing

5) When the World was New

L.A Skills: poetry writing

6) Daughter of Sky Woman

L.A Skills: poetry writing

7) The Twins

8) Creation of Human People

L.A Skills: poetry writing
L.A. Skills: intro and work parts of speech

L.A Skills: poetry writing
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L.A. Skills: language rules - punctuation (intro
only; work during second lesson as game)

9) Godasiyo

Set A BLOCK #2 Science - Three Weeks
10) #1 The Clan System (longhouse)
A) Seven Dancers
B) Owl and Rabbit

Science: longhouse science
stories as a backdrop for the main building project.

C) Rabbit Dance
D) The Promise of Spring

L.A. Skills: writing up the work you have done

E) The Cold
F) The Peach Pit game

Set A BLOCK #3 Math - Four Weeks

(19) Moving (longhouse)

20) Adon:wa (Aton:wa)

Math: linear measurement brought in relation to
to the longhouse write up.
L.A. Skills: writing up the work you have done/
perspective writing
tell as background while working measurement

21) Coming Closer
22) Rite of Passage

Background stories while working with linear
measurement and going to weight and volume as
the child is ready.

23) The Healing Drum

24) Marriage and Daughters

Math: Do Place Value Tribes in relation to move
to new community with parallel structure .

(24a) Growing Up Onondaga/Planting

Math: long multiplication introduction in relation to producing food for all and to place value
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25) Thirteen Moons on Turtle’s Back

26) The Teacher (sections) 1

Left as background during long multiplicaiton
work

27) The Teacher (sections 2)

Set A BLOCK #4 Humanities - Three Week

27) – A Vision of Peace

L.A. Skills: different perspectives

28) Atotahrho

L.A. Skills: poetry

29) The Birth of the Peacemaker

L.A. Skills: poetry

30) The Peacemaker: growing up

L.A. Skills: language/wampum as agreement reconnect to sense of language rules.

29) Aionwahta Wanders
Left as humanities 3 fold process story
30) Peace Begins

31) The Great League of Peace (2 sections)
Left as humanities 3 fold process story
32) Peace in the Longhouse
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Sample Block Sequence B - Winter or Spring - To do a play in the Winter or Spring Blocks, plan
such that you end with the “global ecosystems mini-block“ in which you also rehearse the play. This plan assumes
you have already done parts of speech, punctuation, place value tribes, and long multiplication, and time in your
Autumn Torah Unit.

Story Curriculum

L.A. Skills, Math and Science

Set B BLOCK #1 Humanities - Four 1/2 Weeks

1) Grandmother (begin on Thursday)

** Giving of Thanks - painting week

Do as humanities 3 fold process story
This should be left as its own, totally non-conceptual, experience.

2) Aionwahta

L.A Skills: poetry writing

3) Dewah-ahradhon - Lacrosse

L.A. Skills: language rules: use pictograph to
reaffirm issue of language rules - do punctuation

4) Harvest

Science: harvest celebrations in projects time
L.A. Skills: perspective writing

5) When the World was New

L.A Skills: poetry writing

6) Daughter of Sky Woman

L.A Skills: poetry writing

7) The Twins

L.A Skills: poetry writing
L.A. Skills: reawaken and expand parts of speech

8) Creation of Human People

L.A Skills: poetry writing

9) Godasiyo

L.A. Skills: language rules - prefix and suffix
(intro only; work during second lesson as game)
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Set B BLOCK #2 Math - Three Weeks

10) #2 The Clan System (Longhouse)
11) The Old Ones

Math: reawaken linear measurement with Clan
story, and work linear, weight and volume with
other stories in the background.

A) Seven Dancers
Math: review Place Value Tribes

B) Owl and Rabbit

story as backdrop continuing measurement

C) Rabbit Dance

D) The Cold
15) The Peach Stone game

story as backdrop continuing measurement

16) The Promise of Spring

Set B BLOCK #3 Science - Three Weeks
19) Moving

Science: Longhouse Building

20) Adon:wa (Aton:wa)
story as background
21) Coming Closer

22) Rite of Passage
story as background
23) The Healing Drum
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Set B BLOCK #4 Math - Three Weeks
24) Marriage and Daughters

Math : Long Division sense of sharing with all.

24a) Planting

Science Project: Plant garden in projects time.
Intro mapping with garden plan -graph plant
growth

25) Thirteen Moons on Turtle’s Back
26) The Teacher part 1

Math: Time

27) The Teacher part 2
28) A Vision of Peace
Math: Mapping. and Review Place Value Tribes

29) Atotahrho

Set B BLOCK #5 Humanities/closing - Three Weeks
30) The Birth of the Peacemaker 31) The Peacemaker: growing up 1 & 2
32) Aionwahta Wanders
33) Peace Begins

Left as humanities 3 fold process story - summary

L.A. Skills: language/wampum reaffirming
language as agreement

34) The Great League of Peace (section 1)
35) The Great League of Peace (section 2)

Left as humanities 3 fold process story - summary

36) Peace in the Longhouse
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Science Blocks
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Photo sheet - science
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Overview
The overall Enki approach to science is described in the Instruction Manual. Because we
teach science in a different way and with a different goal than the standard science program, we ask that you study the information in the Instruction Manual before beginning
on this block.
As described in the Instruction Manual, there are many “science,” or nature, projects and
undertakings that are worked with in Humanities and Math blocks. The basic information
on planting and harvest in ancient Israel, and directions for work with these is found in the
next section on Nature Projects. We recommend doing many of these during projects time,
as well as cooking and making clothing. These are an important part of both the cultural
norms and of every day life, and thus are empowering for the child; each of these activities can and should be done on a smaller scale in a Humanities or Math block as part of the
cultural studies.
However, a full Science block in Grade Three is one in which the focus is on active
discovery of the relationships in the ecosystem. In this Unit, for practical reasons, we
recommend that discovery is done through the building of a longhouse - whether playhouse size or table top model. Therefore, described in this section are specific suggestions
for bringing this “ecosystemic awareness“ out from story and activity, doing so in relation to
the longhouse. The ecosystemic thinking awakened in this work will then be more casually
applied to the “daily life” work with planting, harvesting, cooking, and clothing. It will also
be the ground for looking at animal life in Grade Four and plant and insect life in Grade
Five.
Although this ecosystem focus is the defining characteristic of the Science Block, at this age
it is a small part of the block - a gentle beginning of more analytic thinking as a means to
notice environmental relationships, but it is NOT the bulk of the block. The bulk of the focus
remains the cultural tones and the connectedness within the world around them, and their
relationship to that world. However, while it is a relatively small part of the undertaking
timewise, it is an important step.
Of utmost importance is the way in which we maintain the holistic and sacred mood of
life of the Haudenosaunee, while simultaneously bringing in experimentation to explore
the interdependence in our ecosystems. One part of this lies in the way we use ritual to
open and close the block. Another lies in keeping the experimentation work simple and
short, while the actual “building in the mood of the culture” remains central, AND has an
artistic expression.
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House Building Rituals:
Although there is no definitive information on what rituals were used in housebuilding,
we recommend doing something in relation to the rituals for Giving Thanks for either the
playhouse or table top model house. You might:
• gather a sample of each item you will need to complete the longhouse
• say the Thanksgiving Address as normally said at the start of each
building session,
• you can end by thanking the Great Spirit for teaching the people how
to build a place of protection (house).
• at the end of the building of the longhouse frame you can do a large
drawing to bring all the parts together. To do this, ask the children
what is the most important thing needed to build a longhouse. They
will easily say, “Trees.” Draw big tree in the center of the page. Ask
what the tree needed to be strong enough for the poles, supple enough
for the roof bows, etc. Lead them through drawing all the other elements of nature (water and the Thunder Beings for bringing it, sun,
moon for growing times, soil, insects, wind). Then thank each element
in Mohawk, and then thank the Spirit Protectors for coming to teach
the old ways including how to live in clans and build a longhouse,
and how to give thanks for all we have received. And finally, thank
the great spirit for the world of plenty.

Artistic Engagement:
Hand in hand with the rituals, we want to use the arts to anchor the child in the wholeness
of this work and its place in daily life, while we are doing more analytic exploration and
discovery on ecosystems. There are an infinite number of ways to do this. We suggest a few
below:
1) Make a mini-mural. Put up a large sheet of paper on the wall. Together, draw the scene with Aionwahta from the back on the side of
the page, so that he is looking at where the house will go. Put typical
land features around the building area, but the center will be just sky
and ground.
- from there, you just jump into the project, take photos of the building all along the way.
- with the house complete, come back to the drawing and fill in
the house, “building it” through drawing just as you do in life, and
describing the connections to the ecosystem as you draw, but emphasizing the wholeness of the life of the people. Stop drawing at a
stage in construction where you can still see the house in process.
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- when the house and recording are complete, do a ritual in the
house, such as those listed above. Whatever ritual you work with,
try to include a giving of thanks or honor for each part of the ecosystem which contributed to the house. Start from the ground up,
almost as though you are building the house with thanks.
2) Another approach is to make a nesting-book to tell the story. For this
you accordion fold a long sheet of paper, such that you have 6 to 8 attached panels that are each about 8 inch squares (you will need a long
strip of butcher block to have enough panels).
- working from the story, have the child draw the FINAL picture of
the finished house on the front panel, in connection with the opening
ritual.
- as you go through each step of the building, starting at the opposite
end, draw in that panel, emphasizing the aspect of nature that is most
relevant - plan ahead as you only have 6-8 panels to get to the complete house panel!
3) Now put all the photos of the child building the house in the Morning Lesson Book (ones you have taken as they built), discussing the
process as described in the detail sections.
4) Put the mini-mural photo, or the nesting (accordion fold) drawing on
its own page. In the case of the nesting book, glue the last square to
the book so it opens upward. Write up the steps on the opposite page,
including some description of the house-completion ritual.
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Longhouse Science Block
Overview: This is a big undertaking and it will be important to look through all direc-

tions and choose what approach and what type of longhouse will work best for your family
and your situation, and to do so early in the year, no matter when you will do this block.
The housing project has two purposes - 1) developmental; and, 2) science learning.
1) the developmental task addressed in house building is the core task
of the third grader: experiencing his own safety as he comes to a new
kind of independent consciousness. The sense that he can participate
meaningfully in making his own, real “safe haven” goes a long way to
helping him navigate his new independence in a positive way. Therefore, one of the two housing projects should be something he can get
inside. Consider whether the Israeli Nomad Tent or a play-size longhouse is most realistic for you to make to meet this need. If you don’t
do a play-size longhouse, you should do a model one.
2) The science learning focus in grade three is on making the first steps
of awakening to the principle of ecosystems - this is an early and
simple step, but a conscious one.
In a “Science block,” we take an experiential “learning through failure” approach to building a longhouse. Basically, for the longhouse, we can let the child collect a few (not too
many!) different saplings and see what he can do to make usable poles and bark covering.
Don’t yet discuss why something doesn’t work - leave that till the child can contrast it with
what does work (the straight, smooth barked tall trunks like elm and beech and ash and
poplar).
Once you manage to orchestrate a “failure,” using the stories you have written up together,
explore with the child what materials grow in the Great Lakes region of North America, and
what impact this has on the houses that can be built. If need be, use other books to explore
too. This much forms the bulk of the “Science Learning” for the unit. You will refer the child
back to it as you explore siding and roof shape, and also as you work with planting, harvesting, cooking, and clothing. But this exploration is where the child becomes grounded in an
awareness of the ecosystem.
For this project, read all directions before beginning so that you can tailor to support the
child’s dynamic process of finding integration. Some have made small models that fit on a
table; some have made dog houses, some have made a tarp covered longhouse frame, and
some covered it with wood squares, one could make a doll house; one could make an indoor version as an enclosure over the child’s bed - like a canopy bed and cover with cloth.
Some have made their’s a four foot play house; some 12 feet long and 8 feet high! Because
of the box like structure of the frame, this can be built as a free standing structure, opening
up many possibilities - work with your reality. The playhouse size longhouse is a very big
undertaking and a wonderful way to meet the developmental task of exercising competence
on earth. But it is demanding and requires a community/family to meet the challenge.
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You should not be spending more than a few days to a week on the initial discovery of
the correct materials. If what you discover is that you do not have the correct materials in
your area, that is just as meaningful as having them. Look together at what you need to do
to make a version of the house using different materials - this in itself is a study of ecosystems. Next you will spend several weeks fully back in the cultural mood, engaged in the
actual building - even if it is a modified version to meet your situation - and another week
or so putting the building into context through art work. It may take longer, but after the initial discovery and building work, if you are running over 3-4 weeks, you should move the
completion to projects time and return to another Morning Lesson focus.
In relation to the Science focus, it is easiest if your land and forest situation are far from that
of the traditional Haudenosaunee (Great Lakes region). But even if you are in deciduous
forests, it is very rare that there are so many big elm or birch that you can’t draw the contrast through which to discover the impact of the ecosystem. In either case, and whether you
are getting your own poles from the area or purchasing them, stop to notice how the world
around you is different from that of Aionwahta and what it would take to build a whole village of longhouses.
It is important to remember that this is a community/family undertaking. In traditional
times the children would have helped - they would not have done this alone. So part of what
we want to give the children is the sense of joining the community to make this house - in
this case that will likely be family - make it the whole family! For developmental reasons (as
explained earlier), we want the child to be more central than he would have been in days of
old, but we still want this to be a community project, so jump in and prepare materials as
needed for the children to experience success and not depletion! The child will and should
get tired in this process, and frustrated. All that is part of a healthy struggle in terms of developmental needs - individuation is hard. This is also true in terms of the culture: building
a real longhouse was a huge and talent-demanding undertaking, and we want the children
to taste this, not to think it is all easy.
As you look at the following details, consider the challenges: 1) getting trees or poles; 2)
covering with wood is considerably more expensive than using a tarp or reed mats; 3) covering with wood requires more care and precision with placing and straightening poles and
side bars, or you can’t get them to attach; covering with wood means the adult has to do a lot
of sawing and drilling to prepare these (it is outside the child’s ability). BUT covering with
wood sheets is also closer to the bark effect.
You will be working with natural materials, in the natural environment: there WILL be
unforeseen problems to tackle. This is a wonderful opportunity to model constructive
problem solving for the children, and to engage them in the process. It depends on three
things: your attitude; your creativity; and TIME - be sure not to book this project up against
time pressures (leaving, end of year, etc.); feeling crunched works directly against finding
positive solutions and sparking creativity. If the only thing the children come out of Grade
Three with is the expereince that they can meet wild challenges with creative ideas and a
positive attitude towards challenge, then the year has been an unqualified success!
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Details:
There are THREE basic sections of this project,
each begins with exploration of the environment in relation to that part of the undertaking.
It is important to get an overall feel for it before
beginning so you can guide a realistic plan. But
after that, it is useful to approach it in separate
sections. The exception is that, depending on your
opportunities, you may need to collect the roof
branches before you build the base frame.
A) Base Frame:
i) Exploring post materials and the ecosystem
ii) Collecting posts and building the base frame
B) Roof Frame
i) Exploring climate in relation to roof shape
ii) Collecting roof saplings and building the roof frame
C) Siding
i) Exploring siding needs and options; choosing a realistic option
ii) Tying on the siding
iii) The Roof
iv) External framing

A) Base Frame:
Ai) Exploring post materials and the ecosystem
1) Referring back to the drawings the child has done of the Longhouse,
make a list of what is needed to make one. This will include wood
poles and bark - he may or may not realize that he needs both strong,
straight poles for the side frame, and more flexible ones to form a roof.
As long as the child realizes he needs some kind of pole that is fine,
let him discover the different needs.
Although the house at above has a curved front covering, that is not
always done and is unrealistic for us - go with a flat face.
2) Have the child go out and choose a few different kinds of saplings
about 2 to 2 1/2 inch thick and 2-3 feet tall. Choose those that are
plentiful in your area - which should mostly be pines or some kind of
hardwood. Then have the child prepare these saplings as if they were
to be used in a Longhouse as follows:
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a) Try to strip the bark from the small posts. Using a hatchet, cut a line all the way around your post about 2 feet up
from the bottom. This makes one section of bark. Then you
cut a single line down the length of the minipost with the
hatchet. Now use a scout knife to try to ease off the biggest
pieces of bark you can. From elm and birch you can get all
the way around. Most others are more difficult.
Explore the reasons to peel (taking off the bark allows the
wood to dry out so the bugs are not sheltered and cannot get the moisture they need. As well, if the bark is left
on a tree that has been cut, it is, by definition, not sealed
with bark and sap like a living tree, it is more likely to get
moisture inside and rot). You need big sheets of bark for
siding. However, the poles used in traditional longhouses
were like any housing posts (in the neighborhood of 6 10 inches diameter), so they could be easily moved and
worked with. Therefore, bigger trees were used for harvesting bark. This process killed the trees so they would be
ones that needed to be cleared for the village anyway, as
far as possible.
b) This bark should be peeled off in the biggest sheets possible. If you are able to get it off, sometimes it will come
in sheets and others in strips. Save strips for future use as
lashings.
c) Notice how difficult the bark peeling is with the different kinds of trees. What does this tell us about what is
needed? Just warm up the question now, we will return to
it when we have more information.
You will need to lead the child through exploring several
aspects of the trees: 1) can they be peeled effectively; 2) do
they grow tall and straight without too many low branches; 3) are some of them flexible yet strong enough to serve
as roof pieces; 4) are others strong enough to be sturdy,
straight side poles. AND can you gather enough to build a
small playhouse without damaging the environment!
d) ** Figure out how many trees you would need to get
the bark to cover an average size longhouse, and also for
your small one. To do this, work with the biggest tree the
children can get their arms around. When they open their
arms back up, they have the length of bark that could be
pulled off that tree (about 3 feet). Each piece is this long
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(tree circumference), and cut around the tree in about 2
foot heights.
** you can also hold this question for when you are ready
to do siding, but since it is not possible to use bark, even if
you are able to get it off in sheets, it can help to do it now
so the child has time to consider the options and to settle
into reality peacefully.
Discuss the realism of getting the number of trees needed
from your area (based on your earlier estimate). This is one
of the major moments that the children connect up environment and housing. The big ecosystemic question: is a
longhouse realistic in your area? The practical one: how
big can you make yours and do you need to approach it as
a “longhouse frame” so you don’t have to deal with siding. Any answer is fine - reality rules!
3) Hopefully, in the course of this you have discovered that because of
the difficulty peeling the bark, evergreens would not have been a
good choice, nor would many deciduous trees (e.g. oak, maple, and
sycamore all have difficult bark to work with). However, you will
probably have to use them - we must keep going back and forth between what was best and what is realistic in our situation - that is part
of the ecosystemic awareness of both situations. However, once decisions are made, we let that go so that the “us and them” sense does
not become the focus and the child returns to living in the project.
4) Now, using the child’s pace as the measuring size, and the female
members of Aionwahta’s family (go back to the story to figure this
out), plot out how big his family longhouse would be (you will usually have to go to a park to do this - they are huge). The width is about
20 ft (6 adult paces) and this is equal to the height of the whole house,
and to the length of each family section - each married woman gets a
section for her family.
5) Then figure out how many trees would be needed for side and roof
poles to build the longhouse Aionwahta’s family needed, with two
layers of poles (one inside and one outside the bark covering).
6) Add to this your calculation of how many large trees would be needed to get enough bark for the full longhouse. Marvel. What would be
needed for your model. Look around you; is this an option?
7) Ponder how the Haudenosaunee managed to make their Longhouses.
Approach it as, “What did Aionwahta see the men do? Why can’t we?”
First look back through the Haudenosaunee stories you have read
with the child to date, and make lists from what they remember
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of these and from what they already know about the housing, farming, food, and about soil and climate. They will see that elm was
plentiful and worked well.
8) You can also use picture books and magazines to research what was
done in the Haudenosaunee culture - food, clothing, and shelter.
Leave enough time and space for the child to realize that he already
knows the same basic information as is found in the books.
9) Lead the child to see the relationship of tree type and number to soil
type and climate; it is too complex for a 3rd grader to get into the
science of this, but the fact that there IS a relationship is not. After some
pondering, you can tell him that climate and soil affect what trees
grow (vegetation) - that is enough information for this age group (see
Instruction Manual for basic information on soil types).
10) Consider what to do to make your model or playhouse. If the child
does not himself suggest trying to build with different saplings that
grow in your area, the parent can suggest that.
11) You still need to see if there are enough saplings and downed branches that are appropriate to take (either growing in a dense wood where
they will not survive anyway, or knocked down in storms, or lying
in the woods at highway rest stops or access roads, or at industrial
businesses where the woods are an “extra, etc.). Hopefully, no matter
where you are you can take a trip to get at least the 4 corner posts and
the arching ones. (If you are getting many, the parents may need to
get most of the saplings on their own so the child can explore without
the project becoming overwhelming - remember this is a community
undertaking!)
12) Explore which materials you have access to. Do you need to purchase some poles from another area (the store) to complete this
project? (Bamboo works well and is available at stores everywhere.)
Looking at all of these challenges helps the child consciously take
hold of the ecosystemic perspective. Remember that success here is
not making all the poles from trees you find; rather it lies in relating the ecosystem as the focus and to the environment you are in. So
if you get to this point, chances are the child will feel some struggle
with not being able to do this as Aionwahda would have. That is part
of the process.
You can show them the modern longhouses on the photo page (following) so they can see that today, when forests are more scarce and the
elm is almost gone from Dutch Elm disease, the Haudenosaunee work
with what is in the environment, too.
13) Stop to draw and write up an overview of what you did and what you
discovered and, with pride, what you can do with what you have.
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Aii) Collecting posts and building the base frame
14) At this point you have done the ecosystemic exploration for now
and it is important to let that go and sink into the building experience and the identification with Aionwahda again.
15) It is now time to plot out and gather what you need to build the play
longhouse frame. First look with the children at the space you have.
Using the child’s pace and multiplication and division skills, figure
out what your scale will be. Keep it simple (half, a third, or a quarter
as big as a real one). Then, having established your scale (width =
height = length of each family space), figure out how many families
can fit in this house.
16) Hopefully you will be in the range of 4-8 ft wide
(1.5 - 3 paces) and at least twice that long. If so, the
posts should be about 6 to 6 1/2 ft long with about
a foot to 12-15 inches buried in the earth. You want
to get them in far enough to be relatively stable, but
chances are that in these play houses sizes, you will
not go deep enough for real stability and will need to
get some of that through the stability of the frame: use
some long, thinner poles to go the full length of the
frame so that you add stability. KEEP ALL SIDES in
MULTIPLES OF 3 1/2 to 3 2/3 FEET if possible.
17) Your height to width proportions may have to be
slightly off because a house that is shorter than 5 feet
from ground to cross beam will not feel spacious
(cross beams go across at the top of the poles). You
want to give the child the feeling of a long, narrow,
and high house - worry less about exact proportions
than about the feeling you are after.
The house will be as long as you can fit in your space - hopefully, 8 12 ft long (3-5 child paces). This does not need to be exact; houses
were different even in traditional times, and you need to work with
your space and overall feeling, but adjust width so that you have a
“LONG” house.
18) Figure out how may straight poles
will be needed (in a full Longhouse
they are 1.5 - 4 feet apart (one to two
paces). You also need a set of posts
to go outside the covering to hold it
in place. For most of us this will be
impractical so you can use just a few
and have the children figure out how
many more would have been needed.
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19) You need two sturdy, straight poles about 1 inch diameter to go across
the wide front and back to stabilize the whole. In a play house you
may choose to put one more horisontally in the middle between the
sides, or not; be sure to think about how the space will feel to the
child sitting in it and if a center cross bar will interfere or support the
sense of space.
20) Lastly, you need thinner, long branches (these can be less straight) that
run horizontally front to back. Some of these need to go the whole
length (one for the top of each longside and three for the roof). the
short ones do need to cross at least 2 poles to which they will be tied.
Overlap the ends as needed. These should be at 2-3 foot intervals all
the way around. It is great if you have some that can go the whole
distance, but not necessary (see photo on next page.
21) If you are collecting and stripping trees, the children will only be able to do a small part of the stripping and will need adult help for the rest - that is fine
and makes for a good family/community project, but
you only need to strip the bottom part that is going
in the ground. Having worked through the stripping
for the children to see how it helps with preservation,
you may just do it for the corners and imagine what
was involved in a real longhouse.
22) Because the Haudenosaunee would have measured all in paces, we recommend sticking with that for this first part,
and then depending on where you are with your measurement work,
switch to standard measure for the rest to get in the measurement/
math practice.
23) For the side poles you will need to sharpen the ends slightly
(a hatchet works well for this), and then
char the part that goes in the ground to
preserve it. This is a wonderful place to
let the children interact with the elements
directly.
24) Now build the base frame: throughout this
process, stop periodically to record the
process - drawing and writing and photographing.
a) Dig holes about 12 - 15” deep, and drive the straightest and
strongest poles you have into the ground at the corners. Then
dig in the in-between ones. You can make these holes by
pounding a shorter pole in with a sledge hammer.
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b) taking care to square the frame poles now and to keep the
side bars flat, will make a big difference in the end, if you are
covering with wood - for tarps and mats it doesn’t matter
much.
b) Now lash the cross pieces on to the
OUTSIDE, as shown. If you can get someone to help you make “bark string” this is
a wonderful activity and is true to the
Haudenosaunee (students of the Wilderness Awareness school and any Tom
Brown offshoot can usually do this - we recommend this,
but there is a demonstration on the Grade Two Apache movement DVD). But think of this as an experience; they would be
very lucky to get 6 inch piece, a foot is a miracle at this age.
Whether you make rope or not, you will
need to also use additional twine or
gaffers tape or doubled duct tape (folded
so there is no sticky side out) - making
all the rope is not realistic or possible at
this age.
c) Be sure you have left door openings on
one end of the space, or both ends - there
are no windows in a longhouse; the only
openings are in the roof, above each fire
and door or doors at the ends. of finishing frame before roof arch.
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B) Roof Frame
Bi) Exploring climate in relation to roof shape
25) Now you have come to the roof and a wonderful spot to explore the
climate and the demands of climate. List what you know about the
weather of the Great Lakes region from the story - the adult adds
as needed. Then explore how these materials would hold up in the
climate of the this area - try laying bark flat and try angling it; then
water it. What happens? If you have worked with adobe already, try
the water on an adobe roof. Discuss the weather and what kind of
roof will be needed.
The child has seen the photos and
done drawings so he has a big clue,
but let him work through the why’s
and wherefore’s. Lead the child
through a discussion of the ecosystem in the Great Lakes region - he
now has the experience to do most of
the discussing himself! Then make a
clear plan for the roof
Bii) Collecting roof saplings and building
the roof frame
26) Again, let the ecosystemic questioning go and return to living in the
project.
27) You need long flexible poles or saplings to go from the top of the
upright pole, up and around to the other, forming the arch of the roof.
Whatever your situations, these you will, in all likeliness, have to
find as they are not sold at stores. The roof height in a real longhouse
was 20 ft high at the peak, about half of that was the side poles. But
in a small playhouse you will get a more spacious feel if you have the
sides (above ground) a little higher than the child is tall and the roof
may be more like 1/2 or 2/3 that high, rather than equal to it (so a
5 ft wall post and the roof peak at 7-8 ft. The proportions will be off,
compared to the real longhouse, but the feeling will be closer. One
arching branch will go from each side pole to its “mate” on the other
side.
There are a couple of ways to get your poles to bow as needed, depending on the size of your longhouse and your resources. For smaller projects you can use supple branches the size of those for bows
used in archery (willow, river birches etc.). These bend easily, but you
should still bend them as needed with string holding them in place,
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soak them so they settle into this curve, and
then dry them before taking the rope off.
You can also try using arch or arbor wood if
you can’t get the branches.
For a bigger house, you can do as above
and double them for strength, or you can
use bigger saplings. Bigger saplings are
harder to bow and you need to give yourself time. You can steam the saplings the
old way (which is fun, but is a full project
as described below), or you can soak them
for 24 hours wrapped in wet towels or in a
pool.
To steam: build a steaming box
and frame - this is a 5 foot long,
four sided box set upside down
on a frame. The ends of this box
are open, and there is a hole on
the bottom that closely fits over
your pot of water. The is important to getting the needed heat
into the box.
The whole thing sits over the
water pot on the fire and traps
the steam to soften the board as
shown below. The board being
steamed sits on the cross bars
holding the box up.

It helps to put an old blanket (wool is best) doubled over the top, end
to end, and wrapping the ends of the sticks as much as possible. But
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this is a fire hazard so you have to watch it closely. Build your fire
with charcoal and not wood as it holds the heat better and you need a
hot and lasting fire. If at all possible, set this up so you can add charcoal as it burns out. Steam for a good hour.
28) Whether steaming or soaking, you need to bend and secure in place
with a rope (tie the two ends and bend to needed shape). Check that
the shape is right with how it fits your frame. Then soak the curved
pieces with towels or in pool for a couple of days with the rope holding it in place. Then dry, still tied, still tied so it holds its shape. .
29) Next is lashing the roof poles in
place. This is not easy and it will
help to have a second adult to
assist so there are hands to hold
each end and hands to tie it in
place. Lash the horizontal pieces
inside the roof, as you did on the
sides.
Make the middle ones slightly higher than the end ones so water runs
outward. This is a slight difference but it will matter..
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C) Siding
Ci) Exploring siding needs and options; choosing a realistic option
30) Now we are up to the covering. Explore with the children about
what the weather is like in the Great Lakes area and talk about
what kind of covering would be needed. Experiment with the
waterproof qualities of different things, including bark.
31) It is pretty much impossible to cover more than a corner with bark
unless you are building a model or dog house. If you can use bark
for any part, his would be a good experience for the child and not
take too much bark - but it is unlikely that you can. We are told
that it has to come from a live tree in the
spring which means damaging a live tree.
We have had better luck with dead trees.
You can try from a fallen one and see.
Soak it and dry it under weights so it dries
flat. Lash it in place as a temporary hold.
To lash, make minimal corner holes and
lash through these.
32) You will not be able to cover a play longhouse fully in bark without undue damage to the environment
and without losing the child and yourself! So simply talk this
through, again, reflecting on the ecosystem.
33) Make a decision for your area, and then, again, let the ecosystem issues go and return to full engagement with the project.
No matter where you live, you will need to cover the longhouse
with something else, usually from the store: woven mats, water
resistant canvas, tarps, sheets of very thin wood sheets (underlayment), etc. You may also find that doing the sides with a wood
(tree based) material makes sense
but you use a tarp for the top. You
may live in an area where grasses
are a realistic option. The child has
worked hard to get to this point so
don’t belabor the issues here - make
a decision together, and then let
him enjoy the sense of “enclosure
he has made,” which brings us
back to meeting the developmental
task at hand and nourishing the
child.
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34) It is important to be realistic about what is possible within everyone’s energy and engagement. The purchased woven mats and tarps
certainly fit in. Wood presents both possibilities and some difficulties,
detailed on next page.
Using thin wood sheets gives a more natural - and thus real - feeling to the house. So WHY NOT: it
is not reasonable to do this with small squares. Small squares have to make a triple overlap (side-sideup/down) which means that even predrilling them has to be done on the spot. This requires power
tools, many, many overlaps, and mostly adult work.
If, instead, you use full sheets of underlayment, it takes only a single overlap (side to side), so these can
be predrilled and the children can string and tie them. To do this, figure out how many sheets you need
for each side with a 4 inch overlap. Have the height and width cut to fit quite precisely.
35) Now use a paint or stain to preserve and give a bark gray color. You
can color sections with crayon (spottily) to resist the paint and give
a less even, bark feel. Then adults (without children present) set up the
sides and drill them - and number the boards. Take them down. The
next day the children reset them and string them and tie them on.
Cii) Tying on the sidings
36) With a bark covering, the lashing was done using the natural crevices
and grooves to hold the back. Any covering can and will need to be
tied -do so in an even pattern and use a lashing approach as for the
frame - this will help connect the children to the siding, whatever it is.
Ciii) The Roof
37) A wood roof offers another choice moment. You can use a tarp for
just the roof, and avoid difficulty. Or you can devote a weekend and 2
parents to doing it on their own and the child will have a sense of the
community endeavor, but it is way out of the children’s reach and at
this point the children need to move to completion or the energy will
get lost.
38) To do the wood roof: use the 1/4 inch underlayment - it can bend far
enough to make this work (see photo sheet page 91).
a) Many days ahead, attach sheets lengthwise to get the full
length needed to cover the house side to side, with overhang.
b) Paint them.
c) Lay the boards on the roof overlapping where they meet.
The hard part: drill two holes on all 4 corners, through the
overlapping parts and string such that the open ends of the
string are facing the ground (these need to be long strings).
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d) Estimate how far down the roof will
go when bent fully. Drill a pair of holes to
match the roof holes, in the SIDING.
Why? You will need to go through these
holes to get the roof boards to bend.
e) Spray the roof with water. Lace the
strings from the roof sheets through the
matching siding holes. Pull the strings as
tight as you can, bending the roofing until
it is just short of cracking (DON’T let it
crack!). Tie it there and let it dry.
f) Wet and tighten daily for about 5 days till you get the
right bend (see below).
g) The smoke hole was a covered hole over the fire place.
Cut a rectangle half again as long as the hole, and just as
wide. Fix one end down onto the roof, and prop the other
up with sticks so smoke can get out, but rain can’t get in.
h) Before you tie it down permanently, put your external
frame upright poles on, as they go under the roof overhang.
i) Tie on the roofing. Drill additional holes to tie to cross
bars as you feel is needed to secure it.
Civ) External Framing
39) BRING THE CHILDREN BACK IN Whatever siding you are using,
when it is on, put the outer layer of poles in the ground to squeeze
the siding between the two sets of poles, as shown.
40) You can use fewer and thinner poles for this, spacing them wider
apart. Even if you only do a few outside poles, it will help the child get
a feel for this and make the house look much more realistic. You also
don’t need to put them far in the ground as, for us, they are really just
decorative.
41) Lash the uprights to the house (through
the wood sheets or tarp or mats) for security.
42) Lash cross bars to the uprights.
43) Traditionally, woven mats (cornhusk or
grass) or furs were hung on the inside
walls for insulation.
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Child’s Longhouse Colorado

Honoring one’s own
		

Environment

Child’s Longhouse for family dog in Texas
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Children’s Longhouses New England,

Caution: we do NOT recommend doing this with the separate “bark” squares seen below - see directions for workable alternatives with wood!
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Modern Haudenosaunee Longhouses
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D) Closing
44) There were also benches on the sides. If your child has the energy, do
this, too, go ahead. If not - and more likely - enjoy it as it is. If you can
hang some things from the roof beams, (herbs and roots - onions and
garlic - or corn you braided last fall), that helps set the mood.
45) Although you will probably not burn a fire inside this because it is too
small to safely do so, it will be important to make a central fire circle
(or more for a longer playhouse). You might choose to also make a fire
circle outside the front door - at a safe distance - so that you can have
real fires within the longhouse context. You can take some wood
charred in the outside fire and put it into the center circle inside for
the full effect.
46) Because this is a longterm structure, there
will also be many opportunities to look further still at how the longhouse responds to
different climate conditions (temperature)
and events (rain and wind, and to hang
vegetables to dry. This will tell the child
still more about the suitability of the building for the your location, and that of the
Haudenosaunee.
47) When all is said and done, we go back
through the child’s book and recall the
basic process, drawing and writing up any
important unrecorded, parts of the experience in the Morning Lesson
Book, as described in one of the Artistic Engagement activities. At this
same time you can look at how the family areas are laid out (opposite
one another with a shared fire between and about 20 feet in length for
each family); how things are stored (wood and grains under the beds
and personal possessions on a shelf over the beds); and who lived in
the houses (those related through the mothers family (great grandmothers on down).
48) Close with the same kind of ritual you used to open the project. Making a clan symbol plaque to go over the door can provide an ending.
Giving the children this very tangible experience will help orient them to these issues of an
ecological perspective, and apply the principles to more subtle situations in later grades.
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Nature Projects: Farming
Haudenosaunee Farming:
You will do the Haudenosaunee Unit either in the Autumn or in the Spring, but not both, so
that will dictate which of the farming activities you undertake. The other will be referred to
in the story, but in the hands-on work, we stay in tune with the seasons around us.
Since house-building as your main Science Block, you will just use the information below to
guide your farming projects within a Math or Humanities block and honor all the parts of
the ecosystem that do, indeed, contribute to the production of food.
Engagement with both Planting and Harvest are very important aspects of sparking the third grader’s
confidence. You should do your best to go to a nearby farm to join in the work for at least a
few days. If you can actually stay there, that is best; there are educational farms that, with enough
advance planning, welcome homeschoolers. If you can join in a Haudenosaunee community’s farming,
that would be best.

Farming Block Rituals:
In farming - both harvest and planting - the Haudenosaunee engaged in very specific and
detailed rituals and Ceremonies that are brought out in the story. While we cannot do these
rituals and it would not be appropriate to do so, we can work with the Thanksgiving Address and time our work to bring forward the sense of reverence for the bounty of the earth.
Part of this is supporting awareness of the ecosystem.
We also have to work with the scheduling of these holidays, as it is rare that one will live
in an area where climate and calendar timing for the Ceremonies both work. The Haudenosaunee work primarily with moon cycles, but this is because where they live these are in
synch with the overall climate. So, you will need to respond to your environment in order to
stay in harmony with the Haudenosaunee culture and nature.
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Artistic Engagement:
For the earthy, practical activities, we want to use the arts to anchor the child in the wholeness of this work. There are an infinite number of ways to do this; we suggest a few below.
After work with a story on harvest or planting:
1) Make a mini-mural. Put up a large sheet of paper on the wall. On the
side of the page, draw the garden scene with Aionwahta viewed from
the back, so that he is looking at where the farming will be drawn.
Put typical land features around the farming area, but the center will
be just sky and ground.
2) As you engage in harvest or planting activities add that aspect to your
drawing, actually “farming through drawing” just as you did in life.
For the harvest focus leave room on the far side of the page for an
open view of the longhouse so that you can show the harvested corn
hanging from the rafters.
3) With a light touch, bring the connections to the ecosystem as you
draw. Keep this celebratory, but emphasize the wholeness of the ecosystem.
4) Give thanks for each part of the ecosystem that contributed to the
crops as you go. Work from the Thanksgiving Address, but be specific
to your farming.
5) Another approach is to make a nesting-book to tell the story. For this
you accordion fold a long sheet of paper, such that you have 8 to 10 attached panels that are each about 8 inch squares (you will need a long
strip of butcher block to have enough panels).
As you go through each step of the farming, draw in that panel, emphasizing the aspect of nature that is most relevant - you want to get
in a lot of weather scenes. Plan ahead as you only have 8 - 10 panels to
get to the complete farming “book”! For planting, you can use this to
initially track the plant growth and make a graph from it at the end.
6) Now put all the photos of the child farming in the Morning Lesson
Book (ones you have taken as they farmed).
7) Put the mini-mural or the nesting (accordion fold), drawing on its own
page. In the case of the nested book, glue the last square to the book,
so it opens upward. For harvest, glue this on the left hand side of the
morning lesson book so that the right hand side can be the longhouse
in which to hang the braided corn.
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Harvest
We work with one of the Haudenosaunee Harvest stories as the starting point. But, from
there, to stay true to the mood of the harvest and the harvest experience, we jump right in
to Harvest activities in our local area. Without explanation, harvest a local garden in the
traditional local ways.
In Grade Three, we will not go into modern harvesting techniques as they are far more removed from
both field and storage (and therefore the cultural experience). But most importantly, they are removed
from the child’s actual capabilities, and therefore do not mirror her drive to take hold of life on earth.
Do not spend more than two weeks maximum focused on this (one intense week with a trip
to a farm is better). After that, move any completion activities or continued harvesting to the
projects and practice time.
When you feel it is appropriate, you can fill out or expand this experience with some reference to the Haudenosaunee harvest methods. Most of this will have come out of the stories,
but for your clarification and reference we detail below.

Storage
Harvesting is the first step in securing a stable food source for winter. Storage is the second, and an equally important, one; both are considered part of the harvest. Now we turn
our attention to storage. Depending on where you are in the story, you can connect this up
more and less tightly. Either way, storage is tightly tied to climate so if the ground work for
ecosystemic thinking has happened, you can now take a step back and do a little reflective
ecosystems work. Remember that the entire point of this activity is for the children to get
an initial feel for the interdependence of our world.
Our focus is climate, soil, and vegetation, but “information gathering” is not important,
and it could be counter productive. We are seeking to awaken an awareness of the awesome
interdependence of our world - that is it! Don’t get too complicated or stuck on a given concept. You can simply draw the mural or accordion book described earlier as you go through
each part of the harvest and storage process and help them notice the role of climate and soil
in the process.
While it is very important that the child begin to feel that she has the competence to participate in the challenge of living on the earth, it is at least as important for her to experience
the inherent bounty of this planet; grains lie at the heart of that bounty. It is not necessary to do a major block just on the grains, but it is important to focus on them repeatedly
over the course of the year.
To this end, as described in the Instruction Manual for end of year activities, at the close of
Grade Three - or in early 4th grade - it can be powerful to bring in a topographical world
map and put small “grain” flags or bees wax grain samples showing the different types of
grain dominant in each area, beginning with those cultures just studied, moving on to the
area where you live, and then out to your home continent and the world.
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Haudenosaunee Harvest Details
The Haudenosaunee had a series of harvests as each crop was ready. Ceremonies were held
for Strawberry season, green corn harvest, bean harvest, and the end of year harvest.
Fairly early in the season, quite possibly at the start of the school year, the Green Corn
(fresh) will be ready. This can be honored, picked, and prepared in the traditional Haudenosaunee way, simply as a cultural activity. Traditionally no corn was eaten fresh as we do
today, but all was white flint corn for use dried. The Green Corn Ceremony honors the first
ripe corn.
At harvest time the Haudenosaunee were cheerfully involved a plucking bee (called
hadrnest’e’oes), followed by a husking bee (hadinowe’ya’ke’). Husking was one of the agricultural activities in which the men were likely to participate in. Singing, story telling,
smoking, and feasting attended this ceremonious occasion. Games were played to make the
process more fun. For example if a person came to a curious ear - one that was oddly developed or unusually colored - he or she might be rewarded with an already husked ear from
each participant.
Traditional Harvest process: whenever working in the garden, thanks is given to the four
directions, and, of course, to that being harvested. To harvest:
- do not pick the first 3 or 4 of any plant as these are seen as
the leaders and need to be honored and saved for seed for
the next year.
- leave some of the extra crop you have planted for the
animals and insects, as per Haudenosaunee custom;
- for the corn of the main harvest in October bend back
and twist ear off the stalk, which is left upright to sup
port the beans and prepare for storage as described ;
- beans are mostly left on the vine till quite dry and
then the vines are pulled up in full;
- the squash is cut from the vine when it is ripe, leave some
of the stem attached to the vine to keep the vines strength in for further
production.

8) All the fruits and vegetables being dried and stored could be hung
from rafters in the Longhouse or, more often, were kept in a separate
storage shed. This was a simple plank house with a roof slanting to
one side and a door. It was built with paces between the planks to all
passage of air for drying.
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9)

The Harvest:
• CORN: was mostly dried for winter use. To
dry and store corn:
- Leave on the stalk until husks dry and turn
brown; then peel back the husk without
breaking it off and braid the different
husks together to make a long corn-chain.
- This is then hung up to dry.
- Braiding corn enables the user to store a lot
of food in a small area.
- Begin braiding the cobs by organizing the
ears by laying them out in a line. The husks
then need to be peeled back.
- Braid the husk of the first cob half way and
then add an other cob, continue this until
the desired amount is added. - When the string is completely braided, the
braider holds either end in his/her hand
and places a foot against the middle of the
string, pulling tight. This stretches and
tightens the string. It can now be hung up
to dry.

-When the corn is dry, that which will be eaten
is removed from the cob and stored. Remov
ing the kernels from the cob is done by
simply rubbing two cobs over each other.
The dry kernels pop off easily.
- the kernels can be scooped up and kept in a
jar for future use.
- the seed corn is left on the hanging cob.
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• BEANS: Some beans were eaten fresh, but the bulk were dried
for winter use. These can be left on the vine to dry and shelled by
hand.
- Traditionally one would pull the whole vine out and
make a pile to dry for three days - either laying them on the
dry ground or hanging them up.
- Next move the vines to a clear area, heaping the vines into
a pile. Then trample the pile, now and then standing on
one foot, while shuffling and scraping the other over the
dry vines. This loosens the beans from the pods. Sometimes
a stick was used to beat the pile further.
- The beans were then winnowed much as grain is winnowed
by putting it in a basket and tossing it in the air on a windy
day. The dry shells are lighter than the beans and fly off in
the wind.
- The clean beans are then left to dry one more day. The beans
are now ready for storage.

• SQUASH: Many kinds of squash were grown, some of which
needed to be eaten fresh (zucchini), but most of which was stored
for later use (primarily acorn, butternut, Crooked neck, pumpkin,
and gourds). To harvest the squash:
- (except for zucchini) harvest only when outer skin is hard,
- much of the squash, particularly the earlier ripened squash,
was dried by slicing it into rings and hanging the rings up
on a clothesline style set up
- some of the later to ripen ones were kept in a cool, dark, dry
place (cold storage).
- seeds from the cut squash were scooped out, washed off,
and laid out to dry.

10) The main supply of dried corn and beans was often stored in pits dug
into the earth. Smaller amounts and other dried foods for a given
family would be kept in clay pots or bark barrels.
11) Corn was not only a productive food source, so to focus only on this
would not fully explain its far more wide-ranging contribution. Every
part of the corn plant was utilized:
Leaves and husks were used to weave moccasins, rugs, baskets, dolls
and ceremonial masks. They were also used in stuffing mattresses, as
torches, and as shells for baking meat. Corn stalks were made into fish
lines, containers, and dipped into maple sugar for children to chew.
The juice of corn was used as medicine and applied on exposed infections. Even the dried-out cobs were exploited in fires to cure meat and
to tan hides.
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This emphasis on using all parts of that which we choose to take
is central to the Haudenosaunee (and most Native or Indigenous
peoples); it is a core principle of the culture so it should be emphasized through activity. Some of the arts and crafts should be made
with the husks and stalks of your harvest during the projects sessions
to give the children an experience of using all parts.
12) With the harvest in, there is still a lot to be done to prepare the
corn for cooking. Therefore, while it dries as far as possible, we
will go on to the closing of the garden. We now prepare the soil
for its time of rest and rejuvenation through planting cover crops
(vetch or sweet clover) and building compost. We have, hopefully,
been composting without any concept involved for years. Now,
with the harvest laid out before us, we can look back at all the
earth has given.
There are three main ways the Haudenosaunee replenished the
soil:
a) the main approach was through companion planting;
b) a version of composting which included digging in fish
heads at the time of planting and planting cover crops such
as vetch and clover (there is disagreement about whether
or not they planted cover crops or these just sprung up);
c) by burning all plant refuse and spreading the ask on the
land. When the field was depleted the Haudenosaunee
abandoned the fields and moved to a new place.
d) all the crop left overs should be burned or composted and
the ground covered with a cover-crop that will protect it
from erosion through the winter and revitalize the soil for
the next planting season.

---------------Due to the length of the process of drying and preparing the corn to use in soups and
breads, we leave the cooking part of this block for last to be done as preparation for the Harvest Ceremony.
Traditionally the corn was used both hulled (flint corn eaten dried only) and unhulled (dent
corn eaten fresh and dried). It is worth doing the hulling for the experience - if it feels in
harmony with the child’s energy at this point. To prepare the dry corn (remove its shell and
tough parts), whether or not it is corn that you grew, is a long one and worth having the
children experience. This is still done in some Haudenosaunee communities today. Do this
only with a small portion of the corn so that you can compare cooking with this to cooking
with the unprepared corn.
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1) Put 2-4 cups wood ash to 1 gallon of water. Boil.
2) Toss in a single dried corn kernel - if the solution is right it will turn
bright red. If it doesn’t, you need to add more ash.
3) When the solution is right, put the rest of the corn in and boil for half
an hour. Stir it around and the shells and black eyes begin separating.
4) Take it out and rinse well under cold water - more shells and eyes will
separate.
5) Repeat the whole process three times. Now the corn should be clean
and tender. The part used for soup can be used as is, the part used to
make corn bread needs to be dried again so it can be ground.
6) Grind by pounding it is a giant mortar and pestle.
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Haudenosaunee Harvest Ceremony:
The Hauenosaunee people had many Nature Ceremonies to thank the Creator and the
many forces of nature that make life possible. Different Haudenosaunee nations and communities celebrate the changes in nature somewhat differently but most celebrated 5 harvest
Ceremonies every year: the Maple Ceremony, the Strawberry Ceremony, the Bean Ceremony, the Green Corn Ceremony, and the Harvest Ceremony (Thanksgiving). During the
Ceremonies, the Haudenosaunee thanked the good spirits for health, clothes, food, and happiness. They gave thanks, sang, danced, and played games. The drumbeat and the shaking
of rattles made from gourds and turtle shells were central (NOTE: both gourd and turtle shell
rattles are sacred instruments and should NOT be made or used by any but the Haudenosaunee elders
or official dancers).
When all the crops had been harvested and stored away, and before the men left for the fall
hunt, the Harvest Ceremony was held. This celebration took place in October and lasted for
several days. The husking bee happened in the evening, when all of the community joined
with most of the people husking the corn and readying it to dry as described earlier, and a
few of the men playing the water drums and rattles to keep the festive mood. This “husking
to music under the moon” is something that would be very powerful to do with the child,
extended family, and friends.
We want to both stay true to the Haudenosaunee perspective and not violate any cultural
or religious lines. In order to mark this time with reverence, we must also mark the Harvest
in a meaningful manner for today’s children. One could devise a simple ritual celebration
incorporating some of the known traditional aspects. For example, every ceremony begins
and ends with the Thanksgiving Address. With each “verse” of the address the child - and
everyone else in the “community”- can put one relevant gift of the harvest or of their making (chosen ahead of time) into a community basket. By relevant we mean relating to the
verse in the Address. At the end of the celebration, after closing with the Thanksgiving
Address, this basket would then be taken to a homeless shelter or the like - this is a modern
participation in the Haudenosaunee belief that “no one went hungry - or else everyone did.
(one bowl-one spoon).”
Traditionally, after the ceremonial songs, dances, games, and feasting, there were social
games and social dance. This we can certainly do. The Stomp, Smoke, Rabbit, and other
social dances were - and can be - done. The Round dance was done at all nature celebrations
- symbolizes the unity and inter-connectedness of all life, the cycles of nature, and the cycle
of giving and receiving.
For practical reasons, we have focused on the central foods (corn, beans, squash), but this
was far from all the foods of the Haudenosaunee. Now is the moment to expand to a more
full feast.
First the Three Sisters: The corn and beans were cooked together in a dish called Succotash
- the traditional Haudenosaunee Sucootash was just green corn and beans, boiled together,
sometimes with a little bear oil and onion and salt to taste. Sometimes it included squash,
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and sometimes not. It was called Ogon’sa’ ganon’da in the Seneca language. Apples and corn
cakes were baked on hot stones or in the pit of hot coals. Corn bread was also boiled. Berries
and herbs were collected, many other fruits, vegetables and meats were available and shared
freely. Maple syrup was a mainstay and such things as nuts rolled in boiling maple sugar
was a Ceremony treat. Turkey, ducks, and other birds were roasted in the fire. Basically, we
want to add all we can to give the children a sense of the bounty and variety of the Haudenosaunee.
Corn husks were braided into long ropes and made many, many things including moccasins, mats, bottles, and containers. Using the husks from the corn you have dried, this can
be explored in projects lessons for the rest of the Unit. Plants are seen as the unifying force
of life, the link between the sun’s energy and all life on earth and work that brings food and
projects together helps to spark this sense.
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Planting
Planting with children within a curriculum unit has its own unique demands and opportunities, but it is a very important part of feeling empowered to live on earth (without
attention to food there is no survival!). It is important to realize that the point in terms of
the science is simply to highlight the inter-connectedness of soil, climate, and crops, and
to bring this in context. In the case of the Haudenosaunee, the interrelationships between
crops (companion planting) is a particularly vital manifestation of the ecosystem and we
will bring the children’s attention to it.
The greatest demand that gardening presents is that it happens on its own schedule. So,
whether or not we are like Toad, of the Frog and Toad stories, waiting impatiently and trying to make our gardens grow on our schedule, in the end it is we who must adapt around
the demands of the plants’ own growth schedule. With weather as an unpredictable companion in this work, it is best to plan both your Cultural Unit and the specific farming activities with a lot of flexibility, and with back up options. In order to support the connection
to farming, the epic is structured so that the planting story (Growing up Onondaga) can be
told at three different points. Directions for choosing are found in the Haudenosaunee Story
Book
Throughout the planting and growing process, we make this an active and direct experience with little or no explanation. However, we can do full drawings or “chart style” drawings (as shown below) that show the growth process. Later these can be turned into bar
graphs and/or line graphs.
Make bar and line graphs of the different attributes. Make these on separate drawing paper
that can be glued into the Morning Lesson book later.
-

.
Depending on where the child is in the Math work and whether or not this is happening within a math block, you can do a lot of different graphs. Make the first ones “visually
parallel” as shown. By this we mean that what you see on the graph you also see in life. So
height is a good topic at the start.
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Traditional Haudenosaunee Planting Techniques:
Plants are seen as the unifying force of life, the link between the sun’s energy and all life on
earth. The Ceremony’s help to offer respect and thank for serving this vital role.
Central to both survival and to the spiritual and social health
of the community were the Three Sisters (corn, beans, squash).
The Three Sisters were planted together for very practical
reasons, because as companions they support one another and
keep the soil fertile. On a practical level:
• the corn acts as a pole for the pole beans,
• and the beans - which naturally fix nitrogen in the
soils through their roots - provide nutrients the
hungry corn needs.
• the winter squash, which is planted in a ring outside the beans, has very broad leaves that provide
shade for the roots of the other plants, keeping in
precious moisture, and keeping the ground at a
steady temperature. This shade also minimized weed growth so it
was only necessary to weed twice in the course of the entire season.
As well, squash leaves have scratch prickers which discourage animals from eating them or passing through them for other foods.
• each of the plants has some insect repellent effect that helps the others.
Nutrient wise, the corn and beans together create a complete protein needed by humans for
growth and health. The squash provides both oils and vitamins missing in the other two. So
all told these three are the model of an interdependent and mutually supportive community.
Therefore, the Three Sisters are an expression of the sacredness of life’s interdependence
on all levels. In the Haudenosaunee worldview, there is no separation between the practical
and the spiritual so in planting a Three Sisters Garden, whether that consists of a good sized
field with many mounds or a few flower pots in a window garden, the experience will offer
an opportunity for a deep connection to the heart of the Haudenosaunee.
Choosing the Season
Since the Ceremonies of the Haudenosaunee are not on set dates but n relation to readiness
of the land or the crops and phases of the moon, we can set the Planting Ceremony for a
date in keeping with the climate where we are and not worry about sticking to May as the
time. The Ceremony is said to happen when “the dogwood is leaf is the size of one’s little
finger,” or when “the leaves of the oak are the size of a squirrel’s foot.” In the North East this
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happens after the weather is reliably warm and the soil has begun warming - sometime in
May. If you plant the corn in ground that is too cold the seed will rot so care must be taken
to relate to the weather.
The Ceremony happens near the new moon that follows the dogwood or oak leaves being right, as determined by the Faith Keepers. So observe your area and ask at a nursery or
farm to discover what tree would have leaves the size of a little finger when the air is reliably warm and the ground has begun to warm. Have the child participate in watching for
the right moment in the trees and the air - and when the leaves are right. This watching is
a big part of stepping into the cultural context so don’t rush through it. Once the leaves are
big enough, watch the moon; the planting should take place during the waxing (growing)
moon.
The typical plants we will be planting all need warm to hot temperatures and reasonable
rainfall. We can control the amount of water that reaches the field, but we cannot control
temperature. So try to choose the time of year where you can get close to 120 warm to hot
days (60-90 degrees). Corn takes 120-150 days, beans take 60-90 days, and winter squash
takes 80-110 days.

Choosing and Preparing the field/plot
You will need a place in full sun, where you can clear and plough the land. The Haudenosaunee often cleared the land of trees by girdling them a year ahead. This was a process
of stripping the bark in a ring all the way around the tree and letting it die. We will not do
this, but it is useful information for the child. The land does need to be cleared of brush and
rocks. As is done in the Haudenosaunee culture, traditionally the brush was burned right
where it grew, both sterilizing the soil and creating ash that was then turned in. But it can
be burned in a pile and then the ash used in the compost.
Several days after the moon is new, you will be ready to hold the Planting Ceremony and
begin the planting. Planting of a Three Sister’s Garden takes place over several weeks so
there is a planting process that will run through this block.

Preparation of soil and seed:
Prepare the corn seed. The first thing to do is to choose your seed. Choose organic and
preferably Native seeds - Seeds of Change is a good company for this. For the corn you will
want two kinds of seed: 1) an early sweet or green corn for eating fresh, and 2) a later “flint”
or cornbread corn. You want any pole bean, but if you want to dry them for the winter,
choose accordingly. Any winter squash is fine.
The Haudenosaunee knew that animals would try to get the seeds when they first went into
the ground so they prepared the seed in a special mixture of herbs. Soaking the corn seed in
these herbs accomplished two things: 1) any bird that ate it got very dizzy and his unhealthy
flight scared off other animals and birds; and, 2) it caused the corn to sprout and thus get a
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head start on growing. One of these herbs that is attainable today is bottle brush. If you
want to try making a light tea of bottle brush that would be interesting, but either way, you
can soak the corn for a few hours or overnight in water to initiate germination. Then drain
the corn and leave it wrapped in damp cloths to sprout in a basket (a day or so).
Whenever you enter the garden thanks is given in the four directions.
The Haudenosaunee plowed the soil by hand with a simple
curved stick often with bone at the end lashed on- which
was a bit more like hoeing. The also used the wide bones and
antlers of elk or deer, used much like a hoe. The soil of the
Haudenosaunee is a fairly rich loam - low clay and sand content. So if your soil is high in either of these, you will need to
add loam. Either way, you will want to add some compost or
manure and mix it into the top 4 inches over the whole circle.
Discuss what compost is and why it matters.
Basically, you want to make circular hilled areas about 3 feet diameter and 4 inches above
ground level. In the center of this you dig a bit deeper and place a dead fish - this is the
main fertilizer.
Make several circular beds with enough space to move around between them . Make several areas of these with about 3 feet between each. You want to flatten off the top of the
hill where the corn will go, pushing the soil out to the side - this will be used to hill-up the
plants as they start growing. You will make a slight indent in the center of the circle where
the corn goes so that you have created a dent to catch water and keep it from running off.
Planting and “hilling” the Three Sisters garden:
We begin with the Planting Ceremony. The corn planting ceremony lasted one to four days
and had two purposes. First it served to thank the Creator for the return of the planting season; and, second to request a good harvest. Like all ceremonies, this begins with the recitation of the Thanksgiving Address - which the child should know by heart in Mohawk at this
point in the year. Then it is time for games and dancing and feasting.
The Peach Stone game is always played during the Planting ceremony and it is played men
vs. the women. Who ever is determined the winner will not have to plant the garden for that
season. We will not play the game as it is a ceremonial one.
Dancing in the Haudenosaunee ceremony would include some of the ceremonial dances
which would require that an elder lead them, so we will only do the social dances, and any
of these can be included - Smoke, Rabbit, Round, Stomp, etc. you feast and close with the
Thanksgiving Address.
The next day you plant the corn. Plant in batches of the same kind of corn in close proximity. Corn pollinates from its tassels so if you have different kinds close together, they cross
pollinate and you could get anything!
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1) First orient yourselves to the four directions - this is a good place for
the child to work with this aspect of mapping, initially in relation to
the sun, and later with a compass.
2) Place the four to six corn seeds on the top of the pile, one facing each
direction - two in the center for heaven and earth. Making a circle
about 8 inches in diameter.
3) Push them into the ground about 3 inches deep. Now we simply wait
for rain, but water if it doesn’t come!
4) When the corn is one hand high (about 6 inches), we weed with a
“hoe” (antler or stick) and “hill up” the soil around the stalk, nearly
to the top. Corn stalks will put out roots into the parts that are underground, making the grip of the base that much stronger. Pile the
dirt to make a hill that slopes from the outside of the big circle up to
the corn, but denting the center to catch the rain - basically creating
the first form of raised bed planting. We let the corn grow to 8 to 10
inches from the hilling, and then it is time to put the beans in.
5) Place the pole beans in the four directions about 6 inches outside the
corn ring, as you did with the corn, but you can put two or even three
seeds in each hole.
6) Push them into the soil as you did with the corn. Now let these grow.
7) When the beans have sprouted and are securely up, do a final weeding with a hoe, and plant the squash seeds in the same four directions
pattern, but about a foot beyond the bean circle at the edge of the hill,
one or two seeds to a hole. You can plant the in between directions,
too, (SE, NW etc.) so that you have 8 squash plants.
8) Now we just let them grow and watch and record.
9) There are some people who say that the gardens were weeded two
more times, and others who say they were not. If you feel the Three
Sisters Garden is getting too weedy, then go ahead and pull them out.
10) There is also disagreement about watering. As a rule of thumb, try not
to water but if you are looking at damage, then water.
11) If there are earwigs on the corn as it forms ears, pull them off. If you
see wilt on the squash leaves and damage on the stalk, you probably
have squash vine borers - cut them out by slicing along the stem (not
through it) and fishing them out - the plant will self repair but cannot survive the squash vine borer. It you are seeing a mildew on the
squash leaves you have powdery mildew. The current natural cure is
a mixture of at least 10% milk mixed with 90% water will significantly
reduce the severity of powdery mildew when sprayed weekly on the
plant. You can also spray on organic neem.
.
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Arts-Crafts, Foods,
and Games

Enki Activities

for the

Haudenosaunee Unit
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Arts-Crafts, Recipes, and Games

for the Grade Three Haudenosaunee Unit
IMPORTANT NOTE: Haudenosaunee arts-crafts, like those of any culture, have developed over time and been influenced by many forces (natural and human). However, there
is also a less common aspect to the Haudenosaunee arts-crafts. While there are some
things recognized as uniquely Haudenosaunee, because the culture was so thoroughly
dismantled and forced underground by European invasion, and because natural materials
break down in a relatively short time, it is not clear exactly how traditional arts-crafts
were made and what was the result of outside influences. The result is that on the market
today there are many high quality books of “Haudenosaunee arts-crafts,” that are not
clearly Haudenosaunee.
As well, techniques used in traditional times often put a given project outside the realm
of possibility for the children. Therefore, please view what follows as “Haudenosauneeinspired crafts for the Enki Grade Three Unit, and not as an anthropological treatise.
It is clear that the Haudenosaunee were skilled artists and crafts people and worked with
all aspects of their environment in creative and artistic, as well as brilliantly practical, ways.
This leaves us with many wonderful choices for our projects work. In the 3-5 months you
have for this unit, you will only be able to do a handful of these arts and crafts, in addition
to the longhouse (done as part of science, math, or humanities studies). It will not be easy
to choose among the many arts and crafts, but we encourage you to think about variety of
materials and techniques and choose accordingly. As you look through the list below, we
encourage you to include many kinds of materials so the children get a broad sense of the
Haudenosaunee outlook, ecosystem, and skills.
There is variety in the materials used: bark, wood, reed, corn husks, clay, skins, and shells.
We see variety between the mainly ceremonial and decorative (wampum belts, pouches,
apple faced doll, toys, seed game bowl, quill baskets, etc.), the utilitarian (pump drill, burden baskets, animal traps, sleeping mats, and so on), and those that were both utilitarian
and decorative or ceremonial (pottery, basketry, clothing, moccasins, cradleboards, and so
on). And there is variety in the skill level and the length of time needed for each. All this
will effect your choices.
In general, at this age it is best to do arts and crafts two sessions a week, outside the morning lesson. We also encourage you to alternate between the more difficult, long term or
the longterm projects (coal burn crafts, fringe crafts, basket weaving), and the quicker and
easier ones (instruments, pottery, wampum belts, pump drills). We do want the children to
feel awe for the amazing skill and patience that indigenous life required, and we want them
to feel the empowerment of meeting the demands of life with their own hands. But nothing
is gained by wearing the children out, and much is lost. Remember there are activities such
as some of the toys, beeswax scenes, and painting and drawing scenes of Haudenosaunee
life that offer a break from the more difficult.
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It is also helpful to keep in mind that some of the arts and crafts are interrelated. For example, the bough-bending apparatus is quite an undertaking to build. The first time it is a
process, but after that, arts and crafts using it are quite a lot easier - steaming boughs for
the longhouse roof or the burden frame can happen while other crafts are being worked on,
and some of the coals can be set to burn away at logs for the coal crafts. So there can be an
overlapping of craft undertakings, particularly for things that take a long time.
It is also important to plan ahead for both financial and practical reasons (many things
need to be ordered). Think about what you have to spend and choose: deerskin is expensive,
as is high quality synthetic wampum (real wampum is wildly expensive); deer toenails are
not expensive, nor are quills, but both need to be ordered, and so on; corn husks are free (if
you eat corn) but you have to plan in advance to save and dry them. With advance planning,
the same piece of deerskin used to make the fringed collar can be used for a drum cover and
knee rattles, and so on. We encourage you to look through the crafts carefully, make choices,
and get your materials ahead.
The video links with most arts and crafts directions are an excellent way to get a footing
with these arts and crafts - worth the time to watch them.
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Arts-Crafts Table of Contents
Deer Toenail Crafts

p.125

• Knee Rattles

p.125

• Dugout Canoe (model) - L

p.181

• Stick rattles

p.127

• Water Drum - L(E)

p.183

p.129

• Mortars L

p.187

Bark Crafts:

bark is not easy to get or find, so plan accordingly

Coal Burned Crafts

p.179

Pump Drill - D

p.189

Traditional Clothing:

• Bark Rattle and Pine Pitch

p.131

• Dipper

p.133.

• Traditional Collar E

• Maple Sap Container

p.135

• Men’s Clothing LE

p.199

• Women’s Clothing LE

p.209

• Moccasins L (E)

p.211

Animal Hunting and Trapping:

p.137

• Deadfall

p.137

• Snare -D

p.141

Carrying Support
• Burden Frame /steamer box LD

p.145

Toys and Games

p.195
p.197

Accessories
•

Necklaces

p.215

•

Pouches L

p.217

•

Double Ball

p.223

Decorations and Designs

• Hoop Ring

p.149

• Toy Reed Duck

p.151

• Quill Decorations - D

p.225

• Ball and Cup Game

p.153

• Plant Dyes

p.229

• Snow Snake L

p.155

• Typical Design Patterns

p.231

Woven Baskets:

p.157

Pottery

• Rectangular Baskets - D

p.159

• General

p.233

• Round Baskets - D

p.165

• Pinch Pots

p.235

• Twist Decorated Baskets - D

p.167

• Coil Pots

p.236

p.169

• Pit Firing

Corn Husk Arts and Crafts:
• Corn Husk Bottles and Baskets - DL

p.171

p.237

Cordage D

p.241

• Corn Husk Dolls

p.173

Wampum Beading E

p.243

• Apple Face Husk Dolls L

p.177

Gourd Vessels: bowl, spoon

p.147

The “D” next to a craft signifies that it is difficult, requiring good dexterity and assistance
by the adult. “L” is a longterm craft - this is one that may be quite simple, but has to happen
over a significant period of time. E is for expensive materials needed
It is not uncommon to find crafts in craft books that are considered ceremonial by the
Haudenosaunee. We have not included any of these, and to honor the cultural mores, we
request that during this unit people DO NOT make:
• masks of any kind
• turtle shell crafts of any kind
• gourd rattles (bowls, spoons, and ladles are fine).
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Recipes:
In the recipes below we work with venison and turkey as would have been common in precontact times.
In modern times (for economic and availability reasons, pork is often used instead.
Soups and Stews

p.251

Breads and Cakes

p.257

• Roast Corn Soup

p.251

• Boiled Corn Bread

p.257

• Seneca Corn Soup

p.252

• Mohawk Corn Bread

p.268

• Seneca Sweet Corn Soup

p.252

• White Corn Cakes

p.259

• Hulled Corn Soup

p.253

• Sunflower Seed Cakes

p.260

• Oneida Corn Soup

p.254

• Three Sisters Soup

p.254

• Fish Soup

p.255

• Succotash with meat

p.256

• Strawberry Drink

p.262

• Mohawk Corn Soup

p.256

• Birch Beer (tea)

p.262

Corn Pudding

p.261

Drinks

p.262

Games:
Snowsnake
Hoop and Javelin
Dewah-ahradhon - Lacrosse

p.265
p.265
p.266

Hoop and Dart
Ring or Cup and Pin
Seed Game
Tug of War
Double Ball
Shinny

p.267
p.267
p.267
p.268
p.268
p.269
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Deer Toenail Crafts
IMPORTANT NOTE: The rhythms and movement patterns of Haudenosaunee music and dance are
not familiar to non-Native Americans, making it challenging to learn the dance. BUT we have found
that having Haudenosaunee instruments to keep rhythms and create mood is an enormous help. Since
we feel that work with music and dance is key to connecting with culture, we encourage you to make at
least one of the following, and best is to make a knee rattle and a hand rattle. Do this as the first project
so it can support your music and dance.

Knee Rattles:
These make the movements of the
dance give rise to the rhythms,
and they are very easy to make.

Materials:
• 10 deer toenails (Centralia Fur & Hide
<sue@furandhide.com>
has inexpensive ones you will have to predrill
these for the child with
an electric drill)
• 2” wide leather band long enough to go around the childs leg just
under the knee and tie in a double knot (this can be cut from leather
being used for clothing
• leather “string” or cord
• hammer
• big nail
• hammering board
• scissors

Directions:
1) adult pre-drills a hole near the end of the deer
toenail. Do an initial very small hole and then
another bigger one, or it may crack
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2) child hammers pairs of holes, as shown, in leather band. These come
in pairs because, in order not to have knots against the leg, each string
goes in and back out.
3) child cuts ten, 6 inch lengths of leather cord
4) adult trims one end of cord for about
an inch so that it can fit into the hole
in the deer toenail
5) child laces the toenail onto the cord
6) and knots the end of it
7) child laces the other end in through
the front of the band to the back, and
then back out the front.
8) tie lace such that the toenail is hanging only a little way down (too much
causes knotting of cord and hurts the leg in dancing.
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Deer Toenail Stick Rattle
Materials:
• 10 deer toenails (Centralia Fur & Hide <sue@
furandhide.com> has inexpensive ones - you will
have to predrill these for the child with an electric
drill)
• 1” diameter stick, 15 inches long
• heavy cord (bamboo string works well
- needs to be sturdy, plying it works well directions below)
• drill
• scissors

Directions:
1) adult pre-drills a hole near the end of the
deer toenail. Do an initial very small hole
and then another bigger one, or it may crack
2) child drills 5 holes at different levels, into the
top 1.5 inches of the stick. If you think this is
too much for the child, the adult can predrill
very thin holes and then the child just widens them.
3) child “plies five lengths of string. To do this,
start with 30 inches of cord that is about the weight of embroidery
thread, but much denser. Tie one end of it to a stable spot like a door
knob. start winding it and wind it as tight as you possibly can. The
child holds the free end and the middle
while the adult frees the tied end of the
cord. ONLY let the ends go when the
child has the middle and let the ends
go at the same time - it should twist up
into a single cord that doesn’t threaten
to come apart.
4) thread the deer toenail onto one end
of the cord and tie multiple knots to
make a ball that keeps it from slipping
off.
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5) lace the other end of the cord through the stick.
6) before you put another deer toenail on the other end, knot the end
with the nail on it such that it will only hang about 2 inches down
from the knot. The know is there to keep the cord from sliding back
and forth through the hole.
7) pull the cord such that the knot is tight up against the stick. Then
make another knot on the other side of the stick. Now the cord is
secure.
8) lace the free end through another deer toenail and knot to have about
a 2 inch hanging.
9) repeat for the remaining 4 pairs of holes.
10) this plays best if you tap it against the other arm, rather than just
shaking it.
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Bark Arts-Crafts
The Haudenosaunee fashioned many containers, implements, and utensils out of the bark of
trees. Elm bark was most generally used, but also the hickory, and birch as available. Storage containers, pails, quivers, bowls of all sizes, trays, rattles, troughs for maple sap, traps,
canoes, and toboggans could be made with bark.
The Haudenosaunee knew that bark was ready to peel when the sap was well up in the elm
trees and the leaves were the size of a squirrel’s ears. If peeled properly at this point, the tree
could easily heal; however, trees were plentiful and often needed to be removed for fields
and longhouses so careful bark collecting was less of an issue in traditional times than it is
now.
It is quite difficult to get any bark in sheets big enough to use in crafts and the chances are
you will not find anything but birch which was not plentiful in the Haudenosaunee lands.
Still, it was used and we can do that (http://www.save-on-crafts.com/birchbark2.html is a
source, and affordable if you share with different families or use some each year for the next
three ($30 for 6 sheets, 10 X 10 inches).
For any craft, soak these sheets in warm water until they are pliable enough to shape easily - you will have to experiment. Making your bark pliable and not brittle is critical to
the success of any style of container! Depending on the thickness of the bark you receive,
you may also need to separate the layers - you do not want them too thick or too thin, and
this just requires trying. You might want to gather a small piece of birch bark on your own
(if you are where you can) and test the thicknesses on this.
If you are in an area with large fallen birch trees, or even others with bark that separates
well, you can try to remove it and see how it goes - this in itself is a good experience, but we
highly recommend having some sheets on hand as it is very hard to get off. BE SURE YOU
DO NOT cut all the way around a living tree or you kill it (girdling) no matter how thin of a
piece you take.
** Note: if you want to put designs on your container by etching or dying, as was often done, you need
to do the etching before you shape the bark. See instructions on Decorations and Designs at end of section. Quill work was also done on bark containers and is described in this section.
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Birch Bark Rattle
This rattle is basically a folded “bark envelope” with corn seeds in it as the rattle.
This is attached to a dried corn cob or a
stick.

Materials
• sheet of bark 8 inches wide and 14 - 16 inches long
• dried corn
• long strip of deerskin (cut a thin strip from your deerskin, about 1/4
inch wide and 24 inches long)
• dried corn cob or stick (the advantage of a corn cob is that the diameter and the texture help to hold the shaker on
• pine resin (pine pitch or glue)

Directions : HAVE ALL MATERIAL AT YOUR FINGER TIPS
1) this has to be done in one move as, until the final lashing
is done, there is nothing that holds it together.
2) soak the bark and be sure it is wet enough and thin
enough to bend without cracking, BUT thick enough
to be sturdy and able to handle bouncing around corn
seeds.
3)

fold the bark sheet lengthwise so that you have a doubled sheet about 8 X 8

4) now is the tricky part: you are going to fold such that the
top layer of bark folds inside the bottom on both long
sides

5) the edges fold in to make sealed corners.
This is where you need to take care not to
split the bark and yet to get a tight fold. So
when you turn the bottom bark up, the triangle corners you have made should seal the
seeds in the rattle (you haven’t put them in
yet, though. .
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6) Fold the lower layer up and over the top.
7) holding it like a cup, pour in some corn seeds
- you don’t want it too full or they can’t
shake freely.
8) put the stick or corn cob into the opening
where you put the corn in. Set it a good distance up, but not enough to block the corn
from moving.
9) be sure to tighten the bark around the handle
and then wrap the deerskin strip around the
meeting place very tightly. Tuck in and yank
the end to keep it tight.
10) if you feel the bark is not staying closed, you can make pine pitch and
seal it (see below).

11) this is best played by tapping on other arm.

Pine Pitch:
If you need to “glue” the sides down, and you have pine trees
around, this presents a wonderful opportunity for the child to connect with the local natural world - even in a city.
1) collect pine resin (soft is best, but hardened is fine
as you will melt it anyway) Just inspect and climb
trees! To get the resin off your hands, wipe with
any oil (no need for turpentine).
2) you can either make tiny holes around the bottom of an empty
food can, or use a piece of metal screening. In either case, set the
strainer (screen or can with holes) inside a very clean and empty tin
can.
3) set this in a pot of water and heat slowly. When it is fully melted, pull
the strainer up so the clean, liquid resin stays in the can.
4) mix this with a small amount of crushed charcoal - use as glue. Anytime you want to use it, warm it so it is liquid again and use.
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Dippers:
Dippers were used for ladling any liquid.
Materials:
• sheet of bark at least 8 inches long per side
• long, straight branch about 3/8 to 1/2 inch diameter and
about 12 inches long
• lacing material (thin spruce roots, cordage, sinew, or
twine)
• a scout or whittling knife with awl
• pine resin/pitch - optional (see page 132)
Directions:
1) cut a semi-circular piece of bark and
soak as needed for full flexibility;

2) cut a slit up the stick 3 1/2 inches high, as shown so that you
have made a simple “clothes pin style” end. The dipper will
slide into this so that it is pinched tight and there is not a need
for extra stitching which could cause leaking so you need the
thinnest slit you can make;
3) carve a notch around the slit end of the stick, just a short distance from the bottom as shown. This will be used to secure the
dipper to the stick;
4) bring the end of this to a point or round it;
5) curve the ends of the bark together, overlapping significantly to make a cone;
6) you will be making 4 holes in the cone to lace it to the
stick; mark the placement of these holes such that the
stick just fits between them and the upper holes are lined
up with the notch - as shown;
7) open the bark sheet again and make the holes with a
hammer and nail or an awl;
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8) fold the bark again so that the holes overlap and slide this into the
stick notch such that the lacing holes are on either side of it;
9) now you will lace these together with one continuous lace. Go in the upper left hole, leaving a 1/2 inch
of the lacing material out at the end as a tail. Then
go into the bark and around horizontally to the right
so you come out the other upper hole;
10) now, rather than tying off, you will go over the stick
again, setting the lacing in the notch, and back in
the first hole. Overlap the lacing tail as you pass to
secure it;
11) come out of the lower right hole and pull tight so
that the upper lacing tie is tight;
12) lace back into the lower left hole and come back out
the right hand bottom hole. You can do this again if
you feel the securing is needed;
13) when you cut the end, before you pull the bottom
stitch tight, slip the end under the loop - pulling tight will then secure
the end;
14) if you want to ensure no leaking, put some pine sap (pitch) over the
lacing holes.
You can also use pine pitch to better seal the ladle (see Bark Rattle).
Decorations: and Designs
The bark was decorated with porcupine quills, and often dyed blue, black or red. You can
use any plants to make dyes, but such things as onion skins, beets, marigolds, and the like
work well (see section on Dying).
Designs can also be made before the folding begins by scraping away the outermost layer of
bark with a knife, in patterns. This reveals a different color inner bark - which was sometimes also died to bring the design forward. There are traditional designs of the Haudenosaunee illustrated at the end of the arts and crafts section. These are mostly woodland imagery of flowers and birds, or geometric designs suggesting these (see color sheet for samples).
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Male Sap Containers:
While the major, large containers of the Haudenosaunee are too difficult for us to make, it is
useful to know what they were and for what purpose they were used. If you are making a
diorama, you could make miniatures of these traditional vessels.
Barrels: The inner bark of the red elm or black ash was used to make a bark barrel. The
bark was shaped into a cylinder, with the wood-grain running horizontally around. It was
overlapping and stitched firmly up the side. A bottom was fitted and stitched on and a lid
attached. The barrel was used for storing dried vegetables, fruits, and seeds, and also for
clothing. This is the same design as #3 above, but on a larger scale.
A heavier barrel for the storage of grain was made from a section of the elm tree by hollowing out an upright log of desired length with the bark left on. this could be done with fire,
chiseling, or a combination.
A bark sap tub for the storing of maple syrup was made from a strip of elm bark about three
feet in length and two feet wide. Beginning at the point where the bark was to be turned up
to give it the proper shape, the rough outer bark was removed from the two ends but it was
left on the bottom and sides. The ends were then turned up and gathered in small folds at

the top and tied around with a splint or fiber.
Maple Syrup was an important part of Haudenosaunee life and we recommend participating in taping tree and boiling down sap to syrup to whatever ability you have in your area.
This is not something to learn in this block, but something to join in with the farmers in
your area.
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Animal Hunting and Trapping
#1 Deadfall
Adept hunters, the Haudenosaunee employed a variety of effective hunting tools, including
bows and arrows, spears, snares, and large traps. One type of trap used by the Haudenosaunee is called a deadfall trap, which employs a heavy stone to crush or immobilize prey.
Although simple in design and construction, Haudenosaunee deadfall traps work effectively
to kill a wide variety of animals, from rabbits to bears, usually for larger animals.
It is important to communicate to the children that no hunting was done as sport - all
was done in the context of giving thanks for the animal, and all parts of the animal were
used with no waste.
Unless you are prepared to kill, clean, and eat the meat you trap, you should only use these
as “an experience” for the children to see how they can be used (using toys - or smashing
melons or water balloons, and the like). Neither the Haudenosaunee, nor we, would kill
something for the sake of killing! BE SURE this is only done with supervision and is dismantled when not actively in use (protect small children and pets!).

Materials:
• Scout Knife
• 4 sturdy sticks or small branches (at least 2” inch diameter - set A
below). 1 of these branches needs to have a smaller twig or branch
sticking out from it to hang bait on (as shown)
• 2 bigger branches (3-4 times as big in both diameter and length as the
above sticks - set B below). These need to have small “branch stumps”
at about the same point, providing a bump to hold the cross stick on
top. If you cannot find these, you can also make notches to hold the
stick.
• 1 or 2 large, flat rocks
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Directions:
Sticks of Set A:
1) whittle the stick with the “bait branch” as shown so that it has a
pointed end on which to stand (and thus is not very stable and easily
falls on the animal),;
2) whittle the top as shown to be able to support the cross beam but also
release it easily. This is the fulcrum stick;
3) whittle the top of the other upright as shown to be able to support the
cross beam;
4) take the cross bar and whittle it such that both ends are flattened
(notched flat) and can rest with some stability on the uprights. This
will help keep the trap in place until it is knocked over, which will
happen because of the one unstable foot (shown above).
Sticks of Set B:
5) line up the “branch stumps” so that you have a stabilizing lump to
hold the upper cross branch (as shown) which will steady the rock. If
you do not have branch-stumps, about a third of the way down each
branch, cut an oblique notch, taking care not to make it too deep, as
this will overly weaken the wood. These notches will hold the upper
cross branch, which will then hold the trapping stone in place.
Construction
To the side of where you plan to place your trap, lay the larger branches (Set B) on the
ground with the branch stumps or notches lined up.
Set the upper cross branch from set A across them so that it is stable and will steady the
rock(s).
Set up the Frame:
1) Drive the sharpened end of the upright fulcrum stick (set A) into the
ground, not too far as we want it to fall when knocked. Position it
such that the bait stick faces inward as shown;
2) Have one person hold the other upright where it will go;
3) Set the cross bar from Set A between them such that the flattened
ends lie on the uprights and gently hold them in place (the main stabilization will happen when the heavier, Set B, branches go on);
4) With one person steadying the frame, another lays the Set B branches
perpendicular to the frame, with one end on the ground (as shown);
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5) To avoid injury, bait the trap before positioning the trapping stone.
Place peanuts, dried fruit, fish or other bait on the end of the bait stick
beneath where the stone will lean;
6) Lay the rock(s) on the top of the stick configuration of set B, over the
bait stick side.
The whole thing should be sturdy yet easily triggered by tapping the end of the bait stick.
Testing the trap must not be done by hand, as this may cause injury.
The size of the trap can be adjusted to the size of the intended prey by using a larger stone.
YOU WILL NOT be trapping and killing an animal, so choose some thing that will provide and experience, but not a danger (a watermelon or cantelope).
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#2 Snare
Unless you are prepared to kill, clean, and eat the meat you trap, you should only use these
as “an experience” for the children to see how they can be used (using toys - in this case,
they can set a stuffed animal in the snare and push the release with a stick). Neither the
Haudenosaunee, nor we, would kill something for the sake of killing!
It is important to communicate to the children that no hunting was done as sport - all
was done in the context of giving thanks for the animal, and all parts of the animal were
used with no waste. BE SURE this is only done with supervision and is dismantled when
not actively in use (protect small children and pets!).
The basic principle of the snare trap is that the tree wants to snap back up, but is held down
by the rather refined “stick wedge.” When the victim steps in, the stick wedge is released as
the animal pushes or pulls to get the food. The snare suddenly tightens on it (often the rear
legs), and the prey is then held in mid-air. This was used to catch everything from fowl to
rabbits to deer.
This is a fairly refined balancing act and should be done by the adult ahead of time to work
out correct tensions.

Materials:
• a sapling
• long piece of rope (10 feet) (they would use cordage, you can use twine
or clothes line)
• one upright: a branch
about 2 feet long and 2
inches diameter
• one cross bar: a branch
about 18 inches long and
1/3 to 1/2 as thick as the
above branch
• one trigger: a branch about
9 inches long slightly less
thick that the cross bar
(above)
• about six stakes to spread
the rope. These should be
thin and smooth and four
to six inches long.
• bait to stick on the end
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Directions:
1) find a sapling that bends easily but has a good deal of “snap back” to it, then bend it over
and tie it down by making a loop around its crown and tieing that to the trunk (this is a
temporary hold). Leave a good length of extra rope as this will become the noose.
2) prepare the upright :

i)

about 1/3 of the way down make a notch big enough for the cross-bar to fit in snuggly. Picture
the notch opening as being the from of the trigger.

ii) with the front of the notch facing you, notch an overhang on the right side
upright, near the top. This overhang will stop the trigger bar from slipping
the bait is taken.

of the
until

iii) whittle the bottom of the upright to a point.
iv) pound the upright into the ground such that the notch for the cross bar
is about half way up.
3) prepare the cross-bar
i)

whittle one end to a very sharp point to stick into and hold the bait

ii) notch an overhang that will face upward and in, towards the overhang notch on the upright
so that when the trigger is put in to these, they form a triangle,
as
shown at right.
iii) put bait on pointed end of cross piece
4) attach ropes and tree
i)

take the rope from the trunk of the tree and tie it to the diagonal
as shown

bar,

ii) take another length of rope and tie it with the rope from the tree a few inches up from the
diagonal.. We are using the word “with” to indicate that you are not tying this rope around the
rope from the tree, but are twisting the two together to knot them so that it does not slip when
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the tree snaps up.
iii) take the free rope end (not tied to the
diagonal) and tie it back around its other end,
making a loop - this time you specifically need
to tie around in a loose slip knot so that the loop
tightens when the trap releases.
iv) lay out the small stakes to gently hold the loop in
place. This is trickier than it looks because they
must hold it in place AND allow it to slip up
when the tree snaps. Be sure they are smooth and tipped inward.

5) Assembling the trap
i)

now we put this all together, and that requires significant balancing (the adult will have to do
the bulk of this part). First put the cross bar into the upright, with the bait facing out as shown.

ii) insert the diagonal into the notches in the upright and the cross bar, such that it forms a triangle. This one piece balances and fixes the whole trap in place. This is where the tension must
be adjusted to reach balance, so that the tree is not pulling so hard that it snaps the diagonal out
on its own, nor is it so loose that it doesn’t snap when released by biting the bait.

6) Play! - you will need to play with this to get the stuffed animal in the right place and to
knock the bait such that it catches the toy and not the child. The experimenting and struggling is part of the child experiencing the skill and awareness needed by the hunters and
scouts.
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Carrying Support
Litter Basket or Burden Frame
This was an ancient structure used by the Haudenosaunee for carrying loads. Game, cooking utensils,
wood, bark, and other small articles could be carried
in this frame. It is the same principle as the cradleboard, but turned at a 90 degree angle so that there is
a flat surface for the load to sit on.
The process of bending the wood boards is not realistic for us so you either need to do this using green
saplings which bend readily after steaming , or with
board that is already bent appropriately.

Materials:
• 2 sticks of flexible but strong wood (hickory, ash, and elm were commonly used) - about 3/4 inch diameter. These will each make one side
of the frame so you want to measure so that they are each about 2 1/2
times the distance from neck to waist of the person carrying
• narrow, but strong strapping/rope to make the frame, about 6 times
the “neck to waist measurement.” This needs to be very strong and
can be done with twine or, as traditionally done, with lashings
made from the inner basswood or elm bark
• a wider, “carrying strap.” This needs to be long enough to go
from the frame, across the chest or up around the forehead, and
to wind around the side of the frame several times to secure it.
Some say the load was carried with the strap across the chest, but
most say it was used across the forehead.
• Wood Steaming Box (directions at end of this project)

Directions:
The frame is a simple design and consisted of two plain sticks of hickory or ash, bent in half
circular shape, brought together at right angles and fastened to each other Sometimes they
were elaborately carved and finished. The upright part of the frame was the same as the
horizontal except that it was longer.
1) Find and cut the branches.
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2) Strip and smooth the branches.
3) If the branches are not young enough to bend with spring in them,
steam them until they bend (see directions next page). Bend to make
an arch as shown. The bend should push back some as the tension
from this is part of what holds the two parts together.
4) Lash the cordage or bark across the middle of each arched branch. To
do this, wrap the cordage or lashing around and around each side.
Be sure you make the two branches with the same curve so they fit
together.
5) When these are secured, bring the two arches together as shown, and
run a very long piece of cordage or lashing from the upper arch to
the joint, then down on the lower arch. Then across the middle and
up and down the other side. You can go back and forth several times
so that you get a really secure joining of these two pieces. Play with
it so the children see how much care and ingenuity it takes to make a
secure, but light carrying frame.
6) When this is secured, run one long piece of lashing or cordage from
the top of one arch to the top of the other, stopping at each joint to
wrap it around and secure it. This is the one piece that runs through
the frame end to end and you want to be sure it is solidly attached at
all points.
7) Lastly, attach the carrying strap (the wider piece) to the frame, at
the middle joint of the upright arch. Lash this on very solidly as it is
where the bulk of the tension or pull lies. Before attaching the second end, measure to fit the carrier, as shown. These were also carried
across the forehead, but for the modern child who does not have the
practice with either posture or neck strength, we recommend using
the chest approach.
8)
9) STRAP: The burden strap consisted of a woven belt about two feet
long and two and one-half inches wide with the narrower tying strips
at each end, usually woven all in one piece. The tie-strings usually
extended about seven feet from each end of the belt. The finished
strap was fifteen feet or more in length and three or four inches wide.
Purchase something appropriate.
10) Secure loads with cord.

Wood Steaming FBox: build a steaming box and frame - this is a 5
foot long, four sided box set upside down on a frame. The ends of this
box are open, and there is a hole on the bottom that closely fits over
your pot of water. The is important to getting the needed heat into the
box.
The whole thing sits over the water pot on the fire and traps the steam
to soften the board as shown below. The board being steamed sits on
the cross bars holding the box up.
It helps to put an old blanket (wool is best) doubled over the top, end
to end, and wrapping the ends of the sticks as much as possible. But
this is a fire hazard so you have to watch it closely. Build your fire

with charcoal and not wood as it holds the heat better and you need a
hot and lasting fire. If at all possible, set this up so you can add charcoal as it burns out. Steam for a good hour.

Toys and Games
Hoop Rings
This is a slightly different version of the receding Ball and Cup toy.

Materials:
•

1/2 inch wide, sturdy and flexible (or all ready wound in a circle) flat reed or
wood splint (as used for basket making), long enough to make a ring 4”- 5” diameter, with three layers of reed going around and around.

•

1/4 inch wide strong and flexible lashing (from the inner bark of trees, rope
(from young spruce roots), or cordage, rafia, or twine. This will be used like
string to hold the ring together (you can also use raffia if the reed is not available). You need about 3 times the circumference of your ring - enough to loop
around the reed ring once, quite closely and tightly.

•

15” of sturdy cordage or twine

•

1 foot long stick about 1 “ diameter

•

Scout knives

•

Sand paper sheets

Directions:
Presoak the reeds for maximum flexibility
1) Find the stick and peel it with a scout knife;
2) Sand it - with the sandpaper wrapped around the stick and the rubbing up and down;
3) Make a groove around the stick about 1/2 an inch from one end. This
is to secure the cordage that will attach to the ring. This will receive a
lot of stress as it is the main active part of the toy.
4) Make a circle, 4”-5” diameter out of the flat reed. Wind around it to get
three thicknesses;
5) While the children hold their rings, the adult will need to go around
and tie two pieces of light weight string on to hold the rings in place;
6) The adult will also need to knot the start of the lashing by doing the
first couple of wraps, and passing the wrappings over the end of the
lashing to hold it in place.
7) Then the children wind this reed around and around to hold the hoop
together. Adults need to tighten all lashing as needed, and “knot” the
end by looping as you did the start. You can cut and remove the holding strings or just leave them;
8) Tie the long, sturdy string around the stick about an inch and a half
from the end - in the groove you have made;
9) Tie the other end around the hoop;
10) Play! The object is to toss the hoop out and around and up, by swinging the arm. Then catch it on the stick.

Toy Reed Duck
This is a very simple craft and is a wonderful one to start the children looking around them
for ways to invent toys and tools.

Materials:
• long (30 inches+), dried cattail reeds (we strongly recommend finding a lace to gather cattail leaves in the spring or summer. This can
be done as its own adventure and then used later. The collection is a
big part of the craft and cattails grow all over the world - you can use
other long, wide leaves if necessary. Pick the full length, down into
the white base. Lay these out flat in the shade to dry over many days.
Drying in the dark will help keep some green in the dried reed.).

Directions:
1) soak dried leaves for about an hour.
2) cut off the sturdy pointed tips.
3) begin with the head. To make this, tie and
overhand knot from the end of the long cattail, leaving enough length to make a beak.
4) when you get it to point forward, trim it to
a head and beak shape.

5) at the base of the neck, fold back to begin
the body.
6) now wind the long part around and around to make the body. You
want to get all the way down to the thicker white part as it is more
buoyant and could allow floating.

7) at the end, tie a cattail strap around
the whole to keep it together.
8) make a flock of these to play with
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Birch Bark Cup and Ball Catchers
The cup and hoop catchers described here are traditional toys made by indigenous people the world
over, including the Haudenosaunee. We have made them as simple as possible so the children can have
as much fun making them as playing with them.

Materials:
•

Square piece of flexible birch bark - about
6” or 8” square - (the inner pink bark
works best; soak if necessary)

•

Mark as shown

•

Awl (traditionally awls were made of
bone) or hammer (rock) and nail

•

darning needle with good sized threading hole

•

Two, 2 foot lengths of cordage or twine
or sinew (synthetic sinew available online)

•

Medium sized slice of a branch or other ball to act as a stopper within the cup
(could use a hard seed pod (e.g. chestnut or sycamore)

•

Ball or weight 1 to 1 1/2” diameter for catching You can use a stone or round
nut/seed pod or a carved piece of wood; clay is okay here, too.

•

Old fashioned clothes pins (without the spring)

Directions:
1) Holding the birch bark so that the grain is horizontal and the square
is in a diagonal position, bring the sides together;
2) Hold top in place
with a clothes pin
and mark spots
where you want to
stitching to go. ;

3) Hammer holes where you have marked on both sides.
4) Overlap again and put the clothes pin back on At the top, to hold it.
Stitch on the marked lines. It is best to go both down from bottom to
top and then turn around and stitch back down. (You can stabilize by
clipping the point of the cup to the crafts board);
5) When the stitching is done, thread a strong piece of cordage through
the hole;
6) Fasten the stopper weight to the end of the yarn inside the cup - tie it
securely;
7) Sew through the weight (nut seed pod, clay, wood) to attach it securely to the other end;
8) Play Ball! The object is to hold the cup and swing your arm so that
you toss the weight out and around and catch it in the cup.
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Snow Snake
Some Haudenosaunee view snowsnake as only for grown men and only within the community. Others, including some Seneca and Oneida say the children do play, and they practice even before they are
old enough to play.
The snake was thrown with the hand by placing the forefinger against its foot, and supporting it with
the thumb and remaining fingers. It was thus made to run upon the snow crust with the speed of an
arrow, and to a much greater distance, sometimes running sixty or eighty rods (see demo http://www.
oneidanation.org/culture/page.aspx?id=9160 and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uveYber9-cA)

Materials:
• sapling - 2 inch diameter, 4-6 feet long
• saw
• scout knife
• plane
• wood paint or stain

Directions:
1) Select a straight sapling 2 inches in diameter, and 4 - 6 feet in length.
(for an adult it would be 6 - 10 ft long)
2) Plane the upper half flat, avoiding the last 6 inches of the bigger end.
This becomes the head.
3) With the plane, slightly flatten the bottom.
4) Sand the planes surfaces thoroughly and oil the bottom.
5) You can carve the head end to be a more head-like shape, or not.
6) Paint the head and the flat back.

See Games section for directions on playing.
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Woven Baskets
The Haudenosaunee made many different kinds of baskets
and are most famous for a particularly difficult one to make
- twisted splint form - which is also made by the Algonquin.
All the baskets are modifications of three basic processes: the
plaited over-under weave; the twining weave; and the lashing
or coil (coil being a tight lash). Each of these can be modified
and combined endless ways to make patterns and shapes (see
colored sheet/bark containers). The Haudenosaunee DID NOT
use the twining method often, if at all.

plaited over-under weave			

twined			

coiled

Third graders are right on the cusp of being able to handle basket weaving and we recommend starting simply and taking care not to get more complex than the child’s fine motor
coordination and midline crossing can comfortably handle. If the children have had a lot of
experience with this kind of weaving in their Grade Two studies, either with paper or with
splints, then you may be able to bring in some of the twisting typical in Haudenosaunee
baskets (top right, above).
Baskets made of coiling Sweetgrass were very popular, and remain so. We will work with
this technique in Grades Four and Five, but it is too difficult for third graders. Regardless of
what the child is able to make, baskets were and are very much part of Haudenosaunee art
and we recommend getting one or at least going to see a display. 3
Most baskets are made with black ash splints. Splints are strips of wood that are cut into
just the right thickness and width for making a strong woven basket. In all likeliness, you
will not be able to gather your own ash splints, but these can be purchased. The following

3 there is argument about whether the splint basket came in with European arrival or were part of the traditional culture
- either way, they are very much a part of Haudenosaunee culture today and have been for a long time.
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link shows the process and would be worth showing to the children after they work with
the splints a bit and gained an experiential respect for the work involved in basketry: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=F71mCc7xAr0&feature=related.
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Rectangular Basket
The simplest, rectangular baskets use the same basic process we have been using since kindergarten, but work with splints or reeds is quite a bit more difficult than work with paper.
The basic process is demonstrated here (this is not a Haudenosaunee weaver, but it is a clear
demonstration, in stages). This is a long and detailed demonstration and parts are not in keeping
with original techniques (like us of zip ties), but watching the full demonstration will make the more
traditional directions below easier to understand for the adult.
1) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvvjDlMCA4s
2) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtUNncuX_bI&feature=related
(ignore discussion on twining - not relevant for this use)
3) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjLCqOwETCA&feature=related
4) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB9cqaboFNM&feature=related
5) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohavbWEn4UA&feature=related
6) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3whorwtL_hg&feature=related
7) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeFONxHFh3w&NR=1&feature=endscreen
(she uses zip ties - not successfully - we use clothes pins)
8) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU40YR-L8Dg&NR=1&feature=endscreen
(she double lashes and this was NOT common for the Haudenosaunee)

We recommend beginning with a rectangular basket as this is easier than weaving a round
one. First job is to decide if you want some colored splints to weave in a design. If you do,
begin with dying some of your splints (see section on dying with natural dyes).

Materials (based on an 8 inch x 6 inch base with 8 inch high sides - adapt to your wishes):
•

five, 28 inches long basket weaving splints (ash, oak, hickory - whatever your
crafts store has), 1 inch wide (now called horizontal splints)

•

seven, 26 inch long basket weaving splints, 1 inch wide (now called vertical
splints)

•

six, 35 inch long basket weaving splints, 1 inch wide, for weft (or side) splints

•

one, 35 inch long basket weaving splints, 1/2 inch wide, for the top ring same thickness as the other side splints.

•

two, 35 inch long finishing splints, 1/2 inch wide, for each side of the stabilizing ring. These need to be heavier or thicker than the side splints and
often half-round (one rounded side) is used.

•

35 inch long “rope” of some kind to stuff into the top rim of the basket.
Thick twine can be used, but more commonly, dried grasses, braided or
bunched, were used - this is something the children can collect.

•

90 continuous inches of thin lashing - this can be smaller splint material or it
can be cordage or rafia or twine. If you use smaller splint material, it is best
if one side is rounded, but it needs to be quite thin as it has to make tight
turns.

•

ten old fashioned clothes pins (without the spring)
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•

colored plant dyes as desired

•

crafts board or some other means of stabilizing the basket

•

tub to soak the splints

Directions:
Note: in weaving the threads, reeds, or splints referred to as the warp are those that form the base
through which the others, the weft, will be woven. In a flat item such as a piece of cloth, this is simple
- vertical strands will be the warp and horizontal the weft. However, in rectangular basket weaving
this is a little tricky because those that were weft when making the base, become warp as you turn
them up to make the sides. Below we refer to these only in their role as warp after the base is set.
1) If you are going to use different colored splints, you need to dye them
first (see Decorations and Designs in its own section)
Demonstrated on video #1:
2) Soak the splints until they are quite supple (anywhere from 10 minutes to a couple of hours - test this ahead of time). You will need to
resoak any time the splints get stiff or they will crack and the whole
thing will be ruined; certainly anytime you start a new session so be
sure your tub is deep enough to soak the whole thing.
3) Set out your crafts board or some other weight to hold one end of the
26” vertical splints in place. If you are using your crafts board you
will need a flat stick (like a paint stirrer) to clip under the clip and
over the splints, thereby extending its reach). For the child, this stabilization makes all the difference in the world.
4) Line up the seven, 26 inch vertical splints, rough side facing up (towards you), and clip them under the crafts board or other anchor, as
shown.
5) Locate the midpoint of these (the 9 inch mark
- depending on where you are in your measurement learning, you can make use of these
needs). At the half way mark, take one of the 28
inch, horizontal splints and weave it, rough side
facing up (towards you), through the vertical
splints, going under and over each splint alternately, as shown - this is plaiting.
6) Center this woven splint so that there is an even amount at each end
of the vertical splint - should be about 13 inches on each side.
7) Weave two of the other horizontal splints (rough side facing up - towards you) on the free side of this center splint. Wiggle them in to
place so that all line up evenly and are spread with a minimum of
space between them. We have designed this basket to have less than
a 1/4 inch space between the splints - wiggle as tight together as you
can.
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8) Turn the basket base 180 degrees and anchor it under the clip. Now
you can weave the other two horizontal splints into the newly open
side so that you have a rectangle woven base, with an even amount of
free splints on all sides (about 10 inches per side).
Demonstrated on video #2: there will be a discussion of twining but, although this was a technique
used by the Haudenosaunee for making baskets in full, we find no evidence it was used in this context
by the Haudenosaunee. Unclip basket from the crafts board taking care not to misshape it.
9) Be sure your splints are supple and soak again as needed. Now we ready
all the splints to weave up the sides. Bend each of the loose splints in
to the middle, making sure to bend each right up against the base
weaving you have made - use a flat hand to hold the center in place.
10) Now use the clothes pins or other ties to join
together each of the corner splints. As you line
them up side by side, they will naturally have
to turn and stay upward. Join each of the corner
splints to its partner so you have four pairs of
splints, one on each corner, as shown
These splints, bent upright from the base,
have become the warp splints of the basket;
the weft, or side splints will be woven through
them.
Demonstrated on video #3:
11) Now you are going to use the 35 inch
weft splints to go around the upright,
warp splints weaving the sides with
the over-under plaiting. This is tricky
for a child as there are many moving parts. We suggest that you lay the
basket on one side so that the flat lying
warp splints can be clipped down,
holding the basket still.
12) (Stand as needed to get a good grip
on the basket). Beginning just before
the middle of the side, weave the weft
splints, alternating in and out, going
around the basket, watching that it is
tight enough to get a straight side, but not so tight as to pull it in.
13) When you come to the corner, unclip the basket, turn it 90 degrees,
and clip it again. Weave on, turning at each corner.
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14) When you get back around to the starting point,
you will overlap your starting weft stitch, cut the
remaining weft splint to 3/4 of an inch longer
and tuck that 3/4 inch under the next warp splint
so no start or stop shows, as shown.
15) Now turn the basket 90 degrees so that you are
starting the next row on a different side. Weave
in another weft splint just as you did the last.
Take care that you begin OPPOSITE to the one
below it and in the middle of the side (or some distance from the corner). So if your first weft splint row is under the upright, then the next
row is over.
16) Usually once the first two rows are woven the basket will hold its
shape enough and the child will be familiar enough with the process,
that it will not be necessary to clip it down. If he needs more support
and the clipping is to tight (close to the weaving point), you can put a
big stone on the flat side (the one that would have been clipped down).
17) Continue as you did the first row, starting at a different place each
time and alternating over and under and weaving the weft end back
in.
Demonstrated on video #4:
18) You can make some of the weft splints different colors or different
widths - weave in to taste
19) Return to weaving in the main weft splints before you reach the top.
20) Do this for row after row until you are 3 inches from the top, as
shown.
21) Now weave the 1/2 inch, 35 inch long side splints to be the top ring
(not the heavier rounded ones).
Demonstrated on video #5:
22) Now you are going to set up to finish off the top. To do this,
you can cut each of the INNER upright splints right at the top
of the last side splint (the ones that ended up on the inside of
the basket).
OR you can fold the inner and the outer splints in opposite
directions.
23) Making sure that your splint ends are still very flexible, now
fold the long outside splints over the top side splint.
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24) Measure the length of this upright splint so that when it folds down it
will reach almost all the way to the bottom of the second warp splint
counting from the top row.
25) Roll it over a finger so that you can tuck it over the top and down into
the open row below. Do this with each long, outside warp splint.
26) You fold the inside warp splints out and tuck in the same way.
Demonstrated on video #6 (she uses twist ties to secure the rim, but these are not authentic and they
do not work well - as she discovers):
27) Now we will set up to finish the top. After soaking, run one of the 1/2
inch wide, 35 inch long heavy (rounded) finishing splints around the
inside top of the basket and clothes-pin it in place.
28) Do the same on the outside with the other piece of heavier splint. You
will need to take the clothes pins off as you get to each so that you can
pin down both. Here it gets tricky because most old fashioned clothes
pins will not hold this thickness. You can work as a pair and tie it
in place in a few spots with cordage or twine, or, if you find this too
difficult, you can use modern metal clamps, but this does change the
mood.
29) Last we fill the gap between the finishing splints using twine or
grasses - this is purely for the aesthetic. Again, you remove and
replace the clothes pins as needed. If you have chosen to stitch, you
will have to undo and redo each stitch as you put the filler in.
Demonstrated on video #7 and 8:
30) Soak the lashing very
well - this needs to be
very flexible throughout this process. If
you need to do it in a
couple of sessions, then
soak the rim between
- there is no margin of
error as this is the part
that will show.
31) Take the soaked (and
supple) lashing and feed it in though an opening under the top row,
starting in the middle of one of the shorter sides. BUT, you are not going all the way in to the middle of the basket. Instead, you are going
to force this up between the two finishing splints, along side the dry
grass filling. At this point it will not be hard to get this through as
you have not lashed yet. Be sure the rounded, finished side is facing
away from the basket on the outside.
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32) Take the other end of the lashing and go around and through in a
blanket stitch, leaving the stitches loose. We recommend that the
stitches be loose, but not as loose as shown in the video or there will
be more material than the child can deal with - comfortably loose.
33) When you get back to where you began, leave the extra hanging loose
and go back around tightening one stitch at a time - now you want it
very tight.
At this point the demonstration video goes back lashing the other way - this is a classic colonial approach, but was rarely found in the Haudenosaunee baskets so we will not do it.
34) When you reach the end of the lashing (where you began), loop over
the first stitch, but when you are set to come back up, force this end
between the two layers of stabilizing ring which are now tightly
together. Be sure it is also going under the first stitch. You can use a
very flat pice of wood to force them open enough to get it in, or a flat
head screw driver (needless to say the wood tool is more authentic).
Pull tight as you feed this in as the tension is what holds the whole
thing together.
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Round Baskets
This employs the same plaiting principles as the rectangular basket so we will only describe the differences; it will be necessary to familiarize yourself with the rectangular basket first. This is a more difficult project for the child mainly because it is not possible to anchor any part of it during the process.
These can be make with round reed as well as flat splints, but it is more difficult. The principle is the
same.

Materials:
• eight, 1/2 inch wide basket weaving warp or base splints, 18 inches
long
• a single 1/4 to 1/2 inch wide basket weaving weft splint, 90 inches
long
• ten old fashioned clothes pins (without the spring)
• colored plant dyes as desired
• tub to soak the splints
The basket can be finished with or without the following:
• finishing splints, 1/2 inch wide, for each side of the stabilizing ring.
These need to be heavier or thicker than the side splints and often
half-round (one rounded side) is used.
• inch long “rope” of some kind to stuff into the top rim of the basket.
Thick twine can be used, but more commonly, dried grasses, braided
or bunched, were used - this is something the children can collect.
• continuous inches of thin lashing - this can be smaller splint material
or it can be cordage or rafia or twine. If you use smaller splint material, it is best if one side is rounded, but it needs to be quite thin as it
has to make tight turns.

Directions:
1) lay the eight, 1/2 inch wide warp splints in
a star pattern, as shown.
2) you need one additional splint (one half
length) to have the odd number needed for
weaving. You can tuck a half length splint
in towards the center of the group (depthwise), or you can cut one of the existing
splints in half.
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3) holding the center in place (this will take adult help), secure the basket
base by running a piece of twine (cordage of some time) around as
close to the center as you can, using the over-under plaited weaving
pattern, as shown. Do two or three of these round rows to get a firm
base. Often the adult has to do this part completely.
4) now, holding the base up, continue on weaving in and out, tightening
or loosening the weft splints to get the shape you want. Traditionally
the Haudenosaunee put the basket over a bowl or rounded log at this
point to help keep the shape even as you weave. Do it in whatever
way is easiest for the child.
5) continue to within one inch of the top.
6) you can now finish as we did with the rectangular basket, cutting,
tucking, and lashing on the rims (see above craft). Or you leave all the
ends long and tuck the outer ones in and the inner ones out, skipping
the reenforcing rims and the lashing altogether.
7) You can weave sections of this basket more and less tightly to make
different shapes.
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Twist-Decorated Baskets
The twist-decorated baskets are commonly recognized as Haudenosaunee craftsmanship.
Either the rectangular or the round basket can have this work added.

Materials
• thin strips of splints - colored or not - each twice as long as the perimeter or circumference of your basket (twist-splints). You can use as
many or as few as you like.

Directions:
1) First make the complete plaited basket - either rectangular or round.
2) Soak the twist-splints - these must be very supple.
3) Take the first and, beginning at any point
in any of the side rows, tuck the twistsplint in under a vertical warp splint just
as the existing weft splint is sitting. As
you come up you will twist the splint to
make a bubble or loop, and then go back
under the next warp splint.
4) You can make any pattern you like by going under and over and twisting as you
see fit. You can do this with many rows or
just one.
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Corn Husk Arts-Crafts
Corn is a central part of Haudenosaunee life and all parts are used to their fullest. Traditionally, virtually every possible container, mask, toy, mat, shoe and so on that could be made
from corn husks, were made from corn husks. Along with these, husks were used for lighting fires, sprinkling water, shells to bake corn pudding, pillow and mattress stuffing, and
braided into rope. Today mostly masks and dolls are made from husks. Corn cobs were also
used for many things, including bottle stoppers and rattle plugs-handles, scrub brushes,
scratchers, and fuel for smoking meats.
For nearly every item, the corn husks were braided into wide ropes and that was shaped and
stitched to make different things. The braid is looked at as expressing the” energy source”
of life: one strand is the sky world, (including Sky World); second it the planet or place of our
living (Mother Earth-Turtle Island); third is the natural world. But it is considerably more
demanding to braid a corn husk container or basket, than to make one of splints, so why
would the Haudenosaunee do this? Two reasons: 1) the husks were plentiful and easier to
prepare than splints; 2) and of more importance, they could be woven in a far tighter pattern
and this, coupled with their natural water absorbent quality, made them excellent containers
for water sensitive items such as salt.
The best time to get the husks is in the fall after the corn has been harvested and the stalks
are left in the field. It is a good experience of the ecology of the Haudenosaunee not to waste
a lot of corn and save the husks as you go. Last resort, go to a Mexican specialty shop or restaurant and get husk used for tamales or at a crafts shop. However you get them, do not use
the hardest outer husks in crafts - save them for fires and dippers and baking shells.
We have chosen two smaller items to make: Baskets and Dolls. It is important to note that
while it is often seen in books, the corn husk mask is usually a Sacred Mask and, therefore,
is not appropriate for making except by certain people in the Haudensaunee community DO NOT make masks of any kind.
NO MATTER what you are making (except the doll) you will be starting with braiding a
long string of corn husks. Basically everything is a braided rope with shaping. These can be
wound into baskets, bottles, mats, and moccasins, and much more. Corn husks are water
repellent, making them especially useful for keeping water sensitive items such as salt and
maple sugar.

Simple Braiding:
Braiding is a matter of alternating the overlapping of three or more strands of any fiber, as
shown below. If you do not know how to braid, do it first with yarn.
1) Take the three strands of different colored heavy gauge yarn;
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2) Stabilize by tying a big knot at the top and clipping that to the clipboard;
3) Make or buy three beads with enough weight that they will steady
the yarn and keep it from wiggling around (these are the holding
weights). Tie one to each strand of yarn at the bottom.
4) Spread the strands of yarn apart so that one is in the middle (B) and
one on either side (A to the left and C to the right) under the numbers.

5) Move the strand under number one (A), OVER the
center strand (B). Pull the center strand towards the
spot you have just emptied;

6) Take strand number two (C) and cross it over the
current middle strand (A) which used to be under
number one);

7) Take the new strand from under number one (B)
and cross it over the current middle strand (C).

8) Continue on this way, moving one of the side strands over the current
middle, and then moving the other over that one. Eventually it will
look like this:
9) Repeat this over and over to get a braid. If the children are not familiar with braiding, they should practice for quite a while with yearn
before tackling corn husks!
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Braiding Corn Husk:
The basic principle of braiding is the same, but corn husks present three challenges: 1) rigidness; 2) handle-ability; and, 3) length.
1) to make the corn husks supple and not
rigid, the dried husks need to be soaked
in water until they are very pliable. This
takes at least a few hours, and overnight
is fine.
2) trying to braid something as wide as the
average corn husk is very difficult - if
possible at all. To remedy this divide the
width of the husk in half or thirds, BUT
remember that you want enough bulk
and width to make a thick braid - play
with it to see what opportunities your
husks present.
3) most difficult of all is that the husks
are relatively short, and they have to be
joined to get any length at all. Therefore,
begin as you would with any braiding,
but when you come to the last 1-2 inches,
lay the next husk on it and braid that in. It is best if each husk ends at
a different point so that the existing ones anchor the new one.
4) make long braids before you worry about what you are making - then
play with shape and decide.

Corn Husk Containers and Baskets
Materials:
• For a small 3” basket use braided husk rope
about 50 inches long. Soak corn husks (that
have been thoroughly dried beforehand) for 30
minutes in warm water. You will need to soak
anytime the husks get at all brittle.
• sinew (or synthetic sinew)
• strong but thin needle
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Directions:
1) make the husk braid.
2) wind it over a container or ball of clay that is about the size you are
wanting to make and be sure you have enough braid. .
3) the center or first ring is the base of all so make it very tight and
double stitch it with a blanket or overhand stitch.
4) working one ring at a time, lay the braid down and stitch it to the preceding ring. Use an overhand, or blanket stitch. With each ring, stitch
and watch the shape.
You can apply the same principle to making a small mat (braided rug), or moccasins. Corn
husk moccasins were mostly used as overshoes in the cold and wet weather.
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Corn Husk Doll
There are many versions of the Haudenosaunee Story about why the corn husk doll has
no face; the following Oneida story is the most suitable to our purposes. Overall it remains
important that you do not put faces on corn husk dolls. You can tell the story below, or, if
asked, you can simply make a statement like, “Because the people learned that peace and
happiness come from looking out for others and the faceless doll reminds us of that.” There
is some disagreement as to whether the dolls can have faces, but we recommend leaving off
the face.
Oneida Corn Doll Story:
So, long ago when the Creator created everything on this earth, He created it with certain duties and
responsibilities. The men were responsible for hunting and fishing and providing shelter for the families, and the women were responsible for working in the gardens and cooking the food and taking care
of the children.
But over time, when the parents were out doing their responsibilities, the children were being left alone
and getting into trouble. The boys might shoot their arrows into the woods and they’d go to find them
and get lost. And, the girls were getting into trouble, or they might get too close to the fire and get
burned. The parents were having a hard time doing their jobs and taking care of the children, so they
prayed to the Creator and they asked the Creator for help.
The Creator looked about for the most important thing to keep the people alive. He saw the corn growing tall toward the Sky World. So he made the cornhusk doll, and it was one of the most beautiful
creations ever made. The doll had a beautiful face and had the power to walk and talk. He told the
cornhusk doll that it was her responsibility to take care of the children so the parents could get their
work done.
The Corn Husk doll did a really good job of taking care of the children and taught them many things.
Corn Husk doll taught the little boys to hunt and the little girls to cook. Corn Husk doll loved the
babies and told them many stories and kept them safe and warm. All was well in the village.
One day, a rain storm came to the village. Grandfather Thunder came and he shook his head and
rain drops fell from his hair. Lightning came from his eyes. Thunder roared through his mouth. The
mothers and Fathers were still out at their work when the Winds blew loud and Grandfather thunder
roared. But Corn Husk doll gathered all the children into the long house and told them stories and everyone was safe. When Grandfather Thunder decided to move to another village, Corn Husk doll took
the children back outside to play in the puddles he had left.
While they played, Corn Husk doll found a pool of water and when she looked in the pool, she saw
her reflection. Corn Husk doll saw she was very beautiful and all she wanted to do was to look at her
beautiful face. Children ran and splashed and fell in the mud. But she only looked at her face. Children
tripped on rocks and cried of hunger, and Corn Husk doll only looked in the pool at her beautiful face.
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Mothers and Fathers returned to hungry, crying children, but Corn Husk doll only looked at her own
reflection. From that day on instead of watching the children, Corn Husk doll would only look at her
reflection in the water. She gathered flowers to put in her hair and Corn Husk doll sewed seashells on
her dress to make herself look more beautiful. And all she wanted to do was look.
Corn Husk doll was spending so much time looking at her reflection that she was not watching the
children. They children were getting into trouble and getting hurt. The parents were upset and told
the Creator that the Corn Husk doll was not watching the children. The Creator called Corn Husk
doll to him. “You have forgotten why you are here,” he said. “I made you with a beautiful face to comfort the children, but you no longer give them comfort. I made you with a beautiful face so the children
would want to listen, but you not longer guide them. I will fix that,” he said. And he took away her
face and her power to walk and talk. From now on, the corn husk dolls will not have faces to distract
them and they will remember what must be done.”

Materials:
• 8-10 cleaned and dried corn husk leaves - the head and body will be
the length of the husk, so choose accordingly
• Strong string (cordage) the color of the husks.
Match the string color to the corn husk color by
soaking the string in tea.
• Scissors
• Pencil
• Large bowl of warm water
• Corn silk for hair
• Leather for clothing

Directions:
Corn husk dolls were made in several ways, two of which are described here. If you find your corn
husks are not long enough to make a doll as described below, you can make the body as described. To do
so, when you reach step 14, make a thick, corn husk braid long enough to form both legs. Then close
off at the bottom and NOT at the waist. Insert this into the base of the body and fold to leg position.
Soak corn husks in the bowl of water 5 minutes or more to make them pliable.
There are two ways the heads and body bases were
made. Method A:
1) Hold several of the longest husks together
at the top (use an even number - about 4)
and wrap a smaller husk around the top
inch or so to give it thickness for a head.
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2) Separating the husks into two even groups,
flip the long part downward in opposite ditions, so that it covers the head.

rec-

3) Tie these with a strip of husk or cordor twine under the head to make
clear neck space.

age
a

OR Method B:
1) Roll a small piece of husk to make a roll about
inch diameter and 3/4 inch high.

3/4

2) Take 2 of the longest of the husks, line them up together and fold in
half.
3) Stuff the “head roll” into this and tie off with a strip of husk or cordage or twine under the head to make a neck space.
For Both:
4) Take a long husk and roll it to make an arm piece
OR
5) Divide this long piece in thirds and braid it (either is
fine; braiding is more traditional). You can anchor one
end on the crafts board to stabilize it for the child.
6) In either case, tie off the ends/wrists to leave small
“hands” at the ends.
7) This is the arms and it will extend finger tip to finger tip,
through the doll body.
8) Open the body husks and insert the arms.
9) Though not traditionally done, for the child it may be
helpful to loosely tie a piece of husk around the chest, just
under where you want toe arms to stay so that they don’t
slip out as you do the rest.
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10) If you want the arms to bend down, tie a cord around the arms at the
shoulder and bend on this crease.
11) Split 4 long husks lengthwise

12) Place one husk over the back of the neck and lay diagonally
across the chest from one side. Then do the same thing on
the other.
13) The same process is repeated from the front and the husks
drawn diagonally across the back. This produces the body
and shoulders.
14) If at this point you do not have
enough length to make legs, see alternative method noted at the start
of the directions.
15) Tie these at the waist with a piece
of cordage or a strip of husk.
16) The legs are now braided or neatly
tied into shape. You can wind these
spirally with twine, or leave them
looser.
17) Tie the legs tightly at the ankles to make a foot. The foot is then bent
forward at right angles to the leg and wound into shape.
18) For a female doll you can also just trim the bottom so that it is even
and she can stand on it.
19) The doll is now ready for corn silk
hair. This will be sewn on. Simply
lay it over the top and stitch. Or, if
the child has run out of steam at this
point, you can use pine tar or glue.
It only needs to be lightly secured as
you can put a head band which will
hold it on too.
20) The head and body are now ready
for covering. Often Haudenosaunee
corn husk dolls are fully dressed in
traditional clothing (see “Clothing:
men’s and women’s). You can add
accessories: bows, tomahawks, baby
boards or paddles.
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Apple Face Dolls
A dried apple face was used on a corn husk doll to represent “Loose Feet,” a spirit that grants wishes to little
children. IS THIS RIGHT BILL - COMMON? To make an
apple face doll, an apple that was slightly green was peeled
and cored. On one side it was gently moulded with the
hand to produce features and then it was hung up to dry
slowly, usually behind the stove. Each day as the apple
dried the features were further moulded until they finally
bore resemblances to a human face in miniature.

Materials:
• One or more apples (one per doll). These should be firm enough to
shape.
• 2 tsp lemon/apple
• 2 tsp of salt/apple
• A 12 inch long dowel, about 1/2 inch in diameter
• Basic corn husk doll [see directions in preceding craft]
• Corn silk or wool for the hair
• Scout knife
• a pencil

Directions:
Caution: Drying apples in the summer may be difficult because of the humidity. You can wait till
humidity decreases or try a dehydrator, or alternating a fan and oven time at very low heat- 135 deg
max. Heat the oven a little and turn off to cool before you put the apples in oven.
1) using the scout knife peel the apple
2) core the apple taking out as little as possible - the
dowel will be inserted in this hole.
3) with the pencil, lightly scratch in lines where the
face will be. At this point you only need a rectangle
for the nose, raised areas for the cheeks. Do not
make these marks deep as they are just place markers.
4) with the knife, cut lines about 1/4 inch deep to “free
up” the nose.
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5) slice off the areas around the nose and cheeks, leaving the light areas (shown) so that these features
become raised cheeks.
6) with the pencil, mark in the
areas for the mouth and eyes.
7) you can also carve around the
chin if you want this to come
out pronounced.
8) slicing about 1/8 - 1/4 inch deep, make the
mouth and eye slots - the apple will “wilt”
around these and make them more pronounced.
9) you can insert raisins or beans for the eyes - do not put them in too
deep or they will disappear as it shrinks.
10) now you prepare it for drying by soaking the apply
in water with the lemon and salt for about 5 minutes.
11) then set it to dry. It is best if you can suspend it on
a wire so that the air is all around, but you can also
set it on a screen stretched over a bowl. If you are
in a humid season or area, see the directions at the
start of this project. It takes 2-3 weeks to shrivel and dry. The apple is
ready when spongy dry. Pinch or re-cut lines if face needs re-shaping.
12) once dry, traditionally, a small block of wood was carved for the neck
and shoulder above which was left a piece big enough to fit in where
the core had been removed. This supported the head and provided
the means for connecting it with the body of the doll. You can also
just insert a dowel to provide the strength, and then run this down
through the corn husk doll.
13) add the hair last - simply glue on either dried corn silk or carded wool.
14) if you are putting this onto a corn husk doll, simply open the top
husks (formerly the head), cutting through the top, and push them
into the opening for resistance to the dowel. Then slide the dowel into
the neck and body. Trim the dowel as needed so you have a stick to
insert into the apple. You can also take the outer layers of the “headhusks” and run them up alongside the dowel, into the apple face, this
is harder to do, but makes a more solid joint to the head.
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Coal Burn Crafts
Coal burning openings into wood is a technique that was used worldwide and is very
effective for big things and small. HOWEVER, it takes time. If you have access to fire on a
regular basis (fireplace, outdoor grill, etc.), we encourage that you make one of these. Why?
Because they do take a long time and the routine of burning helps the children experience
the patience needed for a life that is connected to nature, rather than the rushed, product
process all around us
A model canoe, mortar, or water drum will take about 10 rounds of burning and chiseling
(ten sessions) before you do the shaping and smoothing.
IMPORTANT: Whichever craft you are doing, you want to begin with a log that has been
dried slowly, has no cracks (or few), and is very dry. If you don’t start this way you will have
to deal with a lot of cracking. Basswood (linden) was the favorite wood for drums, with
cedar second.

To do the coal burning:
1) build a hearty fire with some good size
logs.
2) when they first burn to the coal level,
using metal tongs, lift out a few coals
and lay them on the wood. You do not
want to put these too close to where
you want the edge; it is easy to burn a
hole in the edge.
3) let these burn the wood. The first time they will
not burn far.
4) you can keep replacing the coals as they burn
out, until you run out. Some people find that the
coals do more burning if they are not red hot when
you put them in, but are just shy of this. Experiment.
5) then, when it cools, chisel out all that has
burned, and put new coals in.
6) as you get further and further down in the
wood, it is easy for the edge to burn too thin. If you
dip the part you don’t want to burn in water before
you put the coals in, you can prevent this.
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7) as you get further and further down, you have to watch for excess
burn - i.e the log itself catching fire. Check every 15 minutes and use
water as needed to stop unwanted burning.

Working it into your day:
f you can build this fire building and burning and chiseling into your day on a regular basis, it makes these crafts very doable and helps set the cultural mood. Some possibilities:
1) start the fire before a morning walk or ride (of course there needs to
be someone left at home for fire safety!). When you return, the child
chisels out the last burn for 5-10 minutes (on an aerobically warmed
body this will still be active enough not to loose your prime). then put
the coals in and let them burn through morning lesson.
2) start the fire at the close of morning lesson, before snack. At the end
of snack and playtime, take 5-10 minutes for the chiseling and putting
the new coals in.
3) start the fire before quiet time. At the end of quiet time, take 5-10 minutes for the chiseling and putting the new coals in.
The important thing is to make it a routine, like tooth brushing. Not a big deal at any point,
but a steady process of readying the log to make something. When it is burned enough, you
will need a couple of concentrated project sessions to complete it, as described in the following pages.
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Dugout Canoe
(model)
Several kinds of canoes were common for the Haudenosaunee: dugout and bark (most often
elm, but also birch if available). Although the bark canoe was more common, the need for
precision for the bark canoes make them too difficult for a third grader. A model of the
dugout is within reach for them.
Traditionally, to secure a log for making the dugout canoe,
a circle of clay was applied near the base of a tree and a fire
was started just below it. When the tree had been burned
for a few inches, the charred portion was scraped away with
a stone chisel. It was often necessary to repeat the process
several times until the tree was felled. The log was sawed to
the desired length by charring and scraping, and a cavity was
hollowed out by further charring and scraping.

Materials:
• a small log, about 3 or 4 inches diameter and 10 inches long.
• saw
• chisel and hammer
• hatchet
• stabilizing tools (vice or other clamp)
• source of fire
• sandpaper and a rough stone
• wood oil
• a fist sized clay ball

Directions:
1) With the log clamped or in a vice, saw the log to the desired length
(you will be splitting the log so think in terms of how long makes
sense for balance for half the diameter you have).
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2) Now with the cut log securely anchored, you are going to cut off the
top one third or slightly more of the diameter so you have a flat side.
The first thing to do is the make saw lines across the log (perpendicular to the length of the log), and through to 1/3 down. This makes it
easier for the pieces to be knocked off.
3) Mark a line along the length of the log, just along the bottom of the
saw marks. Then use a hammer and chisel or hatchet, or flat head
screw driver, knocking or chopping along that line until you split off
the top 1/3. This may be a place the adult needs to use the hatchet or
help the child do so - one way or another, you need to get 1/3 to 1/2
off as shown in image.
4) Make a clay or fimo holder to set it in
to keep it upright when it is burning.
5) Burn out the center as described in
Coal Burn Crafts over about 2 weeks.
6) When it is fully hollowed out, chisel
all bark off the outside.
7) Use the hatchet and saw to shape
ends.
8) Sand as needed with paper, and/or stone.
9) You can call that done, or you can oil inside and out to preserve it (linseed or any wood oil), or you can play with it as it.
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Water Drum
The water drum is used for both social and ceremonial dance. This drum is quite small,
sometimes small enough to hold in one hand; there is also a larger one specifically for
ceremony. Most Haudenosaunee favor a drum four to six inches high, four to eight inches
across. The walls are approximately one half an inch thick. The base of the drum is about
one half an inch to three quarters an inch thick.

Materials:
• saw
• tree to cut or a cut one about 6 inches diameter and 6 inches high
• drill
• chisel and hammer
• sand paper
• gum from the pine tree (pine pitch - see bark rattles).
• fire/coals
• wood oil
• rope
• leather strapping (lots)
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Directions: see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f04Lm_2_ius
1) Burn and chisel out the log to make it the proportions described earlier.
2) When you finish all the digging and carving of the inside of the drum
you need to coat the inside of the drum with a sealant to hold the
water, but it also helps repair and prevent cracking. Traditionally
warmed pine pitch was used - wonderful if you can get that (see bark
rattles), and if not any waterproofing material.
3)

While the first coat is set to dry, chisel off the bark from the outside
of the drum. You want the drum to taper slightly inward as you go
down so the band that holds the leather on is secure.

4) Rub a fine grade sand paper over the drum’s exterior.
5) Give the inside of the drum a second coat of pine pitch, and oil the
outside.
6) It is a good idea to use a long narrow strip of rawhide or rope that has
been soaked in water to give extra protection from splitting. Wrap
the wet skin around the drum about a quarter of the way up from the
drum’s base. This strip of rawhide is about a quarter of an inch wide.
When the rawhide dries it shrinks and binds the drum. This ring will
also help so you will have minimal cracking. This rawhide is applied
before finishing the outside of the drum.
7) Make sure that the rawhide is completely dried before applying the
finish to the outside. The outside of the drum has to have a slight
taper from the top running narrower toward the bottom of the drum.
This taper will cause the holding band to maintain a tight grip when
it is pushed down.
8) A hole and a stopper were put in the side half way up to make refilling with water easier. Sometimes it was left closed and the head
removed and replaced when it needed refilling.
9) Any soft leather can be used to cover the drum, deerskin is best.
Usually used was the tanned hide from a deer, the suede side of the
leather on the top or outside of the drum. When you cut the leather
for the drum make sure that you cut it with at
least four inches hanging from the holding band;
enough to grab or hold onto for tightening the
drum.
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10) Before you put the leather on, soak it. While it soaks, make the leather
holding band. To do this, take a piece of rope or rawhide, big enough
to go around the drum about 1/4 of the way from the top. Measure
the distance around the drum, and tie the rope that big. Do not make
it too tight, but make it fit. Now wrap that ring with leather strapping
so that it is stronger and looks nice.
11) Soak this, too, for a short time.
12) Fill the drum to 1/4 full or a little more.
13) Put the wet leather on the drum. Slide the wet wrapped rope and
leather ring over this and push it down as far as possible.
14) When the wrapped ring is on, pull the leather top down by holding
opposite sides and pulling as hard as you can. The wrapped ring will
want to move up as you do this, but keep pushing it down and as it
dries it will tighten and stay tight and tighten the top skin. Go around
and around the drum, tightening and retightening regularly while it
dries.
15) Wrap the end of a stick with leather for a drum stick.
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Mortars and Pestle
(Water Drum - L(E small)
Mortars were made primarily for pounding dried corn into meal.
These were made by hollowing out an upright HARDWOOD log
using hot coals (as described for col burning). The corn grinding
mortar was often made from the trunk of a black oak and was
about 20 inches wide and 22 inches high. The type of wood was
important for its grinding quality and resistance to cracking when
dry. The mortar was, of course, accompanied by a pestle, also made
of wood - mostly hard wood as it needs to hold its own and crack
dry corn!
We recommend making a small mortar and pestle, but big enough to actually crack and
grind a little corn.

Materials
• log, about 6 inches in diameter and 8 to 10 inches tall
• straight bough small enough to comfortably hold - must be hardwood
- about 15 inches long
• saw and hatchet
• stabilizing tools (vice or clamp)
• sand paper
• source of fire
• scraping tools - chisel

Directions
Mortar:
1) Cut the log to 6-8 inches tall
2) Hollow as described in Coal Burn Crafts
3) .For the mortar, the smoothness of the inside matters so you
are not getting burnt wood chips in the corn. You can pound
and sand.
4) Chisel off the outer bard and smooth and oil
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Pestle:
For this small mortar we can just make a pestle - or grinding stick - that is straight and smooth. Were
it to be a bigger pestle, we would need to give it a “waist” to make holding it easier.
1) Cut the bough to measure about 4 hand widths (distance across
knuckles) of the child (15 inches).
2) If you feel the child is ready, secure the bough in a vertical position (a
vice is needed to do this) and let him chip away at the bough to get
the bark off. If you do not feel the child is ready, see if it can be peeled
with a scout knife. If he is not ready for either, the adult can chop off
the bark.
3) Round the top and bottom using wither a saw, a hatchet, or a scout
knife.
4) Cut out a waist so it is easier to hold.
5) Sand the pestle very well on all but the “pounding side.” You do want
to smooth this side such that there are not bits of wood chipping off,
but you want some roughness for the grinding.
6) Get some dried corn kernels and pound into a cereal or flour. Use the
recipes in the Recipes section of this book to cook with this.
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Pump-drill
There are many ways to make fire and holes, including the bow drill, but a pump drill is easier to control and a great lesson in physics. Making a pump drill takes some work, but the real art is making fire
with it! We will use more modern tools than were used in Aionwahta’s day, but still hand powered to
make this doable for the children (and anyone short of a wilderness master).
The children will need help with this and we suggest looking at it as a family project. Making the pump
drill is workable for an eight or nine year old with minimal help - and it is very empowering to be part
of creating fire from scratch; HOWEVER, while the child can get a good spin with minimal practice
and can make holes in soft wood with it, and can even get smoke going, the pressure and stamina to get
all the way to fire is very hard and you should be prepared for the adult to do the final fire round - it is
rare for a child under 12 to be able to get fire, 16 is more common.
This will be easiest if you see it in action first:
•

video of the pump drill for drilling: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ksBvAYOuvd4

•

video of the pump drill for starting a fire: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CAwodElS8_E

The child will likely need help with the sawing and drilling.

Materials:
• hardwood dowel 1/2”diameter and 20” long
• one branch 5-6 inches diameter and about a
foot long (you will only use a small part of this
but you need enough to anchor it in place).
• 28 inches strong pump-rope just under 1/4 inch
thick (you may want to get several of these as
they wear out)
• small board to use for the pump-board 1/2 to
3/4 inch by 2 inch by 12 inch
• hand saw
• hand drill with 4 bits: 3/4 inch bit, and a 1” bit,
and a rope-sized bit (about 1/4 inch), and
a 1/2 inch bit.
• pine pitch (pine sap boiled to liquid, strained to clear, and mixed with
a sprinkling of powdered charcoal) or wood glue
• soft wood fire board (NOT FRESH EVERGREEN as resin binds the
drill; use willow, aspen, ash, poplar, birch, or a very dry pine board
etc.) - 1/2 inch by 2 to 6 inches by 10 inches
• scout knife or woodsman’s knife
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• tinder (very fine kindling such as the dry inner bark of cedar or dry
grasses)

Directions:
1) Make Flywheel: You need the finished flywheel to be 4-5 inches thick
and 5-6 inches in diameter. (DON’T shift all sizes proportionally or it
won’t spin).
This is the center of this project, and you will have to make some decisions ahead of time. The weight of the flywheel is what makes the
drill work well, and the evenness, or balance, is what makes it spin
efficiently. The children will not be able to saw a piece 5-6 inches big
straight without help, and certainly not without a mitre box. So you
have some choices: 1) you can just saw as straight as you can and
struggle with the lack of balance (not a big deal); 2) you can have a 4
or 5 pieces cut “professionally” (i.e adult or Home Depot!), making
disks that are 1” thick each. Then the child can drill the hole in each
one, a little at a time. Drilling through a 4” log is overwhelming.
Drill a hole right in the center of the flywheel just large enough to
force the dowel through – must be tight so the wheel will stay in place
without the use of nails. How centered the dowel hole is also determines how smoothly the drill will spin, but it does not have to be
super exact, so the children can do it. The more exact it is now, however, the easier the pump drill is to use it.
To keep the hand drill from jumping with the tree’s rings as you make
the hole, and to keep the disks all the same and the hole upright, use a
brace to make the holes. To make the brace, make a 1/2 inch “guide
hole” in piece of lumber that is about 1/2” X 2” X 4”. Measure and
mark the center of the flywheel ring(s) with a pen. Clamp the guide
board over the tree ring, with the hole centered over the center mark
you made on the tree ring. Drill the tree ring through the guide hole
and it will keep the drill in place.
Make this hole starting with a 1/4 inch drill bit; then enlarge
with a 3/8th bit and then the 1/2 inch one.
2) Push the fly-wheel onto the bottom of the dowel approximately 4” from the bottom and secure it in place. You can use
some pine pitch or glue if necessary.
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3) Make the 12 inch pump-bar with a center hole an eighth to a quarter
inch bigger than the dowel (5/8 to 3/4). You can drill a 1/2 inch hole
and sand it out. If this hole is too big the dowel will not stay upright
and the pump will wander out of control, so you want it big enough
for the dowel to spin freely, but as tight as it can be with the free spinning.
4) Drill 1/4 inch holes near the ends of the pump-bar (about 1” in from
each end)
5) Drill 1/4 inch hole about 1/2 inch from the top of the dowel - DO NOT
drill this until you have the flywheel attached so that you don’t risk
splitting the dowel when you hammer the fly wheel on.
6) Slide pump-bar over the drill from the top.
7) Lace the pump-rope up through one of the holes on the pump-bar
(beginning underneath and moving upward), then through the
hole in the top of the dowel, and down through the other side of the
pump-bar. Tie off each end with a large, double knot so that when
fully extended (not twisted) the rope is about 20 inches end to end, or
sits about an inch above the flywheel when fully extended. Don’t cut
the extra as you want to be able to adjust the length until it winds and
unwinds well. Experiment with different lengths to see what works
best.
8) Round the drill end of the dowel slightly and make a vague point. You
do not want it too rounded as you want the friction, but with no point
at all it tends to wander.
9) Traditionally, a separate wood point was inserted and affixed to the
shaft so that it could be used again and again and replaced as needed.
We will skip that as we won’t be living off these fires! Your Pump drill
is ready to use.

Starting a Fire:
1) Lay out wood to make a small teepee-style fire with an open
side facing the wind.
Now you need to ready the fire-board for the drill. First create an
ember-notch: hammer a small indent just under 1/2 to 3/4 inch from
the front edge:
- use the pump drill turning the flywheel with one hand so that the
rope coils up around the drill and draws the cross-bar up.
- “pump” to get a clear but shallow indent: grasp the cross-bar as
shown in diagram and push it down quickly (you can also hold it
outside the ropes). The effort is in the downward motion, and then
you release the pressure and it will spin back the other way.
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- the momentum given to the flywheel spins the bar back up. This
is the pumping action that creates the friction to make a spark. It
takes some practice to get the actions to flow, but it is very doable
for a third grader.
2) Then use your scout knife and cut a small V or pie shaped hole in the
front part of the edge of the board extending into the circular dent
you have made ALMOST to the center, as shown (child can do this
alone or with help). This allows the ember you create to fall through
onto the tinder.
3) Set a small amount of tinder under the fire-board right where the hole
opens out. Be sure none gets into the notch or the ember will go out
before it reaches the tinder bed.
4) Then set the pump drill in the hole you have made. Keep it directly
upright, and pump from above (weight over it) as much as possible as
the weight is part of what gets the friction needed (even for an adult)
5) As described above, pump up and down until quite a bit of smoke appears. Count to 50, still pumping, after you SEE thick smoke (you will
smell it and see whisps before that). The friction of the spindle against
an indentation in the fire-board grinds particles from both surfaces,
which must heat to 800(0) Fahrenheit before a glowing coal forms.
6) When you think there is an ember, stop pumping and, quite efficiently, use a stiff paper or leaf or point of a knife (not a cold one) to push
the ember out and onto the tinder pile. If there is an ember the smoke
will continue to rise. Move the board and gently blow on the ember.
Cover with more tinder as it begins to smoke. Keep blowing until it
is flaming. This must then be transferred to the fire teepee you have
laid.
7) Add wood to “grow” the fire.
8) Each time you use the drill you need to see if it needs the dowel end
to be “re-shaved.” If it is very smooth and shiny you won’t have the
friction to get fire. Just scrape the smooth part off with
a scout knife. You will need a new drill hole every one
or two times.

The Puncture Drill
This basic drill works very well for drilling holes, but how did
the holes get in it in the first place? The bow drill - the bow drill
requires nothing but a stick and a piece of rope, so, while it is not
as easy to use or as effective, it is a great tool when there are no
others, and is necessary to get the whole process rolling.
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If you want to use your pump drill as a puncture drill, you need only affix a harder and
pointier end to the pump drill. Traditionally bone or stone was used. As you will see, the
heat will also make a hole all the way through.
If you want to attach a harder end, the tricky part is attaching the point to the shaft (dowel).
To do this you drill a small hole in the center of the point end of the shaft. Then you push a
stone or a piece of wood into the hole so that it starts the shaft splitting - just barely; do not
let it split far as the pressure of the split is what will primarily hold the pointy stone or bone.
Pinching the shaft as close as possible, wrap the dowel shaft with
cordage as tightly as possible. This is not easy and you may not be able to get it to work;
don’t plan a whole project around using it, but it is a good experience for the children
whether or not it works.
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Traditional Haudenosaunee Clothing
Traditionally, all materials for making clothing had to come
from the environment. Animals skins were the most practical
and easiest to obtain in the Northeast. The skins and hides
of any animal could be used but the primary ones were deer,
elk, moose, bear, and rabbit. Decorative work was primarily done with porcupine quills, shells, stone, animal teeth,
animal claws, and moosehair. Dyes were also used to make
designs.
The exact details of style and just what was worn for which
occasion are less clear because the culture was so forcefully
dismantled and sent underground. What follows is our best
guess as to what precontact clothing included, based on the
available evidence and research.
The clothing is referred to as clothing, outfits, or regalia, but NEVER as costumes.
After European contact, leather was sometimes replaced by cloth. New materials such as
ribbon, lace and glass beads became available and were sometimes incorporated into clothing designs.
Clothing styles have evolved with the availability of new ideas, fabrics, and embellishments.
Today, most Haudenosaunee wear contemporary clothing in their everyday lives. However,
with the revitalization of the culture, traditional elements are sometimes incorporated into
everyday clothing styles. Traditional clothing is often worn for special events and at ceremonies. In the past, clothing was made mainly by women and girls, and that is still true today.
However, men also made and still today make clothing, moccasins, and jewelry.

We recommend beginning with the “collar” because it is by far the easiest. We encourage you to try fringing before you commit to any project. Some children will do well with
fringing and some will struggle, so try first.
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Men’s and Women’s Traditional Collar (pre-European contact)
Both men and women sometimes wore a “collar” as illustrated below. These might be worn
over a shirt, tunic, or dress, or alone. They could be as short as breast length or taper in and
go all the way to the waist. Below is one example; there were countless variations.
These are quite simple to make - well within the child’s ability - but fringing is time consuming. This leaves energy for the child to explore different techniques for embellishing:
quills, claws, dyes, hair, shells. Below we describe a short one.
Note: as illustrated, the collars was sometimes fringed right to the shoulder and sometimes the fringe
stopped half way down the upper arm.

Materials:
• a deerskin that is at least as wide as the
child’s “elbow span” (measuring elbow to
elbow when the arms are parallel to the
floor, and as long as twice the distance
from base of the neck to navel - or within
a few inches of that)
• scissors and hammer
• 2 - 3 “wide, very sharp chisel (this is the
critical part of having a successful project. Check the edge on the
chisel - even if it is new. If it is at all uneven, the cutting will be frustrating. Take it to a hardware store to be sharpened).
• 8 X 10 by 1 inch thick Ash or beech or poplar board (not pine or cedar)
• pen and straight edge
• push pins and heavy duty paper clips (the kind that you squeeze - as
in photo)
• materials to embellish (see section on decorations and designs)

Directions:
1) with the child, make a paper template of the measurements given
above, marking out the appropriate rectangle;
2) have the child mark the center point of each line;
3) have the child draw the largest, most even oval that will fit in this
rectangle, with the center mark helping to keep the two sides balanced;
4) cut this out;
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5) fold it in half with the chest to chest sides touching (so the elbow to
elbow measurement remains the long one); estimate the size hole
needed to get the head through with minimal extra;
6) cut this out in a shallow oval dipping into the chest area slightly so it
will be comfortable and without sharp angles (as shown);
7) have the child mark this out on the deerskin and cut it;
8) put it on the child and measure to about 3 inches above the navel in
the front - this is where your fringe line goes and it should be about
4 inches in from the outer edge. This should end up just below the
shoulder with plenty left to fringe on the arm.
9) mark an oval that keeps the distance from the outer edge even on the
front side, that is your fringe line going all the way side to side on the
front only;
10) cut the fringe (this is thin slices running perpendicular to the fringe
line (as shown). This is the bulk of this project - using the following
details will make all the difference to success:
• without the child, fold the chest and back together with
the suede side showing - clip in place with a pair of clips at
the edge of the shoulder fringe line, and a pair by the neck
opening.
• make lines where the fringe will be cut about 1/4 inch
apart, as shown at left. IMPORTANT TIP: you will be
going around a “corner” as you move from the horizontal
“shoulder plane” to the vertical “chest plane.” This makes
the fringing dicey. It is easy to wind up with the spaces too
thin and they will fall off. To counter this, begin angling
slightly right away. So if you are starting on the right, angle your line so that the bottom (open end) is a little wider than the top, moving slightly left with each line. This
should get you to where you can make vertically straight lines across the center of the
chest piece. Try on the paper template first. and adjust
• with the layers clipped together in many places, use the
push pins to secure this to the hard wood board. A soft
wood board has too much give and the chisel lines will be
ragged and it will take more pounding to get them cut.
• help the child line the chisel up on the first line you
drew. Hammer 4 or 5 strokes for each placement - it is going through both layers. Do this is 15 - 20 minutes sessions
for as many days as it takes, longer and they don’t have the
attention needed..
11) you can tack the collar sides under the arm in a
couple of places to make it easier to move around in
it.
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12) look through the section on decorations and designs and let the child plan
out how he wants to finish his collar.
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Men’s Traditional Clothing (pre-European contact)
Haudenosaunee men’s clothing consisted of moccasins, leggings and a breechcloth. Depending on the season and the work being done, he might also wear a collars or a tunic made of
animal skin, In very cold weather he might wear a robe made of animal skin with the hair
still on. A Kastoweh (prn: Gusdowah), or feathered hat, might be worn by men on special
occasions or at ceremonies.
A service belt made of deerskin was wound twice around the waist and tied. Necessary
tools (such as a knife or a pouch with fire making supplies, and the like) could be attached
to it.
Clothing can be made in several shorter sessions, and the repetitive actions make it a good choice to
spread out this activity. so this is a good activity to pair with the more long and drawn out activities
such as making the dugout canoe, the mortar, the water drum, or the steaming time for the burden
frame.

Materials:
Because this project is tailored to size, you will need to measure the child or doll to figure out how
much leather to get; overall you will need:
• soft and flexible (i.e. thin) deerskin (the children are old enough to
help prepare a skin, but it is sufficiently demanding and detailed
that we recommend finding an arts and crafts-person who does this
regularly to work with them). Look over the base clothing patterns
described below and get enough deer skin to comfortably fit.
• large, dull needle and heavy thread or light string - or imitation sinew
• awl (or hammer and medium sized nail)
• sharp knife to cut leather, and a sharp, large pair of scissors.
• heavy (braided) cordage or rope
• cordage or thin string to stitch the seams
• decorative materials (see Decorations and Designs in that
section)

Directions:
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Breechcloth: The Haudenosaunee breechcloth gives quite a thorough covering so the

children will probably enjoy wearing it. It is simply a long rectangle of deer skin that loops
through a waist belt and hangs down on both front and back. A sturdy piece of cordage or
rope keeps this in place and is tied around the waist.
1) measure from just below the knee to the waist. Triple this to get the
length of the skin needed (2-3 yards).
2) the general width is 9 - 12 inches for and an adult . You want enough
material for comfortable folds - adjust accordingly.
3) you can also make this out of several pieces with one for thecenter
piece and two separate ones for the front and back.
4) the ends can be decorated (see Decorations and Designs section)

NOTE: Today it is common for the men and boys to wear the breechcloth over shorts for modesty and comfort. At this point men also use more apron-style cloths over short that do not go
between the legs and are easier for active movement.
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Leggings
Leggings are literally that: tubes covering the leg. The specific
design is a tube, that goes up to the waist at the hip side, and is cut diagonally down to the groin. Extra leather on the outside could be cut into
fringes or left as a more “fin” style edging.
1) measure the distance from the child’s waist to the
floor. Add 6 - 8 inches so there is enough leather to
make ties for the top of the tube - this is the length of
the piece of leather needed.
2) measure around one leg at the widest point. Calculate 1 1/2
times this measurement and this is the width of each of the
two pieces you will need.
3) lay out each deer skin and fold each in half lengthwise with
the folded sides facing in, towards each other (the open
facing out).
4) on the outsides (farthest away from the other leg), measure
3 inches down from the top and mark it.
5) take the measurement around the child’s thigh and add 3
inches. Divide this in half and measure that distance from
the inside of the legging, at the level of the 3 inch mark.
6) joining these marks you create a rectangle. Cut this rectangular piece out to make the shape shown.

7) on the top outsides (now a few inches in from the leg
outsides), you will cut a thin strip down to this 3 inch
point so that on each leg you have a strip you will be
able to tie to the waist band.

8) now take the measurement from the waist to the
groin and add 5 inches to it. Mark a diagonal scoop
from the groin mark up to the bottom of the strip you
have made (also the bottom of the cut rectangle).
9) cut along this line, making the shape shown.
10) using the awl or hammer and nail, make stitching holes
down the edge of the strap at 1/4 inch intervals - as shown
11) stitch the legging closed with a running stitch on this line,
using the cordage and dull needle.
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12) the extra flaps of leather can be cut into fringe as shown, or
they can be left more like a ‘fin.”
13) cut a small, thin triangle out of the front of the leg, as
shown, with the slit extending higher than the missing piece. This is to make walking easier.
14) when this is done for both legs, put on the breechcloth, and then the leggings, pulling them up as high
as is comfortable. Tie them to the waist band on the
top. The flap of the breechcloth goes over the top, hiding all the joints.
15) trim length to fit.
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Traditional Men’s Tunic or Shirt
Unlike the breechcloth, leggings, and collars, there is not a clear or consistent description or
image of the traditional tunic or shirt. It is clear that there was a tunic of some kind worn in
colder weather, but just how it was made is not clear. Some artists show a shirt with fringed
sleeves and “edge to edge, laced” sides, some overlapping lacing, some show a flat, “face to
face” joining with fringed sides. Others show no fringing on the arms with a laced joint, a
few show an inset sleeve (but this is the exception). We have chosen to include the overlapping sides with fringed arms, largely because this makes most sense in terms of retaining
warmth and protection from the wind, and the Haudenosaunee are a very practical people.

Tunic/shirts: Tunics were sometimes worn with the breechcloth and leggings, extending
about to mid-thigh and sometimes are more of a long shirt - the process is the same. This
can be made with one long piece of deerskin or two shorter ones; it is easier with one skin
but it is hard to get one skin that is long enough.

Materials:
• deerskins
• leather lacing
• hammer
• wide chisel

Directions:
1) measure the child from the
shoulder to just below groin or
mid thigh (depending on which
you are making - this is the
length of each of the two skins
needed, or, if you can get a big
enough skin, double this and
avoid shoulder seams (you will
use the extra for other projects).
Traditionally these would have
been made out of one piece but
you may have to use two.
2) measure the arms span, wrist to
wrist.
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3)

if you are working with 2 pieces, begin by joining them at the shoulders, leaving an area in the middle - the space of the distance between
the ears - open. To do this, lay the two skins so the shoulder tops are
slightly overlapping. Using a hammer and small nail, make matching
holes on the two pieces, at about 1/4 to 3/8 inch spacing. Stitch with a
running stitch.
If you are using one piece, fold in in half and cut the head hole, ear to
ear with a straight line (no curve dipping down).

4) in either case, cut a short vertical slit down the middle of the front to
form an opening directly under the chin, extending about 4 inches enough to get the head through comfortably, but with no extra.
5) put this open sided “poncho”on the child. Now you need to measure
the fit. Have the child hold his arms out; pinch together the sides so
you see how much is needed to comfortably close, about 4 inches bigger than the body side (mark 3-4 inches further out to allow for fringe,
if you want it on the sides.) Mark this
6) do the same with the sleeves leaving both plenty of room around the
arms (you don’t want them to catch and pull when arms move) AND
4-5 inches for fringe. Mark this.
7) HERE IS THE TRICK: with this kind of sleeve you need to leave
enough material under the arms to allow movement. To do this, lay
the folded, marked shirt down on a flat surface with the arms spread
out. Locate the inside corner where the line going along the arm and
the line going up the side meet. Mark a point diagonally down from
there, 3 -4 inches as shown.
8) cut out the semi- rectangular section left between the side and the extended arm with underarm diagonal. Keep the extra leather to make
pouches and use with accessories.
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9) make stitching holes along the lines you have measured with the awl
or hammer and nail. Stitch together the arms with a running stitch (in
and out), along the line you marked for the sleeve, i.e about 4 inches
from edge so fringing leather is left.
10) lay the shirt over a board such that the two edges of the unstitched
sides just touch each other. Using a hammer and small nail, make
matching holes on the two pieces, at about 1/4 to 3/8 inch spacing.
Stitch by “lacing” with an “X” as shown in step #3.
11) cut the fringe on both sleeves (see directions with Collar) - you can
fringe the bottom too, or not.
12) you can decorate with quills, beads, or dye (see section on Decorations
and Designs), but this was mostly done on the ceremonial clothing.
As well, sometimes a strip of fringe was sewn directly onto a dress or a shirt.

Kilts/skirts: Sometimes a wrap-around skirt or tubular skirt was worn instead of a breechcloth, possibly over the leggings. This is simply a long strip of deer skin, wide enough to be
belted on top and reach just over the knee, and long enough to go around and double over
the front panel, as is typical of a kilt. At the top, the buckskin was folded down a few inches
over a band of buckskin that was tied around the waist. This secured the kilt firmly. Fringing was common.

Robe: Robes are large skins with fur still attached. These are draped over the shoulders and
held or secured closed at the neck.

Sashes: Men might add a sash to their outfit, for special occasions. These sashes were woven
from plant materials sometimes elm, or basswood fibers were used, as well as nettle fibers.
Sashes can were made of deerskin and decorated with clan motifs or other Haudenosaunee
symbols made with porcupine quills, wampum beads, or dye.
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Traditional Headdress: Gusdowah (Kastowa - Feathered Hat)
The Gusdowah has a frame that is made from 3 black ash splints. One splint wraps around
the head. The second splint runs from north to south (front to back) and it is curved to fit
over the top of the head, and the third splint runs from east to west (left to right) and is also
curved. Then both strips are secured to the splint that runs around the head with sinew.
This makes the frame. Sometimes the top of the splint frame is covered with deer skin. On
the outside, the headband of the Gustoweh could be decorated with Haudenosaunee symbols (see Decoration and Design section), usually done with porcupine quills or beads.
Feathers were part of the Gusdowah. Often small, flexible, downy feathers or split feathers
were attached to the splint to make a kind of base over the head, as shown. Whether these
were included or not, a number of tall feathers, sticking outward in specific angles, were
part of the Gusdowah. The number and arrangement of those feathers showed which specific Nation a Haudenosaunee man belonged to.
These can be attached by lying the hard base of the feather against a specific part of the
frame (chosen to get the right angle) and then wrapping it to the base with a leather thong.
All sorts of feathers were used, but eagle feathers were used a lot because eagles are believed to have a special connection to the Creator.
A man wearing his Gusdowah with one feather pointing upward and another pointing
downwards, indicates he is Onondaga. A man who has one feather pointing skyward is
identified as Seneca. Three feathers upward is Mohawk, and so on.
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Traditional Women’s Clothing
In precontact times, weather permitting, a woman mostly wore a buckskin wrap around her
lower body like a skirt, overlapping as a modern man’s kilt (see preceding pages). One side
of the skirt was on top and could be folded back to bare one leg so that the thigh was freed
up and could be used as a work board. This was in countless ways, for example, a place to
roll strips of buckskin or vegetable fiber to make cordage. In warm weather she wore nothing on top; in colder weather they added a cape-style top or tunic as needed.
Other garments could be worn in addition to the wrap around buckskin skirt, when weather
got colder. These included leggings, moccasins, and a robe of bear or deer skin with the hair
on it worn on the inside.
Sometimes a cape was worn on top - this was much like collar but the arms go to wrist or a
bit above. Women also could wear a dress that is a long version of the men’s shirt. This was
basically a long tunic and the directions for the man’s tunic/shirt need only be lengthened
and the sleeves widened. Women wore the overdress down to mid calf, and could have
fringe on them.
If there was decoration on the skirt, dress, or cape it was fairly minimal but (see Decorations
and Designs section).
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Traditional Haudenosaunee Moccasins
The Haudenosaunee wore different styles of moccasins for different weather and different
tastes, but all styles could be used for both men and women. All styles were soft enough to
hug the foot and light enough to not be a burden, the moccasin was just enough protection
from the elements to make the wearer more capable of running, climbing, and walking over
a variety of types of ground, but still able to feel the earth under their feet.
The Haudenosaunee moccasin we have chosen is often intricately decorated, but , both
practical and clever, this is done in such a way as to preserve the decorative work and use it
again on a new moccasin for many years - even if the foot is growing. To do this the moccasin is made with a separate cuff and top and it is these that are decorated.

Materials:
• Buckskin or elk-hide (normally a heavier hide is
used for durability, and you might do this for the
bottom and foot, leaving the cuff and top in lightweight so that the child can effectively bead this.
Remember though that even the base piece has to
be light enough to pucker around the foot).
• Heavy duty scissors or a scout knife
• Heavy duty thread, cordage or string
• Beads or plant dyes (see Decoration and Design section)
• Awl
• large, blunt needle (traditionally bone, but a metal one is fine here)

Directions:
1) Make a template out of a thin cloth first. When
you have that correct, use it as the pattern to mark
the leather.
2) Place your foot face down on the cloth and make a
tracing of your foot.
3) Draw an outline of this shape that is 3 inches bigger
on all sides, and just over half that much bigger
(about 2 inches, as you go around the toe).
4) Put your foot back in and pull the fabric up. You want the back and
sides to go just to the ankle, where you would want a cuff to begin.
Mark that spot at the back of the ankle.
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5) Lay the fabric back down, and look at where the ankle mark is. If it is
lower than the cloth, you want to move your outline in by that much
so that you have the same shape, but the right size.
6) Now we adjust the shape of the back to make a
more comfortable heel. Cut the back as shown so
that you wind up with the two side pieces just
meeting to make a back (these will be laid flush
and joined with a blanket or whip stitch). The
small, rounded “tag” you have freed up at the back
will be tucked up so that there is a small piece sealing the back.
7) Measure across the top of the foot going just over
the curved top, as shown. Measure the length from
the top of the foot by the ankle to just inside where
the toes begin. You should start the measurement
slightly up the ankle at the same level as the back
and sides.
8) Take a piece of cloth and make the shape at right,
measure to the dimensions you just took.
9) Lay this over the foot and see that it is the shape and fit you want.
When you lay it on the leather, you will add half an inch to this to allow for stitching to the base.
10) Put it back on your foot. The sides of the foot should
come up such that there is an empty area on top that will fit this
“vamp” or insert. Adjust the pattern as needed, rounding it to meet
the vamp.
11) The last piece you need is the cuff. This initially is
just a rectangle that is 2-3 inches wide, and is long
enough to go around the ankle and to the point
where the vamp comes in. You can cut this on an
angle, as shown, or round the corners as in the
sample moccasins.
12) When you have your pattern fitted corrected, lay all the parts on the
leather with attention to which side you have down. Trace the foot
pattern. Trace your vamp with 1/2 inch extra all round so you have
some to stitch.
13) Then flip the pattern over so that you have a pattern for the other foot.
Lay that on the leather and cut the other shoe out.
14) Ready the leather to stitch by making holes with the awl or hammer
and nails. Begin with the heel, mark stitching holes every 1/8th inch
from the bottom to the top of the heel, and poke the holes.
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15) Next do the front of the foot - the order here is critical. Start with the
vamp. Find the center of the toe side. Mark a dot 1/16th of an inch
on either side of the center. From here, make marks every 1/8th of an
inch to the top edge (not across the top).
16) Now we prepare for the gathering and the adult will need to do most
of the figuring and marking as it is tricky. First mark the point a quarter of the way down the foot piece, from the ankle. This first quarter
from the ankle you will mark every 1/8 inch to match precisely with
the vamp - this is not gathered.
17) Then we gather the sides: count the number of holes on one side of the
center of the vamp. The child measures the length from the center of
the main front to the mark you have made a quarter of the distance
from the ankle, toward the toe. The adult divides this by the number
of holes on one side of the vamp. This will tell you what part of an
inch you need to measure to pace the holes on this side so the pucker
or gather is even and correct. It is likely to be an odd number and the
adult can mark the placement of these holes. Child makes the holes.
18) Before you stitch the parts together, do the decorative beading or quill
work on both the vamp and the cuff, as it is much easier on a freely
moving piece (see Decorations and Designs section for ideas and instructions). The Haudenosaunee usually had the beading of these two
sections match.
19) Tuck the heel tag up and stitch the heel together outside the tag, using
a blanket or whip stitch.
20) Beginning at the toe end, stitch these pieces togeth-er going from one hole to the next - skipping none
- using a blanket stitch (looping over) except in the
gathered section. Pull it tight. The pucker will
happen on its own because of the different spacing
between the holes on the different pieces. Gathering is not easy and the child will need a lot of help.
21) Make the stitching holes in the cuff and the top of the moccasin,
1/8th inch apart - be careful that the placement matches. There is no
puckering on this part. Stitch on the decorated cuff on with a blanket
stitch.
22) Cut two a leather strings about 1/4 inch wide, each about 6 inches
long. Put a knot in the end of each cuff.
23) Make a bigger hole in the top of the moccasin, just behind and under
the front edge of the twice as long as the cuff. Slip this leather string
through the hole, under the cuff (you can go either from outside to in
or inside out). This is the tie to keep the shoe on.
24) When the child outgrows or wears out this moccasin, you can remove
the top and cuff and make a new moccasin.
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Traditional Accessories
The Haudenosaunee had many accessories, some ceremonial, some practical, and some just for beauty.
We have chosen a few, fairly simple to make, of them: necklaces, knee rattles, and bags (pouches).

Traditional Necklaces
There are many types of traditional necklaces that use bone, shell beads, porcupine quills,
claws, and leather. We recommend that you work creatively with the most authentic materials you can get. Some samples are below, but it is unlikely that any two necklaces were the
same. Rather, people chose items from the natural world that were of meaning to them, or
those they liked, and found ways to string them.
1) This traditional Haudenosaunee bone jewelry is
made with deerskin leather, bone hairpipe, and
shell beads (these are used by the Haudenosaunee
now, but its origin is uncertain).
2) Wooden tea-stained turtle pendant hangs on leather neck
strap with bone hairpipe and shell beads.

3) Arrowhead and leather necklace.

4) Bear Claw Necklace.

5) Antler on leather necklace.
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Traditional Bags or Pouches
There are many, many kinds of pouches and bags used
by the Haudenosaunee. You can also make a standard two
panelled bag and focus on the beading and quill work. We
offer one traditional bag below, that is four sided. A version of this is used as a tobacco pouch, but a similar bag is
carried by many, sometimes for tobacco and sometimes for
“treasures” or amulets..
This bag is a significant project, but not as hard as it looks.
It takes more explaining that doing! Make a mock up out
of paper to get the feel for it and then it is straightforward.
It takes several sessions (6 top 8 half hour rounds), but
there is quite a lot the children can do on their own.

Materials:
• deerskin (you can use edge pieces from deerskin used for collars or
leggings, etc.) you need:
- 4 pieces that are 4” X 7”;
- two long strips, each 4-6 inches wide and 12 inches long;
- one piece 3 inches wide and 15 inches long.
• sharp scissors
• 2-3 inch wide sharp chisel (have it sharpened so that it has a very
smooth, sharp, and even edge
• hammer and medium gauge nail
• push pins
• hammering board 1/2 inch thick, 6 X 10 inches (best if this is a harder
wood like ash or poplar; the pines don’t hold up and make messier
fringe)
• sinew (real or synthetic)
• needle big enough to thread with sinew
• cord for closing (bamboo cord braided works well;
leather is too thick and bulky)
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Directions - this project has four parts: 1) cutting the pieces;
2) the fringe; 3) the bag; 4) the finishing/closure.
1) Cutting the pieces:
1) Cut the four sides out of the deerskin, as shown;
2) Cut two strips 12 inches long and 4-6 inches wide. The
pouch in photo is about 4 inches wide - judge the fringe
length you want)
3) Cut a strip of deerskin 15 inches long and 3 inches
wide

2) The Fringe:
4) ADULT .draws the fringe lines on the two, 12 inch
long strips. You want to leave 1/4 inch unmarked to hold
the fringe together.
5) Using push pins, tack one 12” X 4 (6)” pieces to the wood
board. Using the chisel and hammer, the child will cut on
the lines the adult has made.

3) The Bag:
6) While the child works on the second set of fringe, the ADULT Lays
one of the sides flat on the board, leather side facing you.
7) ADULT lays the cut fringe strip along the left hand edge of the bottom
piece, with fringed pointing in towards the center. The strip should
begin about 1.5 inches below the top, and you will fold it back up
when you reach the center of the bottom.
8) Lay another pouch side on top of this, leather down (leather facing
leather), lined up to match the pouch side on the bottom.
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9) ADULT hammers two holes in the top and the bottom of the sidesandwich and stitches these so that the stitches serve as an anchored
joint.

10) Pin the whole thing to the board. top, bottom and middle. DO NOT
unpin this until all holes on one side are punched. It is very easy to
have the leather slip and then you can’t stitch through the holes, so
you need the pins to keep it still until stitching - pin it top, bottom,
and middle.
11) Hammer through all three layers at 1/4 inch intervals going from the
bottom where you have joined it, to the top edge. You want to be right
up against the fringe so that you don’t see the strip of whole deerskin
when you turn it right side out.

12) Unpin and stitch this side with a running stitch. Tie
it off.

13) Open it up. You are looking at one side of fringe
sewn on, and the other hanging free.
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14) Turn the free side so that you can lay it along one of the other edges of
the bag (doesn’t matter which).

15) Take pouch side # 3 and lay it leather side down, face to face over the
fringed strip. Again, the adult should set the top and bottom anchor
stitches and pin it in place (top, bottom, and middle).
16) Repeat the hole punching, stitching process with this side.
17) Open it up, use the next strip of fringe and add another side. the same
way.
18) Then open again, set the final fringe and side, and complete as you
have been.
19) Turn the whole thing right side out and snip extra at the top of the
fringe as needed so that it goes right to the bags edges.

4) Finishing/Closure
Here you can go one of two ways:
1) attach the leather strip slightly above the top, making a pull
string pouch to run the pull string right through this; or,
2) what was traditionally dine was to sew the finishing strip
against the top and make holes just below that to run the pull
string through.
The second is more difficult to pull at all tight as the deerskin
bunches.
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1) Pull String Pouch
20) Set the strip of 3” wide deerskin such that it folds over
the top edge of the bag. Fold it so that it has 1” on one
side and two on the other. Put it 1/2 inch down on the
outside with one inch going up above the edge. It will
then go down 2” on the inside with a 1/2 inch above
the top. You end up with a pocket that is 1/2 inch
above the top of the bag.
21) The ADULT will need to set this piece onto the bag
with anchor stitches and then set it up for the child
to make the holes. Because you are dealing with so
many layers, you may find the adult needs to make the holes and let
the child stitch. DO NOT trim the extra from the ends until the last
minute - the stitching winds up taking up unexpected length.
22) Stitch on with a running stitch; do not overlap end, you need the
opening for the pull string..
23) Snip the part that is opposite the end so that the pull string comes out
both ends.
24) This pull string is 3 times the circumference of the top of the bag. It
doubles around the bag, with loops coming out both sides as shown.

2) Pull String Running through the Holes (much harder to close)
25) For this cut 2 inches off the width of the strip.
26) Anchor it for the child such that it goes down the outside and inside
extending 1/2 inch. It folds over right along the top line
27) The ADULT will need to set this piece onto the bag with anchor
stitches and then set it up for the child to make the holes. Because
you are dealing with so many layers, you may find the adult needs to
make the holes and let the child stitch. DO NOT trim the extra from
the ends until the last minute - the stitching winds up taking up
unexpected length.
28) Stitch on with a running stitch closing at the ends.
29) Make a ring of holes just under the finishing strip. Make these just under 1/2 inch
apart, and make them quite big as the
string has to fit through twice and slide.
30) This pull string is 3 times the circumference of the top of the bag. It doubles
around the bag, with loops coming out
both sides as shown, weave it in and out the holes.
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Double Ball
This is a game piece (see games for directions). We put it here because the same basic approach to sewing the pouch works for the double ball.

Materials:
• deerskin to make four, 4 inch elongated circles
• a 15 inch strip of deerskin or leather strap
• nail
• hammer
• sinew
• sand
• animal hair or wool

Directions:
1) using the same stitching techniques as used for the pouch (less
the fringing), sew the pairs of
circles so that you have two, two
sided circle pouches. BUT leave
the top two inches open so you
can fill the bags and sew in the
strap.
2) fill the bags. Traditionally they were filled with buffalo hair (there
were buffalo in the east long ago). That may have been heavier than
the wool or hair you can get today, but either way, the weight will
matter. So fill the bag with wool or hair and if it doesn’t feel heavy
enough to toss well, pour in sand until it does.
3) stitch the top ALMOST shut with an overhand or blanket stitch. Leave
enough space to attach the tossing strap.
4) push the tossing strap end a good inch into the openings in the bags.
Stitch these in while you stitch the bag closed. This is the major stress
point for the bags so stitch repeatedly to reinforce the seam.
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Traditional Decorations and Designs
Haudenosaunee clothing, accessories, and containers were often decorated with designs depicting
woodland life. Before European contact designs were more geometric because of the available materials.
These were still largely symbolic of nature. Porcupine quills and shell beads as well as dyes and etching
were used on many leather and bark items, and dyes were used to make patterns in baskets (sometimes
woven in and sometimes stamped on). There are a variety of techniques for embroidering with porcupine quills, we offer one below.

Porcupine Quill and Moose Hair Decorations
Materials:
• needed: you can purchase these or harvest porcupine quills from
roadside casualties or by throwing a blanket over the critter and
plucking the quills from the fabric (or purchasing them). If you gather
them yourself, YOU MUST take care to clean then thoroughly BEFORE the children handle them, as they can carry disease.
• each porcupine bristles with 30,000 to 40,000
quills. These range up to 5 inches in length, and
are white with dark brown tips. They are hollow.
Moose hair was used in much the same way.
• plant dyes
• hammer and small nail

Directions:
Sort porcupine quills by size - both thickness and length.
Choose the design you want to make and plan out how it will look on your item and choose
the colors you need accordingly. Some delicate floral patterns were worked out with very
fine, young quills, but most of the embroidery designs were geometric because of the stiffness of the quills. .
Dyeing Quills: However you choose to make your dyes (see description of dyes in this
section) mix up very concentrated batches of the colors you want to use. This concentrated
solution will yield more vivid colors. Simmer – don’t boil – the quills in the colors for about
half an hour, with frequent stirring. Rinse, then dry on newspaper.
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The craft workers sorted the quills as to diameter and length, dyed them various colors as
desired, and kept them in cases made from bladders of the elk or some other large animal.
The undyed white quills, with their brown tips, were used effectively in working out the
designs.
Attaching Quills: The basic principle for attaching quills to leather that we will use is
somewhat of a weaving (this is different from attaching them to bark).
1) The dyed quills are soaked in warm water for about ten minutes for
flexibility. An Indian woman would soften the quill in her mouth,
then flatten it by pulling it between the teeth (with commercial dyes,
this is not recommended because of risk of disease). The quill can be
flattened with the back of a spoon on a hard surface, or hammered if
necessary.
2) Now we prepare the leather surface to receive the
quills. Depending on the needle you are using and
the thickness of the leather, the stitching could be
done directly, but that will be far more difficult for
the children. Unless you use a very thin leather
which you then back with heavier leather for the
shoe or clothing, the children will likely find this too
difficult so we recommend preparing the leather for
the stitching.
To make this stitching pattern, draw the lines of your
design. The quills basically move between pairs of
parallel lines.
3) Now, with the hammer and nail, poke very small
(large needle size) holes along your design lines,
where you want your stitches to be, basically 1/16
to 1/8th of an inch apart along the A axis shown, and
no farther than 1/2 inch closer than HALF the length
your shortest quill for space between rows - axis B.
You can use the same holes twice so that the rows of
quill work are toe to toe. Thread two needles and tie a
good sized knot in the ends.
4) The softened quills are then stitched in between these
holes. You want each quill tucked under the thread. To
do this you lay the quill between the first two holes,
but facing towards you and NOT the direction it will
eventually lie., with about 1/4 inch sticking up into the
space you are seeking to cover.
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5) One needle will be used for each of the parallel lines of stitching.
Coming up through the second hole in from the left in the lower row,
loop the thread over the quill and down the hole to the left (the first
hole) and loop back up through the first hole you went through. Pull
tight.
6) Now fold the quill back up in the direction you wanted it to go.
7) At the top line, make the same kind of looping stitch over the quill
and pull tight.
8) Now bend this quill back towards the first line, but
on an angle to get to the next space. Because you are
stitching and then bending back, again and again, the
thread does not show.
9) Keep going back and forth for the length of the quill,
but cut as needed so that the quill does not end at the
top or bottom. Be sure it ends on an underneath spot,
then lay the next one overlapping, and continue on as
though it was a continuous quill; the overlap will hold
it in place.
10) This may seem confusing at first, but it is the simple attachment, and
within the ability, but plenty challenging, for the child. You will have
to keep adjusting the looping direction as the needle comes up in different places. Try to keep the double stitching happening on the back
side.
11) Clumps of twisted moose hair were attached in the same way.

Traditional Beading: The use of beads for personal adornment goes far back into pre-

historic times and there were many ways to attach them to clothing and accessories; we
offer one below. Beads of stone, bone, pottery, and shell have been found in old graves and
in the excavations of village sites. Shell beads were made from the spiral center of sea shells,
pierced at both ends.
For the children, we recommend working with both shell and glass beads, as it is likely you
will not be able to purchase or make enough shell beads. Strings of beads were made first
and then attached to the skins with cordage, with the plain thread forming the warp and
the beaded thread forming the weft. The warp threads were firmly tightened to hold the
beads in place. We will make a warp out of tightly stitched thread and weave, or tuck, the
strings of beads into this as the weft.
1) Using a heavy thread of the same color as the leather
stitch along the outline of the design. Anchor the thread
at intervals of 1/4 inch. Tighten it very firmly.
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2) Make one set of running stitches going in one direction. This will
mean that there is a blank leather space between stitches. Take a different piece of thread and go back the other way doing the opposite
running stitch (down where you last went up, etc.) so that you have a
series of stitches covering the entire length of each warp thread.
3) You can also make a loop with each stitch so that there are no blank
spots at the end of the first direction.
4) Thread a needle and tie the end to the lowest “warp” thread.
5) String enough beads to cover the space between the warp threads.
6) Slip the needle and thread under the next warp thread moving upwards, pulling tight enough to lay the beads flat.
7) Loop the needle and thread around the warp thread and string on
more beads, continuing this pattern to the top of the warp threads
and then turning around and going back the other way.
8) The end of the string is looped and tied.
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Dying with Natural Dyes Dying with natural dyes is a simple process of collecting large amounts of a given plant, and
boiling it until you have the color you want. This is a wonderful place to support the ecosystemic thinking of the science program and we recommend taking real time with this part.
Before going out to gather plants, contact a plant guide in your area to learn which plants
are safe to pick. Go out in your area and pick significant amounts of several types of plants
(at least 6 types). Take care not to pick poison plants! Be sure to get some leaves, some berries/fruits, some stalks, some inner bark, and some outer bark and some roots. Guess what
colors you will get. Make a chart that separates by type. Chart your results and see if there
are patterns as to what works best.
Dye can be used to color quills, and also as a paint to color leather (see crafts section photo
sheet)
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Traditional Haudenosaunee Designs
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Traditional Pottery
Haudenosaunee pottery has some characteristics that distinguish it from other pottery,
particularly its elaborate and decorative collars and shoulders. The geometric and linear
designs were not painted, but etched or stamped into the nearly damp to leather hard clay;
some had elaborate carvings and relief sculptures of either animal or human effigies. Other
significant characteristics: the necks of the pots are curved inwards to make the pot easier
to hold onto and/or to hang the pots over fires.
The pottery of the Haudenosaunee was made by the coiling process, usually on a pinch pot base. Carefully selected clay was powdered and then mixed with a tempering materials such as pulverized quartzstone, shell, or sand to prevent cracking. It was then
moistened and beaten or kneaded like bread dough. The prepared
clay was rolled into ropes which were kept moist. The clay ropes
were coiled upon a saucer-like base, then worked into the desired
shape by continuing the coiling process.
The clay ropes were sometimes coiled around a gourd, which insured a symmetrical form
and provided a natural handle which was a convenience during the coiling process. The
gourd could be rotated round and round to made the inside smooth. It could not be removed after the neck of the pot was formed so was left in until it burned away during the
firing process, during which it disintegrated.
The clay coils were patted and pressed together with a wet paddle or stone that was first
dipped in water. A collar, sometimes round, but more often many sided with a castellation
(a vertical peak as shown) at each corner, was then formed and fitted to the neck. Line decorations were used on the collar. Impressions of fingernails, corn cobs, and a cord-wrapped
stick were used as decoration. Figures were often drawn at the corners of the neck or rim
with three round dots punched in to represent the eyes and nose of a conventional human
face. The body of the pot was usually kept smooth. After the pot had been shaped and decorated it was thoroughly dried and baked in hot coals (pit fired).

Materials:
• clay- terra cotta, low fire (you will be pit firing)
• small bucket of water
• something to cover the “in-process” pot to keep it moist (in modern
times we use plastic)
• gourds of different sizes
• wooden paddle
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• wooden, stone, or shell scrapers or etchers of different sizes
• corn cobs and the like to make prints

Directions:
If you are digging and collecting clay yourself, you need to dry it and get out all impurities.
Then wet and knead it into the consistency you would find in a commercial clay. Most of us
will start with a commercial clay, but this again is a place you can tie in the science curriculum on ecosystems by attempting to make your own clay.
Once you have the clay, we begin with a pinch pot base.
See demonstrations at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rgyc7zqrmXU
http://www.ehow.com/video_4438015_make-coil-pot.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS7M77pDuYg
Mohawk demonstration:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pb8iZ-1bz4

Pinch Pot Base:
a) these are the simplest kind of pot and are also used as the
base for coil pots. Beginning with a small ball of clay that
fits in the palm, push your thumb into the center. Then
simply squeeze - or pinch - gently and rotate the pot
with each pinch so that you keep the walls even. Keep the
shape you want in mind so that you are pinching in that
direction the whole time. Go around and around until the
bottom and the walls are about 1/4 inch thick.
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Coil sides
b) are just that - built of clay coils. Roll lengths of slightly softer clay
into long snakes. It is easiest to start with a small pinch pot as the
bottom. Score the edges of this by making tiny lines in the surfaces
to be joined. These basically make a rough surface so the coils being
joined have something to grip. Wet these scratched surfaces lightly
with a wet finger, and lay the first coil around this edge.
When you get to where you would be doubling over the coil, you score the coil that is already
attached, damped it, and lay the next ring over - push gently to join them. If you want the pot to
go outward (get wider), lay each coil slightly outside the previous one. If you want to bring the
pot in to a smaller neck, lay the coils slightly inside the preceding one.
As you get one or two rings joined, go back on
the inside and gently rub the layers together,
pulling upward and sliding down very gently.
Always have a hand on the opposite side of the
clay to act as a counter pressure. Make the inside smooth. Depending on the look you want,
you can smooth the outside too - typically both
would have been smoothed for Haudenosaunee pots, unless you are building around a gourd,
described below.
The Haudenosaunee often built their pots around a gourd to get a very
round shape. This meant that only the outside would be smoothed. The
gourd was not removed, but burned out in the firing. Pots, like gourds,
always had a rounded bottom.

Etched and Relief Design:
Designs go into the clay when it is nearly leather hard. Too dry and it
will break; too wet and it will mush. Leather
hard is just that, as hard as a stiff leather. It will
still be a dark gray or brown in color, but it will
stand on its own and will not be effected by light
pressure or movement. To do relief design you draw a simple design on the clay. Then you carve away all of the background, leaving
the design in relief (raised up). More common was etching, in which
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you scratch a design into the Designs like the one below would have been typical, and you
could help the child choose one small part of this kind of design to do in relief, or use original designs that come from the stories or the land of Aionwahta.

Pit Firing
WELDERS Fireproof Gloves are a big help with this process! Clay must be fully dry before
firing - this may take a week or more at home. Dry clay creations are extremely fragile and
vulnerable to injury from both bangs and water until they are fired - even holding them
carelessly can break them. We have an opportunity here to experience the different ways
various cultures worked with pit-firing. Any of these will give the child a very deep and
empowering experience as it brings the full cycle of creating pottery into his “literal hands.”
You can also use a standard kiln, but it would be good to do a more rustic firing at least once
in the course of the unit.
It is quite common for some of the pots to break in pit firing so it is best to have quite a number going in. After the initial sorrow over breakage, help the child find creative ways to use
the broken material, including smashing and grinding it into grog to add to the next batch
of clay which will make those pots less likely to break.
There are many ways to pit fire - we recommend the following, but any can work. All begin
with building the “kiln”: if pit firing, dig a hole about knee deep (not deeper) - this needs
to be dry and we recommend building several preliminary fires in it to dry it out. You can
certainly do a garbage can pit firing, but below we describe another approach to pitfiring,
used by the Haudenosaunee.

Materials
• lots of small, thin kindling
• some bigger, longer burning pieces of wood
• bark and or saw dust and wood shavings (read
through each method)
• dried pith (spongy inner bark) and/or dung
• flat stone, or shovel to dig pit, or metal garbage
can

Directions
Once the clay pot is dry and ready for firing, it is critical to
prewarm the pots before they goes into the fully hot “kiln”
or they will surely crack. When the fire is going well, the
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pot is laid, mouth to the heat, until it browned lightly. Start back a bit and move ever closer
to the fire, rotating so all sides are equally heated. This allows for a thorough, but not shocking, drying and warming.
Above ground firing: traditionally, after the pot dried for several days, a fire was built on a
bed of flat stones. Warm pots as described above. The pot is then rolled onto the embers and
covered thoroughly with dried bark. After about an hour the bark has burned and the pot is
fired (we found it took several hours for a fully firing). The hot pot is removed from the fire
and dried pith (soft, spongy dried insides of stems) is thrown inside. The burning, smoking
pith blackens and waterproofs the inside.
Pit firing: in the earth: This is done in much the same way as the above ground, except that
you have dug out a pit and have more control over the fire, protection from wind, and the
heating. See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9biM0ZRqri4 for video example.
1) Build the fire in the center of the pit and lay the pots around the edge
as described earlier. You can put dung as the fire becomes coals.
2) Let the fire die down to coals and move the coals out to the edges
leaving a hot ring of earth in the middle. Lay the pots in this ring.
3) Bring the coals ever closer slowly building the fire closer and closer to
the pots.
4) When you drop spit on it and it bounces off (doesn’t sizzle), then the
pots are ready for the fire. Lay bark and small wood over them. When
this is thoroughly burning, add bigger wood and brush. Keep this going for at least an hour (we found it necessary to go for several)
5) Let the fire die down and cool naturally so there is no “cooling shock”
for the pots, or they will crack.
Pit firing in a can (maximum safety, protection from wind, and control): Once the pots
are dried and warmed, pack the fire pit as described below and load the pots carefully into
the fire pit. You will need a lot of saw dust which can usually by obtained at a lumber yard
or a place like Home Depot - it helps to let them know of your need weeks ahead of time so
they can save it up.
We recommend that at least some of the pottery is professionally bisque fired so that you
have some that doesn’t break.
See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZtWewsZAsI for a sample of the layered and covered approach.
1) Begin with building the “kiln.” The garbage can or steel drum only
needs one thing to be complete: some holes drilled about 4 inches
from the bottom, all the way around.
2) prewarm the DRY pottery before it goes into the full kiln. This
need not be a big undertaking, but the pots need to be 100% dry and
quite warm rather than cool. Sitting it around a camp fire, rotating the
pot regularly, is plenty. Or you can heat it in the house! This step will
greatly reduce breakage.
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3) you can pack pith (dry spongy inside of plant stems) inside the pot to
get what blackening and waterproofing you can.
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4) Now it is time to load the can. You will need:
•

a lot of saw dust which can usually by obtained at a lumber yard or a place like Home Depot - it helps to let them
know of your need weeks ahead of time so they can save
it up.

•

crushed charcoal or dry cow or horse dung

•

wood chips or shavings

•

a lot of small, thin pieces of very dry wood to burn hot
and fast

Directions
1) Make the first layer of material is just a bed of
mixed sawdust, with a small amount of loosely
crushed charcoal bits and wood shavings - about
8 “ deep.
2) We have found that it works best if you put some
branches or boards in the bottom forming an
airy or spacious pallet that keeps the saw dust
from overly tight packing.
3) Next the ceramic pots are partially embedded
into a sawdust mixture. Where they sit in the
saw dust they will turn black, so you want to put
them at interesting angles with some unexposed
parts. Keep the AWAY from the outer edge and
from one another. This is critical.
4) The second layer of materials that goes on top
of the saw dust and ceramic ware is a layer of
crumbled newspaper. This will help cushion the
ware from the weight of the layers of material on top.
5) The third layer is thin, very dry wood bits (old packing crates work
well). Some people lay lengths of small wood (1-2 inch bars) in, crisscrossing them over the pots. Stay away from woods that are treated or
have glues in them like ply wood, particle board, or wafer board. Pack
the wood tightly., but gently.
6) You can keep layering these same items (saw dust, dung, paper, wood)
and more pottery to fill up the entire jar/pit/can. If it’s a smaller pit,
you may want enough wood to fill the pit plus some to put more in
later. HOWEVER, some potters recommend not putting pottery more
than one layer deep, and some recommend not putting sawdust beyond the bottom layer. Experiment.
7) Put paper and wood near the top to light.
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8) Now the pit is loaded. You can light it as soon as you get done loading
it. Light it from the top. The goal is to get a significant fire going for
about two hours, and then to put a lid on the top. You can also leave it
open (as you need to with a pit or jar oven).
9) You will have to keep feeding the fire and can put larger logs on once
it is really going. The trick is to watch the can or oven. It should get
really hot on the bottom (a can will change colors). If this is not happening after about 30 minutes, then take a long thin branch or piece
of lumber and slide it down the outer edge of the can making channels into which the coals fall. Start with just three evenly spaced - you
don’t want the lower part to heat suddenly or the pots will crack.
Wait, do more if needed in another 15 minutes.
10) Leave the pit/can uncovered and keep feeding it until you are sure
that the heat has gotten all the way down and been there for an hour.
Then cover it and let it burn out. (or just stop feeding it and let it burn
out. You will not be able to take the pots out until the next day when
all has cooled.
11) At that point you may want to clean them
by rubbing with a cloth or by scraping with
a “credit card” style object. Or you might
choose to leave them as is - water washing
is not recommended, and these will not be
waterproof.
12) More difficult, time consuming, and more
authentic is too work with coals as a start
and build slowly - see http://www.youtube.
com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=9biM0Z
Rqri4&NR=1
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Cordage (Rope) Making
Cordage is one of the most important crafts or skills of all indigenous people because the
ability to tie , lace, and sew things together, impacts all aspects of life from the ability to
start a fire to fishing nets, to the detailed decorations of the clothing.
The Haudenosaunee made thread, twine, and woven burden straps from the fibers of the
inner bark of the basswood, the moose wood, or leather wood, and the slippery elm. Indian
hemp or Dogbane, nettle fibers and milkweed fibers were also used in the systems described below. Basswood fiber was especially valuable for rope and for the heavier burden
belts.
Fir Bark string, bark that was to be used for thread was usually gathered in the spring when
the sap was running. The outer surface of the bark was removed, then the inner bark was
peeled off in narrow strips six or eight feet in length, loosely braided, and tied in bundles
until needed for use. It was then boiled and pounded to render it pliable. It was sometimes
necessary to repeat this process three times. Then it was washed thoroughly and dried in
the sun. After it was dried the strips of bark were separated into the natural fibers running
with the grain. Many of the fibers ran the entire length of the strips of bark and were often
several feet in length. When separated, the fibers were usually neatly braided or twisted into
skeins and laid aside until needed for use as thread or twine.

Making Cordage:
Grade Two Multicultural DVD includes demonstrations and descriptions of this process.

Materials:
• plant fibers - gather long stemmed, woody plants nettles, milkweed,
and the like)
• stone for pummeling stalks

Directions - See demo at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQHvqWCN5Eo for twisted
rope, and at for corded rope.

1) First we must get the plant fibers separated from the meatier parts.
To do this pinch or squeeze the stalk firmly to flatten it (you can also
gently pound with a rock), but not so hard as to break the outer fibers.
It is the outer fibers you want from plants (from trees it is the stringy
inner bark). The stalk can be at any state of dryness; when fully dry
they will look like wispy hairs.
2) Split the stalk lengthwise so that you have two long pieces.
3) You will now pull the rope fibers away from the softer, inner pith (the
pit is used in pottery so you might want to save that). To do this,
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i)

hold the stalk such that the open side (inside) is facing up.

ii) Slide one hand down about 3 inches and grasp the stalk.
iii) Bend the stalk backwards, toward the ground, freeing the fibers from the pith.
iv) Peel away the long out fibers - this is what you need for the cordage.
4) You need a lot of this fiber. It needs to be dried before you use it and
you will, likely, think it looks too wispy to be of use - it is and it is
amazing to see this hairlike material become very strong rope.

Twisting Fibers into cordage: there are several ways to do this; two are described below.
System #1 (shown on above video link)
1) Take two uneven lengths of this fiber and lay them parallel, but separated on your thigh.
2) Hold the left end of the two strings together. With the other hand laid
flat over both strings, roll away from your body so that you have two
twisted strings.
3) Hold the bottoms fixed in place with the right hand, and let the left
hand go - the two twisted strings will wind themselves together on
their own.
4) Continue on down the length just as you did this first part.
5) When you get towards the end of either fiber, or it starts getting thin,
just take a new length and twist it together with the old, then continue
on with the roll and release system you have been using.
System #2 (shown on Grade Two video and at http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&fe
ature=endscreen&v=3LS4e-1OBpI
1) This time take the one length and fold it unevenly, and twist the
middle on itself. Let it fold in two at that point - it will naturally.
2) Hold this in your right hand such that one is above the other.
3) With your left hand, grasp the top fiber about an inch from the start
and twist it in place, spiraling it inward (towards your body).
4) Reach over to hold this twisted, with the right hand and with the left,
twist the lower fiber towards you.
5) Now twist the lower one over the upper so the top fiber becomes the
bottom one and vice versa.
6) Keep doing this down the length of the fiber - it is the twisting in opposite directions that causes the fibers to lock together and gives the
string its strength.
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7) When you get towards the end of either fiber, or it starts getting thin,
just take a new length and twist it together with the old, then continue
on with the revolving twist system you have been using.
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Wampum Beading
At first glance wampum weaving seems challenging, but, in reality, it is one of the easiest
and most satisfying of the crafts we offer. If you start when Aionwahda finds the wampum,
you will have enough time to complete a reasonable belt.
The most famous belt is the Aionwahda Belt that tells of the pledge of peace among the
Haudenosaunee Nations. But wampum belts were used to convey all kinds of messages and
seal all kinds of agreements. The arrangement of beads told message. This was sometimes
brought by a runner (telling what a meeting would be, or specific conditions for it, and the
like). Showing them showed he had authority to bring that message. Have the children
make an Aionwahda belt or design their own with their own message - or make a family
agreement.
Wampum is a specific shell bead that came to be used in important exchanges and agreements. Real wampum was made from disk shaped and cylindrical beads from small, fresh
water, spiral shells, perforated through the center and strung on threads of deer sinew or
bark.
The term “wampum” has been used to include both the discoidal and the cylindrical beads,
but the traditional wampum is cylindrical in form, averaging about one-quarter of an inch
in length by an eighth of an inch in diameter, perfectly straight on the sides, with a hole
running through it the long way. Wampum was made from the quohag, or hard shell clam,
shell.
Wampum strings or strands: Wampum beads were strung along nettle fibers or sinew to
form wampum strings, several of which were usually tied together at one end in a bunch,
bundle, or sheaf. Sometimes a special color arrangement was observed in stringing the
wampum in order to convey an inter-tribal message or to serve as a record in some minor
tribal transaction. A string of invitation wampum was provided with small sticks or wooden handles at the ends, so notched as to indicate the number of days before the event. A
wampum string was sometimes bestowed by the clan matron when announcing the permanent name of an adult.

Wampum Belts: Making wampum is extremely difficult and, at this time in history, it is

mainly machine made and considerably beyond the skill of the eight year old. Therefore,
our focus will be on weaving wampum belt. If you are going to do the Aionwahta play, then
weaving the pattern for the Great League of Peace is a good idea.
Wampum belts were used as seals of friendship when treaties were ratified and were never
worn as clothing. These belts were woven of cylindrical beads with a special technique on
long strands of sinew, leather, or vegetable cordage. The various vegetable fibers on which
wampum was strung included slippery elm, dogbane or black “Indian hemp” sometimes
called amyroot, swamp milkweed, toad flax, and Indian mallow.
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Materials:
• beads (if you can get shell beads, that is best, purple-ish and white
preferred) - they must be about 1/2 inch long with large holes, but
clay imitation wampum is fine and far more affordable.
• wampum loom, bough 4 foot long (detailed below) (a bowed branch is
fine)
• 2 pieces of wood, each 1/2 inch thick, 1 inch wide, and 6 “ long
• wood plane
• heavy weight string (50 feet)
• light weight string or cordage or sinew and a needle to fit
• scout knife
• drill and 3/8 inch bit

Directions:
Loom:
1) cut a bough 2-3 inches in diameter and 4 feet long or get a 1” X 3”
board, 4 feet long
2) plane the center to create a flat bottom (if necessary) or you can also
clamp the bow to chairs to keep it
upright (this is more stable for the
child to work with).
3) curve the ends in to make a tapered
ending
4) steam or soak the bough until you
can comfortably bend it (overnight)
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5) mark and drill holes along the length of each of the small wood
pieces. at half inch intervals, beginning half an inch in from the edge
(10 holes). This is the header. Originally these were deerskin, but we
feel the child will need the extra support of a stiff item.
6) bend the bough up as shown, flat bottom down, and tie it in place
with a rope, to dry.
7) cut the 10 four foot lengths of heavy string.
8) when the loom is dry, take off the bending rope, and tie all 10 strings
as a unit, to one end of the loom.
9) run each string through one hole in one header.
10) now with care that they are lined up correctly, run the strings through
the other header.
11) tie this free end to the open end of the bough such that the strings are
pulled quite tight. If you have any trouble getting the tie strings not to
slip, carve notches in the bough to keep them in place.
12) push the headers close enough to each end that they are held by the
tension of the strings.
Weaving:
This weaving is a bit different from standard cloth weaving. In
standard cloth weaving we take the weft thread between the
warp threads alternating up and down. This holds it in place. This
would not be enough to hold the beads in place, so we go both
above and below the warp strings and run the weft string through
the beads twice, as described below.
1) The beads that are to form the width of the belt are
strung on a weft thread.
2) Lay this under the warp threads such that the beads
run perpendicular to the warp threads and one bead
in each space between warp strips. Hold the string of
beads up against the warp.
3) The weft thread is then passed back along the upper side
of the strands and again through each bead so that each
is firmly held in place by means of two threads, one
passing under, and the other over the leather strands.
4) When the belt had reached the desired length the ends
of the warp and weft strands were tied and the ends
of the belt finished off, usually with a leather fringe. The belt varied
from 5 to 6 beads in width to as many as 50 in length - our beads are
smaller so we will do 10 in width.
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5) The finished belts were usually from four to six inches wide and from
one foot to six feet long.
Designs woven in the belts included hollow squares, hexagons, diamonds, overlapping
triangles, crosses, diagonal lines or bars, circles, hearts, pipes, houses, and human and
animal figures.

			

Aionwahda Belt: five nations joined the tree of Peace

The Aionwahda belt always has the original five Nations represented as they would be on
a map, with the Onondaga represented by the Tree of Peace. BUT, of great importance, are
the short “roads’ or white wampum that extend to the edge of the belt. These symbolize the
open hand, open road for any who wish to join.
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Gourd Vessels
The Haudenosaunee made many things with gourds. Rattles were used for ceremonial and medicinal
purposes so we will not make those. But bowls and spoons are easily made and can give the children a
good experience of this other medium and its particular properties including weight and water resistance.

Materials:
• The first thing to do, if at all possible, is to grow the gourd or to
participate in picking and drying it. This is difficult if you are doing
a winter/spring Haudenosaunee unit. You can purchase dried bottle
gourds, but if you can help pick and then dry one, that is better - even
if this one part happens in the context of another unit. You do need
particular kinds of gourds, such as the bottle gourd, the powder-horn
gourd, the pear gourd, and many others. You choose by the shape
and the smooth and firm skin.
• If possible, cut the bottle gourd from the vine when the shell has hardened. Choose one that does not have any major blemishes and that
sits well on the ground (i.e. doesn’t tip over). This is generally around
the time of the first frost. The rind of the gourd will be hard when it is
ripe. Do not let it freeze and thaw repeatedly, as gourds are sensitive
to this. Carefully rinse the gourd without bruising it, and then dry it
carefully.
• Set it in an airy, dry, and warm spot. You want to keep the bottom
suspended so moisture doesn’t build up and cause rotting.
• Over the next months, check it and turn it and keep it in a dry place. It
is a good idea to dry several gourds as any given one may rot. If you
live in a dry climate you will have no problem with this. If you live
in a moist climate you can set the gourd in a slightly open oven at the
lowest settings, again, turning it regularly. You can do this for part of
each day, but we also recommend purchasing a couple of dried, back
up gourds.
• scrapers (butter knife, spoon,
scalloped shell)
• sharp serrated knife
• sand paper
• dye
• beeswax
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Directions
1) When you are ready to make the bowl, OUTSIDE. Have a fan gently
blowing from behind - the dust and molds are a health irritant so you
want to take care.
2) Draw a ring where you want to open the gourd.
3) Poke a hole in this ring that will give you a place to get the cutting
started.
4) Cut off the small end of the gourd with a sharp, serrated knife (the
current jack-o-lantern knives for children work well) or fine saw
5) Scrape out the inside thoroughly with a butter knife or spoon or sea
shell (especially a scallop edged one. This is done OUTDOORS so that
there is minimal breathing of any molds or dusts that are inside the
gourd. Get out all of the seeds and goop. You want to get to where
you have a very, very clean inside.
6) You can sand the inside or rub it with a rough cloth, one way or another you want to get it very smooth.
7) You can scratch designs into the outside with a blade, and then rub
dye or ink over the outside and it will seep into the scratches and rub
off the rest (see section on traditional designs). When this is complete,
rub beeswax on the outside, just enough to finish it with a protective
sheen.
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Foods of the Haudenosaunee
CORN: all corn in these recipes (and all used by the Haudenosaunee) is white flint corn. This is used
green (when the white milk is still full) in soups and stews, but is NOT eaten raw. Mostly, the corn is
grown to fullness and then hung to dry. When it is time to use it for soups, stews or breads, it MUST
be prepared - otherwise it is inedible. There are a couple of traditional ways to prepare it, most common is the one below. All take significant time.

Boil 1 quart of hard wood ashes (must be hard wood and maple is preferred) in 4 quarts of
water for half and hour. Test it: dip finger in and lick; if it is strong enough it will burn your
tongue. OR throw in a couple of kernels; if they turn bright orange very quickly, it is right. If
not, add more ash. Put in up to 2 quarts of dry corn - it should turn orange and then lighten
up. Boil for 1/2 hour. Rinse thoroughly. Boil again; rinse again. Boil again; rinse again. At
this point there should be no “little black eyes” on the corn and no hulls - now you can use
it! You can dry it again now and use at a later date.
To use it for soup and stew, just add it to the recipe and cook till tender. When using as flour,
you must dry it. Lay it out on a cloth and let it dry almost fully (in a humid climate you may
need to put it in a low oven). You can pound it when it is just short of dry, or when fully dry
and hard again. Put it in the mortar and pound with pestle until it is flour.
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Soups and Stews
Seneca Corn Soup
Ingredients
• 3 Cups cooked Red Kidney Beans
• 4 or 6 Pieces of venison (beef or salt pork))
• 4 Cups prepared white flint corn

Directions
1) Combine all corn and beans and the bean water
2) Add the venison (beef or salt pork) and a little water.
3) Cover and cook for a couple of hours.
Note: This mixture will be somewhat thick and gray looking. It is bland, and some say an
acquired taste. If you want it more salty, you can salt to taste, immediately, then put in more
venison (beef or salt pork), and cook some more

Hulled Corn Soup
Ingredients
• 4 qts. prepared white flint corn kernels
• 1 lb. dry red kidney beans
• 3 lbs. venison (beef or salt pork)
Directions
1) Prepare corn as described.
2) Soak beans for at least 3 hours.
3) add both water to cover, and beans to the corn.
4) Cut venison (beef or salt pork) into small pieces; add to the corn and
beans. Be sure to use plenty of water because the corn will swell as it
cooks.
5) Cook 2 or 4 hours, or until corn and beans are tender, stirring occasionally and adding water as needed. Makes 16 quarts of soup.
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Oneida Corn Soup
Ingredients
• Corn
• Water
• Wild rice
• Wild greens
• Venison (beef or salt pork)

Directions
Cook prepared corn in water with bits of venison, wild edible greens like cowslip, ferns, or
milk weed (if possible - otherwise buy them), and a handful of wild rice..
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Three Sisters Soup
Ingredients
• 2 cups prepared white flint corn
• 2 cups fresh green beans, trimmed and snapped
• 2 cups peeled and cubed butternut squash
• 1 1/2 cups diced peeled potatoes
• 5 cups water or fowl stock (wild turkey, or chicken)
• 2 tablespoons oil
• 2 tablespoons fine corn flour
• 1/4 teaspoon pepper
Directions
1) Boil corn and squash until soft in water/stock.
2) Add green beans and potatoes into a pot.
3) Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to low, and simmer until vegetables
are soft, about 10 minutes.
4) Blend corn flour into the oil, then stir into the soup. Increase heat to
medium, and cook for 5 more minutes, or until soup thickens. Season
with pepper, and serve.

Seneca Sweet Corn Soup
• 4 1/2 cups prepared white flint corn
• 4 1/2 cups fresh corn (milk stage), creamed (mashed)
• 4 1/2 cups cooked kidney beans in their water
• 1 lb venison (beef or salt pork)
Directions
1) Cut venison (beef or salt pork) into small slices and put in large pot
with about 2½ gallon of water. Cook on medium heat to boiling.
2) Let venison & water boil together for a while, so venison will cook.
3) Reduce heat. Add kidney beans with their liquid & cook with venison
for about 20 - 30 minutes.
4) Add cream corn with liquid & repeat step 3.
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5) Put all parts together and cook all together for another 20 minutes or
longer.. If soup seems too thick during cooking, add more water.

Roast Corn Soup (‘o’ nanh-dah)
Ingredients:
• 12 ears white corn in milky stage
• 1 lb venison (beef or salt pork)
• kidney beans

Directions:
1) Using low heat, take corn and roast on top of range (using griddle if
your stove is equipped with one or grill if you have one) and keep
rotating corn until ears are a golden brown.
2) After the corn is roasted, take ears and put on foil covered cookie
sheet until cool enough to handle.
3) Cut a line down the center of each row of kernels. Scrape each ear
with a sharp knife to get all kernels and their milk into a bowl.
4) While corn is being roasted, fill kettle (5 qt. capacity) approximately
3/4 full with hot water and put on to boil along with venison (beef
or salt pork) which has been diced in small pieces for more thorough
cooking.
5) Beans should be sorted for hulls, washed twice and parboiled for approximately 35-45 minutes.
6) After parboiling beans, rinse well in tepid water 2 or 3 times. Corn
and beans should then be put in kettle with venison (beef or salt pork)
and cooked for about 1 hour. (Note: Beans can also be soaked overnight to cut cooking time when preparing soup)
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Haudenosaunee Fish Soup
Ingredients:
• 4 large mushrooms, sliced
• 21 oz beef juice
• 2 tbl corn meal
• 2 tbl minced parsley
• 1 clove garlic, crushed
• 1/2 tsp basil
• 1 ea onion, thinly sliced
• fresh ground pepper, dash
• 1/4 tsp salt
• 1 lb haddock fillets
• 10 oz baby lima beans
Instructions:
Place the mushrooms, consomme, corn meal, parsley, garlic, basil, onion, pepper and salt in
a large saucepan, and simmer, uncovered, for 10 minutes.
Add haddock, lima beans, and simmer 20 minutes, stirring occasionally, breaking haddock
into bite-sized pieces. Serve hot.

The Haudenosaunee had abundant fish and fish soup, or u’nega’gei, , was a favorite. One early recipe
is described, “Fish of any kind is boiled in a pot with a quantity of water. It is then removed and coarse
corn siftings stirred in to make a soup of suitable consistency.” When wild onions and greens were
available, they were usually tossed into the soup pot, adding both color and flavor.
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Succotash
Ingredients: (changing the amounts of each ingredient gives you different versions of the
stew - all were acceptable)
• green corn (scored and removed from cob, with milk retained)
• fresh shelled beans
• enough water to cover
• salt and pepper to taste
• cubed venison (beef or salt pork)
Directions
1) Soak beans overnight so they cook quickly
2) Mix the corn and beans and cover with water.
3) Cook the mixture over medium heat for about a half hour. (Be sure to
stir the mixture to avoid scorching.)
4) Add pepper and salt and venison ((beef or salt pork) if desired.

Mohawk Corn Soup
Ingredients
• 6 cups smoked, cubed venison (beef or salt pork)
• 4 lg. Carrots
• 1 Rutabaga to taste
• 2 Turnips to taste
• 1/4 head of Cabbage
• 2 cups prepared white flint corn
• 1 1/2 cups cooked kidney beans or navy beans
Directions
1) Cover corn and beans with water and cook until soft
1) Brown and chop meat.
2) Chop cabbage, turnips, rutabagas and carrots to bite size.
3) In a large soup pot pour all ingredients don’t drain the beans - corn;
keep water 1” over all ingredients adding as needed.
4) Cook until all vegys are tender.
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Breads and Cakes
Boiled Corn Bread (go-gai-denh-doenh)
Ingredients
• 3 qts. prepared AND DRIED white flint corn
• 1 lb. pinto or kidney beans
Directions
1) Pound prepared, dried corn into meal
2) Clean beans and soak 3-4 hours
3) Put on to simmer in saucepan for approximately 1 hour.
4) Mix corn flour and beans
5) Add boiling water until well mixed to dough. Too much water it will
get mushy, too little water dough will get hard.
6) Fill dish pan with cold water. Hands should be clean, dip hands in
cold water; then pick up enough dough, make it into a ball, then pat
into a smooth wheel about 2” thick, dipping hands into cold water as
often as necessary to keep hands from sticking to the dough.
7) Place wheel on wooden paddle and put into boiling water and cook
approximately 50 minutes. Check every few minutes and separate
wheels so they won’t stick. Wheels are done when they float and the
water in which wheels were boiled can be drunk.
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Haudenosaunee White Corn Cakes
Ingredients
• 8 ounces oil
• 6 cups whole milk
• 3 cups prepared AND DRIED white flint corn
• Salt and freshly ground black pepper
• Tabasco
• 2 egg yolks
• 18 slices bacon (optional)
• 1/4 cup maple syrup

Directions
1) Pound dried corn into meal - you want to end up with 2 cups meal.
2) Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Oil an 8-inch-square baking dish.
3) In a 3- to 4-quart ovenproof saucepan, heat the milk to a simmer.
Whisk in the cornmeal in a slow, steady stream. Season with salt and
pepper.
4) Cover and bake for 1 hour, stirring every 15 minutes. Remove from
the oven and whisk in the oil a little at a time.
5) Season to taste with Tabasco, salt and pepper.
6) Let cool for a few minutes, then add the egg yolks, stirring well to
incorporate.
7) Transfer the mush to the oiled pan and spread out evenly, approximately 1 inch thick. Cover with plastic, pushing down to ensure that
no air circulates. Refrigerate.
8) Cut the mush into 6 triangles. Put the 8 oz of oil in a large ovenproof
nonstick skillet and place over medium heat. When hot, add the grits,
working in batches, and sear on one side until browned, about 4 minutes. Flip to brown other side.
9) Drain oil and and place in the oven to warm through.
10) Bacon can be cooked and added. Maple syrup was usually put on top.
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Sunflower Seed Cakes
Ingredients
• 3 cups shelled raw sunflower seeds
• 3 cups water
• 1/2 cup shelled raw pumpkin seeds
• 2-3 tablespoons hazel nut butter, or pounded roasted hazel nuts
•

1 cup prepared AND DRIED white flint corn

• 2 teaspoons maple syrup or maple sugar
• 1/2 cup lard or bacon grease (nearest thing to bear grease)

Directions
1) Pound the dry corn into 3/4 cup corn meal
2) Place sunflower seeds and water in a saucepan, and cover. Set over a
medium heat, bring to a boil, and then simmer for about 30-40 minutes until seeds are soft enough to mash between your fingernails
(rather like al dente pasta - no crispness in the middle).
3) Drain, reserving water.
4) Grind or pound the seeds into a coarse mash. Reserve.
5) Grind or pound pumpkin seeds more coarsely.
6) Combine the seed mixtures.
7) Add hazel nut butter or pounded nuts, maple syrup or sugar, and
cornmeal enough to make a dough that is dry enough to shape in
your hands. Add a little reserved boiling water if the dough gets too
stiff.
8) Shape into firm flat cakes about 2” in diameter, just as you would
shape miniature hamburgers.
9) Heat the griddle to a moderate heat. Grease with lard or bacon fat.
Fry-bake cakes, turning from time to time until they are golden and
crusty on both sides.
10) Serve warm or cold.
11) Note: this recipe may be varied with the addition of seasonal native
ingredients such as blueberries or cranberries.
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Haudenosaunee Corn Pudding,
Ingredients:
• 1 medium onion, diced
• 1 tablespoon oil
• 3/4 teaspoon dried marjoram
• 2 cups prepared AND DRIED white flint corn
• 3 cups half-and-half
• 1-1/2 teaspoons sea salt
• freshly ground black pepper
• 1-1/2 cups low-fat milk
• 5 eggs, lightly beaten
• 2 cups green corn kernels scraped from cob with milk retained
Instructions
1) Pound the dry corn to fine flour ending up with 1-1 1/2 cups
2) Brown the corn meal to give it a roasted flavor.
3) Preheat oven to 325º. Oil a 9x13 -inch baking dish..
4) Sauté onion in oil and marjoram. Set aside.
5) In a medium saucepan, whisk roasted cornmeal with half and half.
Add salt and a generous grinding of black pepper. Simmer over
medium-low heat, stirring, until mixture
6) When it begins to thicken, remove from heat. Add onion mixture,
milk, eggs, and green corn kernels.
7) Pour entire mixture into prepared pan. Cook 45–50 minutes, until set
and lightly browned
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Drinks
Strawberry Drink
Ingredients
• 1 pint ripe strawberries (about 2 cups)
• 4 cups water
• 4 Tablespoons maple sugar (or brown sugar)
Directions
1) Wash the strawberries and remove the stems and leaves.
2) Cut the berries into small pieces and mash them in a large bowl.
3) Stir in the water and maple sugar. (For a very smooth drink, puree the
mixture in a blender.)
4) Chill in the refrigerator or serve at once
This was also made off season with dried strawberries, requiring a longer soaking time to
release their flavor.

Birch Beer (more like tea)
Ingredients
•

Two to three handfuls of BLACK birch twigs

• about 3-4 quarts spring water
• sugar to taste
Directions
1) Boil birch in water until water is a dark red or brown color. This will
take a while so be patient.
2) When it is a good color, sift out all bark and twig residue.
3) Mix in sugar to desired sweetness
4) Chill and serve ice cold.
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Games of the Haudenosaunee
For the Haudenosaunee, the purpose of games is multifaceted, and each facet brings forward a window
into important cultural priorities. By understanding these facets, in the course of a simple game we can
help the children open to a new way of thinking.
One purpose is shared by all: joy. But even here, there is a difference. For the Haudenosaunee, the
experience of joy itself is an act of offering thanks for the gift of life, and thereby bringing pleasure to
the Creator. Another purpose of some games is to help settle disputes, which is also done in European
based cultures - but here too, there is a central difference: in the European based cultures people are
usually looking to take power by outsmarting the competition. For the Haudenosaunee the games used
to settle disputes are “open risk” games (what might be called gambling), and NOT games of strategy
or trickery. Why? Because the Haudenosaunee focus is on putting trust in the Creator, who is the one
determining who wins. Not infrequently, each person offers up (or risks) something of great value to
him, requiring that he connect deeply with his belief in the natural order and the Creator. In the end,
every one is a winner because all are getting enjoyment and aligning themselves with a deeper truth
than their own desire.

Snow Snake
The Snow Snake Games were played in the winter, after the men of a village returned from
the annual hunt. These were enormous games, and villages often played each other. It was
an exciting game of skill to the Haudenosaunee people, and an important team sport.
Before the games, each player carved their own “snake,” which was a flattened piece of
wood or a carved wood scrap, depending upon the age of the players and the competition
level (see Arts and Crafts section).
A straight runway (or snakeway) was needed for the throw. A uniform groove could be
made by simply dragging a log through the snow. Sometimes water was sprinkled in the
trough to give a slick frozen surface.
Teams of six competed to skid the snake the greatest distance. The throw was made by holding the tail of the snake with the index finger. The thumb and other fingers held the snake
parallel to the ground. In a crouched position, the thrower hurled the stick forward with an
underhand sweep, much as in modern-day bowling. Or the snow snake could be thrown the
trough, much like skipping a stone on the water.
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Hoop and Javelin Game
The javelin was five or six feet in length and three fourths of an inch in diameter, usually
made of hickory or maple. It was sharpened at one end, finished with care and striped
spirally. The hoop was eight inches in diameter and left open or filled with a netting. Sometimes the javelin was thrown horizontally by placing a forefinger at its end and supporting
it with the thumb and second finger. In other cases it was held in the center and thrown
with the hand raised above the shoulder.
Fifteen to thirty players with three to six javelins apiece were arranged on each of two sides,
according to tribal divisions. The javelins were the forfeit and the game was won by the
party which won them. A line was mapped out on which the hoop was to be rolled and the
two bands of players were stationed on opposite sides at designated distances from it. The
hoop was rolled on the line by one party in front of the other and the javelins were thrown.
The players who failed, handed their javelins over to the other side. The side which threw
the greatest number of javelins through the hoop as it rolled won the game.

Tug of War
This is the standard tug of war game where individuals or teams hold on to the opposite ends of a big
rope and pull. Usually a line is made in the dirt and if either team is pulled over, they lose.

Hoop and Dart Game
A hoop, made of a sapling, and darts four or five feet in length, of which each player usually had two. The players lined up on two sides about ten feet apart. A member of one party
threw the hoop so that it went spinning along the ground at a rapid rate and the others
launched their darts at it. The object was to stop the hoop as it rolled by, impaling it. If a
player missed, his dart was forfeited, but if it went under the hoop, he retained it.
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Double Ball
This was a woman’s game. Two small buckskin bags were filled with sand and fastened
together, with a leather thong from one to two yards in length. A large group could play
this game. Each player held a crooked stick with which the balls were tossed from player
to player in an endeavor to get them over the goal lines. The players were grouped into two
teams and could intercept each other, catching the balls on their sticks and passing them on
to their own goal line.

Shinny
Played by Haudenosaunee women. It was played with a flattened buckskin ball, the opposite sides of which were painted in different colors. Each player, of which the number was
unlimited, held a stick, three or four feet in length, curved at one end. Sometimes the stick
was painted or carved. The ball was driven by the stick only; the hand could not be used.
Two poles to serve as goals were set up about three fee apart at opposite ends of a field
which was two hundred or more yards long. The participants made up two teams. The
object of the game was to drive the ball through the goal of the other team. To play, the ball
was placed in a shallow pit in the center of the field by the umpire, while the teams lined up
just inside the goal posts. At a signal, both teams or chosen members rushed to the hole and
tried to secure the ball and drive it toward the opponent’s goal.

Ring or Cup, and Pin Game
(a version of this is in the Arts and Crafts Section)
This was played with seven conical bones loosely strung on a leather thong, about eight
inches in length. The bones were usually smaller at one end and could be slipped into each
other. At one end of the thong was a small piece of fur and at the other a hickory stick three
and one-half inches long. The game was played by holding the stick in the hand, swinging
the bones upward, and trying to insert the pointed end of the stick into one or more of the
bones as they were descending. Each bone had a value of its own, the highest value being on
the lowest bone, and the one who could total up the highest score was the winner.
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Lacrosse
Lacrosse is not only a game, it is a ceremony. By playing the game, the players pay homage
to the Creator and it is said that the Creator finds joy in observing the game. Lacrosse is
played with a wooden stick that has webbing in the handle.
Haudenosaunee men often played over miles of terrain and trained extensively for games.
Both adults and children played this game. Teams could be made up of a small clan or family or teams could be made up of hundreds of players. Nations sometimes played against
each other. The games sometimes carried on into the night accompanied by singing and
drumming to cheer on the players.
Lacrosse was played with very few concrete rules. In fact, lacrosse games occasionally lasted
for several days, with the players simply taking a break from sunset to sunrise. The original
lacrosse field had no boundaries, and goals were often marked by a tree or boulder. Points
were scored by hitting the goal with the ball, and the game often continued until one team
scored two or three goals.
A team could have any number of players -- some lacrosse games were played with hundreds of people. Players did not wear protective equipment, and virtually nothing was
against the rules. Injuries were common.
In the modern game of lacrosse, the goal is a netted goal, but much smaller than a soccer
goal
Offensively, the objective of the game is to score by shooting the ball into an opponent’s
goal, using the lacrosse stick to catch, carry, and pass the ball to do so. Defensively, the objective is to keep the opposing team from scoring and to dispossess them of the ball through
the use of stick checking and body contact or positioning
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Atenaha (pronounced Ahh-day-nah-ha)
This is a game played with special dice. The dice traditionally were eight buttons or disks
cut from elk horns, hickory wood or similar substance. One side is burned black, the other
left the natural color.
Six to twenty players can play. Someone is chosen to throw the dice (seeds) first. Play then
goes counterclockwise, unless the game is being played to honor someone who has died.
Then play goes clockwise.
The player throwing the dice continues to throw as long as he is winning corn from the pot,
or unless he accidentally drops one or more dice while attempting to pick them up, or drops
the dice while shaking them. The pot consists of forty kernels of corn, which can be won by
throwing the following combinations of eight dice:
• All eight black = twenty corn
• All eight white = ten corn
• One white and seven black, or one black and seven white
– 4 corn
• Two and six, either way = 2 corn
• Combinations of three and five or four and four are no
good and end that player’s turn
1) As a player wins corn, the player uses one hand to conceal his winnings and the other hand to pick up the dice
2) Play continues until the pot is empty. At this point, the player who has
not won any corn is out of the game. That is called “skunked.”
3) Play continues as before, but now as a player throws winning combinations of the dice, she collects from the remaining players in the following manner: When a player’s turn ends, the total amount of corn
won is divided by the number of other players still in the game. (For
example, if a player threw combinations which added up to six corn,
then the other three players give up two corn each. If ten corn are
won and there are three other players, then each must give up four
corn because giving up three each would not be enough to equal ten.
When the winner thus collects more than the number due, it is called
a “windfall.”)
4) Players remain in the game as long as they do no owe any corn. Players can play without any corn until they are unable to pay a winner.
Then they’re out. Play continues until one player has all the corn.
5) Corn is not collected after each throw of the dice. Rather, the player
tries to maintain her luck by picking up and throwing the dice as
quickly as possible. Only when that player’s turn ends does she collect
her winnings.
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6) Other players may shout “shaa” as a player throws, meaning to wish
bad luck.
7) A player rolling may wish to shout “kahonta” (gah-hoon-dah) which
means to make all one color, like a field.
The game is sometimes played to help settle family disagreements, by putting the decision
in the hands of the Creator
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Haudenosaunee Music
and Movement
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We recommend that you make deer toenail rattle to support learning the music and
dance. See Arts/Crafts section.

Resource Listings
Included in this package is an instructional CD/DVD package of Mohawk Social Dance. All
of these dances are appropriate and we encourage you to use them, first learning them yourself; second teaching them to the child yourself; and, finally, sharing the “in the village” part
of the DVD with the children.
The songs on the DVD can be purchased separately, enabling you to have this support as
you teach the children the dances, and to listen to a greater variety of social dance songs.
We recommend the following recordings
Iroquois Social Dance Songs: Volumes 1-3 (these have some additional instruction for stick
games and the like.
Recommended Internet demos for additional dances - recommended dances have (X)
Part 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NnqxTv2_uM

• 1:02 Standing Quiver Dance
• 1:39 Cherokees Dance
• 3:57 Old Moccasin Dance (X)
• 6:14 Rabbit Dance (X)
Part 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=aSGJse7q9uE

• 00: Friendship Dance (X)
• 2:15 Fish Dance
• 4:50 Canoe Dance
Part 3: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wLKu__BW44

• 00: Sharpened Stick
• 1:36 Robin Dance (X)
• 6:15 Round Dance (X)
• 7:56 Alligator (partner stomp with turn) (X)
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Part 4: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0w3j_pQSNA

• 00: Raccoon Dance (X)
• 5:00 Women’s Shuffle (heel/ball swivel) (X)
• 7:30 Pigeon Dance
Part 5: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6a72Vh85dn8&playnext=1&list=PL1D97E1F331ED5E54&featu
re=results_main

• 2:40 Smoke Dance (X)
• 3:15 Men’s Smoke
• 5:14 Women’s Smoke
• 6:32 Mixed Smoke Dance
• 7:22 Young Rooster
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Haudenosaunee Bean Bag and Copper Rod Verses
As described in the Movement section of the Grade Three Academics Manual, Copper Rod work can
be done with any of the Bean Bag verses. Because we are just beginning to work with passing rods between people and with more complex individual patterns, we recommend that you mostly pass the rods
hand to hand through each verse, passing to a partner on the last line. When there is a specific celebration (winning, etc.) or threat, you can also begin to work with carefully tossing the rod up.

Godasiyo (go-dah- SIGH –oh)
Godasiyo was the people’s chief

Bring hands together at chest with bag in one.

And they lived together in joy and peace.

Open arms wide and toss bag in rainbow
overhead.

Each man and woman understood every other
And they lived together like sister and brother.

Keeping a similar arc, toss the bag hand to
hand in front (as though a rainbow was parallel to the floor in front on you.

But the people grew jealous and got very mad

Pass the bag quickly around waist in circles.

And they fought and argued and made the chief sad.
Till the good chief drowned and all was broken

Lift one hand with bag over the shoulder, and
drop in into the other hand, behind back.

Now among the people many languages were spoken.

Keep bag behind, but bring other hand in a fist
to stomach directly opposite the back bag so the
child experiences his body splitting his hands
as a barrier.
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Dewah-ahradhon - Lacrosse
We can use this one to introduce working with 2 bags at once. If the child is not ready to try this, do it
with one bag.
Bear stomped up and down and pounded his
chest
(this line is tricky to say - he emphasis begins on
“stomped,” and “bear” is said almost as you would an
“and” at the start, short and without emphasis)

With a bean bag in each hand, alternating hands
rhythmically, bring hands to chest as if beating and
then extend back out. Open the hand when you
extend it and close it at the chest. Repeat this to the
rhythm.
If using one bag, start the bag it in the extended
hand. Bring the other empty hand to the chest and
toss the bag to it. Switch. Do this to the rhythm

“My Dewah-ahradhon team is the very best”

Continue with the toss until the word “best.” Then
throw the bag high and catch it.

But Owl flapped and Eagle cried,

Throw the bags up high and catch one at a time,
alternating. With one bag, just toss up again and
again

“No 4-legged creatures will catch our side!”

But Squirrel and mouse climbed the tree to say,

With a bag in each hand, simultaneously toss to
the other hand. Do this twice. With one bag, do the
rainbow overhead.

“The four legged beast won’t let us play.

Put bag or bags behind back

“Please dear friend, make us wings

Bringing out from behind, extend hands to an open
gesture in thanks, palms open with bags on them.

“And it will be your team that gets to sing.”

Toss bag(s) high.

The birds all took pity on the little ones

Do simultaneous bag toss as above, or with one bag
do the rainbow overhead.

So they fitted them well with wings from the
drum
Now Squirrel and Bat flapped and soared

With a bag in each hand, extend arms wide and
toss the bag up gently, alternating hands. With one
bag, just continue with rainbow.

Flapping their wings till the Bird team scored.

On the word “scored” toss bag or bags high. With
one bag, clap while it is up.
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Bear and Fox
Down through the ice, Fox dropped his tail,
Pulled fish after fish out without fail.
Along came the bumbling, stumbling Bear
Who, seeing the fish, wanted his share.
Fox showed Bear the best way to fish,

But it was Fox who was sure to get his wish.
Bear sat on the ice with his tail down deep
And shivered and shook till he fell asleep.

Squat with rear end sticking out as much as
possible. Toss to bag hand to hand in front
of you.
Stand and toss hand to hand, but lift feet an
sway side to side, homolaterally (like a bear)
Grasp bag to chest with both hands.
Begin with both hands at shoulders, arms
bent at sides. Extend the arm with the bag in
it out, and then the other. Toss the bag hand
to hand with arms fully extended.
With the bag back in the first hand, quickly
whisk bag behind back.
Squat again and toss bag hand to hand, as
before.

Around Bear’s tail, the ice froze cold

Stay in squat and continue tossing.

But Fox had a plan that was very bold.

Stand and do rainbow toss overhead.

With a signal from Fox, Bear finally jumped up

At the end of the line, squat and jump up
and toss bag up.
Hold bag behind back and turn circles looking back like a dog chasing its tail.

When he looked for his tail there was only a
stump.
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13 Moons on Turtle’s Back
Possum climbed up the blueberry bush

With bag held low in one hand, hold the other
hand high up in front of shoulder but higher. Toss
the bag up to the raised hand. Try to land it right
in the hand and not reach for it.

Then he dropped some berries in Turtle’s mouth

Drop the bag from the high hand to low, again,
attempting to hit the hand.

Wolf grabbed some berries and was so thrilled

Pass bag around the body at the waist, very
quickly.

Till he swallowed a branch - old Wolf was killed.
Turtle strutted and bragged, thinking he was swell,

Toss hand to hand slowly in front, and, if they
can, turn hand over to look like a turtle shell as
the bag is caught. This makes the rhythm a 4 beat
and not a two.

But the wolves picked him up, still in his shell.

Put hand with bag over shoulder; other hand low
behind back. Drop bag into the low hand.

They threw him down till his shell went crack
Now 13 moons shone on Turtle’s back.

Toss bag hand to hand in front, counting to 13.
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Haudenosauneee Spin and Fold
(base sense verse)
Alternative #1
In this verse the vestibular activity begins standing and then the upper body flops over and we swing
the whole upper body side to side (as we did with Willows Hanging Low). You can do the whole first
verse side to side, or you can do two lines swinging side to side and the last two, swinging out and
in - between the legs. Pause the speaking between the pairs of lines so that you get enough vestibular
swinging in.
From North and South the Four winds came
To bring the clear, clean breath again
From East and West the Four Winds play
De-ey cheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay (make the rhythm fit!)
In the first two lines of this stanza, climb up on chairs or desks and jump down like the lightning.
Speak the rhythm so you get in two jumps in the first two lines.
The Thunder Beings come booming down
And carry the rains from Sky-World to ground
Lying on your side, arms and legs extended, wiggle rhythmically like flowing water. At the start of the
second line, curl into a ball and shift onto curled knees. Then slowly open up to high kneeling arms up
and open.
And waters flow from night to day
De-ey cheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay
On bellies, stretch arms and legs in yoga boat and wiggle fingers and toes for the night diamonds.
Now Moon and Stars twinkle bright
Like diamonds in the velvet night.

Curl into a squatting ball. Then pushing up with feet (no hand helping) go up into full standing star,
arms up and outstretched.
Then Brother Sun calls out the day

De-ey cheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay
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Alternative #2, by Jan Power NKP
[arms begin up, turn around in place, slowly lowering arms like a long fall)
From high above in the Sky World
With a handful of seeds held tight
Sky Woman fell through the darkness
Of a long and endless night.

(sit down on sitzbones (not tail bone) or with legs on the floor, opening and closing arms and
legs,curling all the way in and then all the way open as in spider or butterfly)
Below, the birds grew fearful,
Only water awaited her fall,
So the geese swooped in with wings spread wide,
And caught her -- seeds and all.

(onto belly, hands grab ankles--full yoga “boat” position, or face up make the bridge)
Then Turtle gave his strong back
And Muskrat, a paw full of earth.
Sky Woman sang and onward she danced,
And a world beneath her was birthed.

(on last line, from full boat position spread arms and legs out, off the ground)
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Haudenosaunee Drama
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Aionwahta Play
							

- by Blake and Beth Sutton

There will be dancing and drumming off and on throughout the play. Information on dress and tools
and weapons is found in the arts and crafts section.
The rhythm for each stanza, per line is 4 beats, 3 beats, 4 beat, three beats. Because the mixing of
Mohawk names and English is tricky, sometimes you have to stretch or group wording to make that
happen, but it is important to keep the rhythm. That is what holds the child’s memories. Because
this is a tricky rhythm, the first stressed beat of each line is underlined. If Aionwahda’s name is said
two syllables with stress on one, then it is hyphenated, if not, it is mushed together. to assist with the
rhythmic challenge, a model of this is read on the Mohawk Language CD.

I. Childhood
Scene has the longhouse in the background. Great Grandmother rises from her bed and goes to the
door to watch her daughter heading off to give birth, and

Great Grandmother says:
On the night of the Very Cold Moon
My dream came clear and plain:
My grandson’s ready to be born;
“He-Who-Always-Wakes” is his name.
Father holding the baby to the earth and then the sky:
To Mother Earth, I give my thanks
For carrying us on her breast
To the cooling water who let us drink,
And the foods that we love best.
Yes, De-ey dche-noe wa-rah-doe nay
To the Protectors and Brother Sun
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To Thunder Beings and the Creator
Dgeieri, it is done.
Narrator/Chorus - there should be drumming in the background. And when the verse is finished, a
dancing of either the Rabbit or Robin or Drum dance.
Soon the Cold Moon climbed the sky
Ceremony time had come
Aion-wahda then received his name
All joined in dance and drum.
Group or family forms half circle and Recites full Thanksgiving Address:
Agueygo un gweh-son ah, uhsga jee-ahn-deedee wah weh noonee,
		

Neh-eh ungwah-nee goola.

De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, yay de-ey-neeshdaha oh-whuun-cha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, Oh-nay ga-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh noe wa-lah-doe nay, gonjew sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, Oh hun-day sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oh jee new wah sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, ga-quwa-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, ga-hee-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oh-new-quwa-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gun-dee-lee-yoh
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gal-on-da-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oo-jee-dah-ah sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gai-yeree neega wel ah-gay
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, la-dee-whele-ahs
De-ey yedee new wa-la-doe nay, ah-soe-doe-nay gah ga-la-gwah,
		

neh neh you-gey soe dah

De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, o di-sda-noe-oh gwa-sone-ha
Dawn-che-day en wa-la-doe nay, soogwa chee-ah ga-la-gwah
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gai-yeree nee-oh-gway-dah-gay,
		

neh eh jee you-gey lee oo-nyanee

Dawn-che-day en wa-la-doe, nay Suhn-ga-why-oh dee-soe
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Scene changes to out in fields. If there are enough children to do so, have some playing Lacrosse off
to the side and Aionwahda watching them. You might also use stick shadow puppets to do the back
ground scenes like lacrosse.

Mother:
Come, Aionwahda, out to the fields,
To plant corn and beans and squash
Three Sisters soon will give their yield,
You’re too young to play lacrosse.

Narrator (behind is the low sound to the war cries, Aionwahda mime the actions):
While Aion-wahda hoed the fields
And harvested the crops
Around the icy silence came
He feared it would never stop

Cries fade away and he goes back to work. Great Grandmother goes and gets Aionwahda:

Great Grandmother
Aionwahda, now that harvest is done,
Our storytime has come
Listen, Sky Woman has fallen down
Turtle Island has begun

Narrator/Chorus – if you have a big enough group or are using shadow puppets to show the brothers
going opposite directions.

All winter long she told the stories –
Of twins who could not agree.
Who made mountains twist and the rivers turn,
He heard all at Doda’s knee.
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II. Growing Up
Narrator/Chorus:
Old Uncle took him into the woods
So his Adon-wa he could find

Ainowahda to Uncle:
Listen, (wait here so you continues the 4 beat rhythm on the next line)
White-Pine holds my song and dance.
Uncle, this must be the sign.

Narrator/Chorus: as the narrator says the next verse the drum should play in the background. At the
end of the verse, do the full dance - any of those you know.
At Harvest Cer-em-ony time,
All the people drummed and danced
Aionwahda danced his Adon-wah
And sang the White Pine’s chant.

Let Ceremony end and shift scene to outside, narrators say the following while Aionwahda does as
described:
Aionwahda took the Dewah-aladhon stick
And played the game with joy.
Soon he went on his first deer hunt,
No longer a little boy.

Uncle walks to him and puts hand on shoulder and says:
Aion-wahda, now almost grown
Many turnings of the moon you’ve seen
I will take you deep into the woods
To seek vision in a dream.
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Here the scene changes to deep in the woods and you can again do a lot with shadow puppets walking
through the woods and sitting, then the bear and the eagle in the background.

Aionwahda returns and says to Uncle:
I stayed alone these many days
Praying a vision would come to me
Finally, before me a great bear stood
And rose before the great pine tree.

Uncle:
The bear will guide you all your days
Teaching healing without cease.
The pine now looking far and wide
Will guide the way of peace

Now return with me to our longhouse
As a man walk through the door
Your people need your healing arts
They suffer now from war.

Scene change: They return to longhouse.

Mother:
Aion-wahda, it’s time to leave
For you are now a man
Her mother and I have now agreed
You will marry of the great Bear Clan
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Aghsodha:
It is time, my child, to say farewell
Bear Clan will be your home
Remember well all that I’ve said,
And keep the old ways known.
Scene change as Donedawa comes to his side of the river.

Narrator:
Done-dawa crossed the river
To Aionwahda’s childhood home.
They gave their thanks to the Creator
And sang with dance and drum.

Then he was married to Donedawa,
And bid farewell to all his clan
With Done-dawa he crossed the river,
Now his married life began.
Change the scene to his new house and to Donedawa pregnant – shadow puppets help here)
Done-dawa soon bore a child
And then there came another
Soon Aionwahda’s life was full of joy
With seven daughters and their mother.
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III Dahdoe-dahoe
New scene with a dark quality and a strange house on its own and the cries of war increasing.

Narrator/Chorus:
All around were cries of war,
Though Aionwahda dreamed of peace.
Still one among the Onondaga
Wished the hatred would never cease.

Dahdoe-dahoe steps forward and proclaims – he speaks in a different rhythm on purpose:
My name is Dahdoe-dahoe
I hate all men and live apart
If this fool, this Aionwahda
Desires peace, I will break his heart

Dahdoe-dahoe gestures the sorcerer to him:
Listen now, O man of magic!!
Go bewitch Aionwahda’s wife.
If she will not go with you
Use your magic to take her life.
Change scene back to Donedawa’s house act out as described, using puppets as needed.

Narrator/Chorus
Donedawa did not accept his pleas
So soon her life had ceased
Although Aion-wahda was broken hearted
He set his heart on peace.
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So the magician turned against his daughters
And killed them one by one.
All seven now had passed away
Aionwahda was all alone.
Now all his dreams of peace were broken
All joy in life was gone.
Aionwahda knew not where to go
In his heart there was no song.
Aion-wahda left the Longhouse
And wandered in the wilderness
His eyes were blind to all but sorrow
His heart felt only distress.
Down to a lake the poor man wandered
Where flocks rose in the air.
In the mud he found the wampum,
Beads to condole despair.
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IV. The Peacemaker and the Great Peace
Narrator/Chorus – with a scene of the Peacemaker’s world
Meanwhile, far across the waters,
In the wilderness a child was born.
The magical child grew so quickly
And soon made a canoe of stone.

This special child carried a vision
To bring an end to war
Mime or use shadow puppets and scene change to cover the following:
In his canoe alone he paddled
Seeking to fight no more.

The Peacemaker came to the warring people
To bring the way of peace
And the fiercest of all, the Mohawk,
Soon agreed that war must cease.

The Peacemaker:
Before I can speak to the other people
My vision says I must wait
I need a man from Onondaga
Whose pain and vision are great.

We see Aionwahda coming from the side of the stage and comes to the Peacemaker.
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Aion-wahda stand before me
Your world is bleak and grey
With eagle feathers and strands of wampum
I’ll wash your sorrow away.

Narrator:
With Aion-wahda’s sorrow gone
The work could now begin.
If they could bring the old ways back
Then a lasting Peace they’d win.
First they traveled to the Oneida,
Who joined the League of Peace,
Then westward out to the brave Cayuga,
Who agreed that war must cease.
West they went to the Seneca people,
But their chief would not agree.
‘Til lightning struck his oldest daughter,
And he knew that war must cease.

Peacemaker to Aionwahta:
Mohawk, Oneida, Cayuga and Seneca
All agree that war must cease.
Now we must cure cruel Dahdoe-dahoe
So the Onondaga can join in peace.
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Narrator/Chorus:
The Peace-maker and Aion-wahda
Led the way to Dahdoe-dahoe’s home
The Peacemaker said,

Peacemaker:
“We must stand together.
Like the bundle of arrows so strong.”

Start doing the quiet war cries in the background.

Dahdoe-dahoe (rhythmic shift for Dahdoe-dahoe):
I am not blind, I see them coming
I’ll send winds, and wolves, and snakes
They will not take away my powers
I’ll give them fear and pain and hate.

Peacemaker says: (have the war cries get progressively quieter till end of verse when they cease:)
De-ey dche-noe wa-rah-doe nay,
Gai-yeri Nee-oh-gway-dah-gay
We sing the song of the protectors
To ease him and quiet his hate.

Narrator:
Dahdoe-dahoe was a mighty sorcerer
But once his angry heart was cured
All the nations of the Haudensaunee
Made a peace that would endure.
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As Aionwahda had seen so long ago,
Eagle flew o’er the Tree of Peace,
Strong as a bundle of five joined arrows
The Longhouse would never cease.
All the people of the Haudenosaune
Gave thanks to earth, moon, and sun,
And most of all, to the great Creator.
Tkieri, now it is done.
With drum going in the background, recite the thanksgiving Address together.
Agueygo un gweh-son ah, uhsga jee-ahn-deedee wah weh noonee,
		

Neh-eh ungwah-nee goola.

De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, yay de-ey-neeshdaha oh-whuun-cha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, Oh-nay ga-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh noe wa-lah-doe nay, gonjew sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, Oh hun-day sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oh jee new wah sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, ga-quwa-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, ga-hee-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oh-new-quwa-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gun-dee-lee-yoh
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gal-on-da-sone-ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, oo-jee-dah-ah sone ha
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gai-yeree neega wel ah-gay
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, la-dee-whele-ahs
De-ey yedee new wa-la-doe nay, ah-soe-doe-nay gah ga-la-gwah,
		

neh neh you-gey soe dah

De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, o di-sda-noe-oh gwa-sone-ha
Dawn-che-day en wa-la-doe nay, soogwa chee-ah ga-la-gwah
De-ey dcheh-noe wa-lah-doe nay, gai-yeree nee-oh-gway-dah-gay,
		

neh eh jee you-gey lee oo-nyanee
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Dawn-che-day en wa-la-doe, nay Suhn-ga-why-oh dee-soe
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